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Ágrip

Ræktun á þunnum efnahúðum er tæknileg undirstaða allrar hátækni á sviði
rafeindatækni, tölvutækni, fjarskipta og snjallsímatækni. Efnin eru ræktuð
með ýmsum aðferðum eins og hvarfræktun, gufuræktun og segulspætun. Segul-
spætun er vinsæl ræktunaraðferð sem getur ræktað m.a. húðir á mjög stóra
fleti. Algengustu afbrigði hennar eru jafnstraums-segulspætun, hátíðni-segul-
spætun og loks hin nýlega háafls-segulspætun.

Doktorsverkefnið miðar að því að skoða mun á ræktun vissra húða með
jafnstraums- og háaflsaðferðunum. Þetta var gert fyrir efni eins og Mo/V ofur-
grindur, TiN, TiO2, SiO2 og vanadínoxíð. Nýr mælibúnaður var þróaður auk
þess sem fyrstu stig ræktunar á húðum voru rannsökuð með leiðnimælingum.





Abstract

Thin film materials technology is the fundament of all current modern tech-
nologies such as electronics, computers, data storages, displays, mobile devices
and Internet network communications. Numerous techniques are available to
grow high-quality thin films, such as chemical vapor deposition, thermal evap-
oration, atomic layer deposition, and sputtering. Magnetron sputtering is the
most versatile technique for deposition of thin films. It can be sub-categorized
to various methods such as dc magnetron sputtering (dcMS), rf magnetron
sputtering (rfMS) and high power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS).

This thesis presents the experimental study and the instrumental devel-
opment for the advancement of the knowledge in the difference of using con-
ventional dcMS and HiPIMS methods to grow films. The experimental study
includes materials such as Mo/V superlattices, TiN, TiO2, and SiO2. New mea-
surement methods have been developed in addition to study the early stage of
the growth of thin film using in-situ resistance measurements. The advances
in measurement methods consist of new high speed sampling hardwares along
with LabVIEW software programmed and tested to acquire every detail of each
applied HiPIMS pulse during growth.

In the first experimental part, the initial stages of growth were investigated
for TiN thin films. The experiment was done for both HiPIMS and dcMS
on different substrates at different growth temperatures. The growth by both
methods was also compared for various deposition angles. Moreover, transition
of the grown films from epitaxial to texture was observed where the built-up
charge on the mask changes the energy spectra of the incoming flux of materials.

In the second part, the challenges for the growth of TiO2 were studied by
the HiPIMS method. Systematic study of oxygen flow, frequency, and current
on the plasma power were performed. A new periodic runaway of plasma was
observed and characterized when oxygen partial pressure was increased to cer-
tain level. Therefore stable plasma or periodic runaway was found in a certain
range of pulsing frequencies for every oxygen pressure settings. For growth
of a multilayer containing a TiO2 layer, the effect of shutter operation on the
growth rate and plasma stability was studied. Also, TiO2/SiO2 Bragg mirrors
were grown and the behavior of resonant photon tunneling was investigated.



In the third part, a HiPIMS/dcMS comparative study was performed on
the growth of Mo/V metallic superlattice structures at various growth temper-
atures. Different combinations of the methods for growth of the superlattice
were compared.
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1

Introduction

For the last several decades, thin films have drawn attention because of
their various properties which are unattainable or not easily attainable
in bulk forms. These properties can be generally categorized into six
groups, optical, electrical, magnetic, chemical, mechanical, and thermal
properties. However, additional functionalities are obtainable by inte-
gration of several films as ‘multilayers’ or ‘superlattices’. Some of these
properties are often achieved simultaneously. Thin films provide the con-
dition for the material to be used in various applications. As an example,
TiN is a material whose enhanced mechanical and electrical properties
make it a proper candidate for hard coatings and diffusion barriers for
Al and Cu interconnects.

In optics, thin films are employed for diverse applications such as
reflective/antireflective coatings (TiO2, Ta2O5, MgF2, SiO2), interfer-
ence filters (combination of high- and low-refractive index materials as
a multilayer), decorative coatings (TiN, ZrN, TiCxOy), and waveguides
(BaTiO2, LiNbO3).

In electronics, the importance of thin films as insulating, conduct-
ing, or semiconducting materials is significant when the device size is
scaled down. Many attempts have been made in order to deposit ultra-
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1. INTRODUCTION

thin films down to atomic scale by various techniques. Conducting films
(TiN, TaN) have been used as diffusion barriers and electrical contacts
because of their advanced chemical stability and integrability. Insulat-
ing films (SiO2, TiO2, ZnO, NbO2) have been utilized for metal-oxide-
semiconductor (MOS) transistors as a high-κ gate oxide, however, other
oxide thin films (VO2, SrTiO3) have offered new possibilities for nano-
electronics based on the insulator to metal transition and other novel
properties of ‘Smart Materials’. Furthermore, semiconducting thin films
(group IV, III-V materials) play a main role in electronics and terahertz
fields, either as wide- or narrow-bandgap materials.

Magnetic thin films have many applications such as spin-based mem-
ory devices (Fe-Ni-Co as layers or compounds). More recently, hard
coating and cutting tool industries are interested in new types of ma-
terials, so-called ‘self-reporting’ materials which can report to the user
before failing, for example by changing the magnetic properties due to
overload.

Moreover, for tribological coatings (TiN, CrN), the superior mechan-
ical properties of thin film materials have sometimes also been used for
adhesion purposes. Continuous research is conducted to find new com-
pounds for these highly demanding applications. Self-healing materials
are a recent research field aiming to develop materials that can advance
the importance of thin films in industrial applications still further.

This thesis illustrates results of research on elemental and compound
thin films grown by two different methods of physical vapor deposition,
dc magnetron sputtering (dcMS) and high power impulse magnetron
sputtering (HiPIMS). Structural, morphological, and electrical proper-
ties of grown films are compared as single layers or multilayers. Also,
challenges regarding the deposition of multilayers in non-reactive and
reactive HiPIMS discharges are discussed. The resistance of the conduc-
tive TiN films were measured in-situ, and the results are compared in the

2



same manner, along with the chemical stability when they are exposed
to air. Furthermore, first-order Mott phase transition of epitaxial films
(VO2) deposited by two different growth techniques is also studied.

Some of the HiPIMS/dcMS grown films (TiO2/SiO2) were used for
construction of metal-coated Bragg mirrors and the resonant photon tun-
nelling via Tamm plasmon polariton modes and cavity modes is com-
pared.

3
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2

Thin Film Deposition

Definition of the ‘thin films’ has been described differently over the last
few decades. Nowadays, it is attributed to layers of materials in a thick-
ness range of a few monolayers (ML) up to many micrometers, which
can correspond to surface science to wear-resistant coatings, respectively.
The progressively detailed demand of complex thin films for device ap-
plications and technologies motivates advances toward a better control
of the microchemistry and microstructure of deposited layers, along with
lowering of the processing temperature. This chapter discusses the struc-
ture of the surfaces used for deposition of thin films and the evolution
of the film growth from nucleation at the early stages until a continuous
film has evolved. It is influenced by the “Thin Film Nucleation, Growth,
& Microstructure Evolution” course given by J. Greene1 and his excellent
references.

1University of Illinois, Urbana Champagn, Il, USA
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2. THIN FILM DEPOSITION

2.1 Surface Structure of Substrates

In physics and material sciences, surfaces are the templates for growth
of the films because they cannot stand alone due to their friability and
require support or a substrate to grow. In one way, surfaces can be
scientifically defined as ‘high-energy defects in infinite solids’ 1. In order
to determine the surface energy of any material, one needs to find: (1)
the total energy for cleavage of ionic single crystals into two separate
surfaces, (2) the area of the newly created surfaces, and (3) the lattice
orientation, shown in Figure 2.1.

E = 2Es, (2.1)

Es = γsA− T (
dγs
dT

)A, (2.2)

dγs
dT

= −SsA, (2.3)

where:
Es is surface energy, γs is surface tension, Ss is surface entropy, A is

surface area, and T is surface temperature.
Table 2.1 presents surface energy per atom Es and the heat of va-

porization per atom for various (001)-oriented materials indicating Es ≈
0.2∆Hvap. Considering the surface energy values per atom of various
materials reveals that this energy is much lower than the heat of vapor-
ization per atom ∆Hcap due to the lower number of chemical bonds to
be broken in the case of surface atoms compared to bulk atoms. There-
fore, in order to approximate the evaporation rate, one is required to use
∆Hvap, but for deposition on the surface of crystalline materials, surface
energy should be considered. However, other parameters such as surface

1J. Greene, Lecture notes of Thin Film Nucleation, Growth, & Microstructure
Evolution course.
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2.1 Surface Structure of Substrates

A

F
Cleavage

Figure 2.1: A schematic of cleavage of a solid which generates two new
surfaces.

geometry and defects may have an impact on the altered level of surface
energy.

Crystal Tmeasurement [◦C] Es [eV/atom] ∆Hvap [eV/atom]
Pt(001) 1311 1.12 5.3
Au(001) 1027 0.73 3.7
Cu(001) 1047 0.68 3.6
Ag(001) 907 0.59 3.0

Table 2.1: Surface energy per atom Es (Somorjai, 1981) and heat of
vaporization per atom ∆Hvap (Stewart, 2015) for (001)-oriented crystal of
different metals.

The surface of the substrates typically used for thin film deposition
is not perfectly flat due to, for example, unavoidable miscut. Even the
flattest substrates have miscuts larger than 0.1◦ which cause formation
of defects and terraces over the surface. These defects can largely affect
the binding of atoms to the surface and consequently the growth due
to their different energy levels. They can be categorized as intrinsic

7



2. THIN FILM DEPOSITION

and extrinsic defects. Intrinsic defects include terraces, steps, and kinks
(or double kinks) which are in turn 2D, 1D, and 0D defects. Extrinsic
defects are all 3D defects which include adatoms, clusters, vacancies,
and vacancy clusters. These defects define the kind of sites for incoming
atoms to inhabit. Figure 2.2 (a) shows a schematic of these various
types of defect on the surface and Figure 2.2 (b) presents an STM image
of Si(001) 2 × 1 surface. All of the mentioned defects are seen on the
surface. The surface normal is in the [001] direction while the steps are
aligned perpendicular to the [110] direction. This is mainly because of
the interaction of dangling bonds of the Si surface atoms. They tend
to be reconstructed in order to reach the lowest possible energy level
and form a two-dimensional periodic structure (dimers). The observed
reconstructed surface Si(100) has a unit cell of 2 × 1 and two types of
area oriented along the [110] and [1-10]. Si has four bonding electrons
in its electronic configuration but when atoms are located at the surface
there are two unsaturated bonds. One of the two dangling bonds of the
surface atoms together with the corresponding bond of the neighboring
atom form a new dimer bond. Neighboring atoms are attracted to each
other to form a pair, leading to a doubling of the unit cell in the direction
perpendicular to the rows of dimers. Therefore, two types of terraces
form after the surface reconstruction, with the dimer rows alternating
rotated by 90◦ relative to each other (see Figure 2.2 (b)).

2.1.1 Terraces and steps

Another important factor for deposition of the surface is how wide the
terraces are. If a surface has a miscut of θ, then the terrace width 〈L〉
would be:

〈L〉 =
h

tan θ
, (2.4)

where h is the height of monolayer or single-atom-height according to
the surface orientation (see Figure 2.3 (a)). For example, Si has a lattice

8



2.1 Surface Structure of Substrates

Terrace

Kink

Double-Kink

Cluster
Step

Vacancy-Cluster

Adatom
Vacancy

In-plane

Out-plane

(a)

Figure 2.2: (a) A schematic of surface showing the different types of
defects. (b) A STM image of the clean Si(100) surface reconstructed 2× 1

(Image courtesy of Max G. Lagally, University of Wisconsin).
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2. THIN FILM DEPOSITION

constant of a = 0.543 nm but the thickness of a monolayer for the (100)-
oriented surface is h = a/4 = 0.136 nm because the nearest neighbor
atom in diamond structure is in a distance of a/4 which yields a terrace
width of L ≤ 7.8 nm considering a miscut of θ ≤ 0.1◦. Also, c-plane
sapphire (Al2O3) has lattice constants of a = 0.478 nm and c = 1.29

nm. A monolayer height of (0006)-surface is h = c/3 = 0.43 nm due to
hexagonal lattice structure of sapphire. Figure 2.3 (b) shows an AFM
image of a c-plane sapphire surface revealing the stepped surface with
the measured monolayer height of ≈ 0.5 nm.

<L> = h/tan(θ)

θ
h

Substrate

L

(a)

(b)

0.5 nm

Figure 2.3: (a) A schematic of surface terrace. (b) An AFM image of
the clean c-plane sapphire surface with the cross-sectional profile of the
surface terraces along the indicated line. (Measured at Nanophysics Lab,
University of Iceland).

The effect of steps on the growth of thin films is apparent since the
step site provides a lower-energy position for the atoms diffusing on the

10



2.1 Surface Structure of Substrates

surface. The binding energy of a step site is higher than a terrace site
because the atom in a step site can bond to more neighbor atoms com-
pared to the atom inhabiting a terrace site. This is verified in Figure 2.4
where the energy of desorption for Pb atoms from Mo(100) surface was
measured. From the slope of the Arrhenius plot the desorption energy
can be estimated showing that the atom inhabiting a step site requires
4.3 eV energy to desorb from the surface compared to 3.3 eV for an atom
occupying a terrace site (Starr and Campbell, 2008). However, it has to
be pointed out that the bond counting is not adequate compared to the
more sophisticated many-body effects, but it gives a good estimation for
comparison.

Mo(100) surface

Ed = 3.3 eV

Ed = 4.3 eV

Pb

Pb

Figure 2.4: Arrhenius plot of desorbing Pb atoms from on Mo(100)
surface from step sites and terrace sites. The desorption energy from each
type of sites is shown, adopted from (Starr and Campbell, 2008).

The other effect of the steps on thin film deposition is that they
can influence the growth dynamics and cause line defects such as edge

11



2. THIN FILM DEPOSITION

dislocations. The atoms arriving at the surface terrace prefer to move
toward the step on the same terrace rather than jumping over the other
step on the neighboring terrace in order to reach the lowest energy site.
Jumping over the step to reach neighboring terrace needs even more
energy which is called the Ehrlich barrier and will be discussed later.
Steps can also cause a certain type of defect when binary materials
are deposited on a single crystal substrate. For example, the growth
of GaAs (aGaAs = 0.56533 nm) on Ge (aGe = 0.56461 nm) or GaP
(aGaP = 0.54512 nm) on Si (aSi = 0.543095 nm) in the presence of a
large miscut (≥ 2◦) may result in the formation of antiphase boundaries
at the step sites and further lead to the growth of phase and antiphase
domains above neighboring terraces. Figure 2.5 shows the formation of
antiphase domains along the antisite Ga-Ga and As-As bonds (Rubel
and Baranovskii, 2009). However the resulted antiphase domains can
partially annihilate themselves when the film grows thicker (1 µm) be-
cause of the local extra charge of Ga-Ga and As-As bonds. They also
play a role as non-radiative recombination centers, deep traps with strong
scattering centers for electrons and holes, and increase the surface rough-
ness, shown in Figure 2.6 (Hudait and Krupanidhi, 2001).

2.1.2 Surface tension and contamination

One of the most crucial factors that can alter the growth dynamics is
surface tension of the involved materials. In order to grow a material
epitaxially on another material, they have to be lattice matched. Surface
tension can also be affected by the strain energy, which corresponds to:

Es ∝ ε2t, (2.5)

where t is the film thickness and ε equals to:

ε =
(af − as)

as
. (2.6)
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Yes

Substrate

No
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Ge

As

Ga

Ga

Ga
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Phase Antiphase Phase

[110]

[001]

Figure 2.5: Illustration of the formation of antiphase boundaries (red
lines) at the step sites on Ge surface, adopted from (Rubel and Baranovskii,
2009). The preferred movement of atoms on the surface terrace is the main
reason for the antiphase formation at the step sites.
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2. THIN FILM DEPOSITION

Figure 2.6: Left: [110] TEM cross-sectional image of GaAs/Ge heteroint-
erface grown at 700◦C with a V/III ratio of 88.20. Right: SEM micrograph
of GaAs surface on Ge substrate indicating the partial self-annihilation of
the antiphase boundaries. Significant roughening occurs on the surface due
to underneath antiphase domains, adopted from (Hudait and Krupanidhi,
2001).

Here, ε is the strain calculated based on lattice constants of deposited
film af and substrate as. It has to be noted that the film strain will have
the most effect if both substrate and film are crystalline. In order to grow
a layer on the substrate one needs to consider that the surface tension of
the film material γf has to be less than or equal to the surface tension of
the substrate γs. Otherwise, the growth tends to be in three dimensions
rather than two dimensions which leads to island formation and surface
roughening (see Figure 2.7). A good example of this effect is observed
when Ag is deposited on SiO2 substrate. γAg is higher than γSiO2 and
therefore the growth tends to be in three dimensions which results in
Ag island formation on SiO2. But when a Ge seed layer is deposited on
SiO2, Ag grows perfectly in a two dimensional growth mode and ends up
with a continuous and smooth film only because γAg is less than or equal
to γGe (Chen et al., 2010). Indeed, other factors also affect the process
such as surface energy for the Ag/Ge interface (Es = 0.45 eV (Seebauer
and Allen, 1995)) compared to the Ag/SiO2 (Es = 0.32 eV (Kim et al.,
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γf > γs

γf < γs

Substrate

Substrate

(b)

(a)

Figure 2.7: Schematic representations of the growth of material when
the film surface tension γf is (a) higher and (b) lower than the substrate
surface tension γs.

2002)) interface and bond enthalpy (EAg−Ge(1.81eV) > EAg−Ag(1.69eV)

(Lide, 2008).

Also the effect of surface tension can be seen when a clean substrate
is contaminated by other materials such as oxygen, carbon, or water.
The contaminated area forms an interfacial layer between the film and
substrate which can cause island growth due to its lower surface ten-
sion compared to the surface tension of the growing film. Contrary to
the mentioned seed layer, which caused the growth to be smooth and
continuous, this contaminated layer drives the growth to be three di-
mensional. An example is shown in Figure 2.9 (a). MBE grown Cd film
on poly-crystalline W substrate at 100◦C is dense and flat because the
surface tension of Cd is lower than the surface tension of W (γCd < γW ).
Thus Cd can be grown in a 2D growth mode as local epitaxial zones on
the grains of W. However, as shown in Figure 2.9 (b), when the ultra-high
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500 nm 

Ag/Ge/SiO2 Ag/SiO2

γGe >  γAg >> γSiO2

Figure 2.8: Comparison of SEM images for a 6 nm thick Ag film grown
on an SiO2 substrate with (left) and without (right) Ge seed layer. In the
absence of seed layer the Ag forms isolated islands on the surface (Chen
et al., 2010).

vacuum MBE chamber (10−10 Torr) is exposed to the load-lock (10−8

Torr) for a while the contaminated (oxidized or carbonized) area showed
a 3D growth mode in contrast to the clean area. This is mainly due to
lower surface tension of WO3 and WC compared to surface tension of
Cd (γCd > γWO3 and γWC) (Wagner and Voorhoeve, 1971a,b).

2.1.3 Surface diffusion and the Ehrlich barrier

Another factor which can define the growth mode is the surface diffu-
sion of the adatoms. Typically, adatoms diffuse on the surface after
their landing according to their initial energy, surface temperature, and
the periodic surface potential. The period of the surface potential de-
pends on the lattice constant of the material. Surface diffusion of an
adatom can occur via different processes such as vacancies near fully-
developed monolayer coverage or atomic exchange. Surface diffusion is
mainly related to the crystal structure, geometry, and potential profile
of the surface on which the adatom lands. Hence, the adatom surface
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γCd < γW

γWO3 < γCd < γW

Substrate

Substrate

(b)

(a)
2μ

2μ

Figure 2.9: Illustrations and micrographs of (a) the MBE grown Cd
on polycrystalline W surface at 100◦C and (b) the MBE grown Cd on
contaminated W surface resulting in a 3D growth (Wagner and Voorhoeve,
1971a,b).
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diffusion is described as:

Ds =

(
a2

z

)
νe

(−Ediff
kT

)
, (2.7)

where z is the degree of freedom:

z =





2 for 1D diffusion (e.g. in a channel)
4 for 2D diffusion on a square lattice
6 for 2D diffusion on a hexagonal lattice

and ν is attempt frequency, and Ediff is surface diffusion energy barrier,
shown in Figure 2.10.

Edes

Ediffa

Figure 2.10: Surface potential along the surface of a crystal lattice where
a is lattice constant, Ediff is surface diffusion energy, and Edes is desorption
energy.

Since the surfaces are not ideally flat, steps are present all over the
surface. Also, when a monolayer of adatoms does not completely cover
the terrace, the last adatom of a monolayer on the surface acts as a
step site for the next atom approaching the surface at that site (see

18
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Figure 2.11). Therefore adatoms arriving at the step sites and diffusing
on an upper terrace require additional energy to cross the step edge
to the next terrace. This energy is described as a potential barrier so-
called, the Ehrlich barrier. It has to be noted that the crossover of the
adatom from the step edge takes the adatom into a deeper potential
where the number of bonds to the surface is higher due to the higher
number of neighboring atoms. Figure 2.11 shows the potential height
of an Ehrlich barrier compared to a surface diffusion activation barrier.
In the figure a diffusing atom (full circle) is seen to have two different
barriers of different heights close to the step. If the atom is energetic
enough it can overcome the right barrier and fall into a deep trap with
three possible bonds to the surface. Diffusion over the potential barrier
(to the right) needs energy equal to the energy of breaking one bond
and 90◦ rotation of another bond. Diffusion to the left only needs 30◦

rotation plus a stretch of an existing bond which requires much lower
energy than the diffusion to the right. The role of an Ehrlich barrier is
more apparent during the 2D growth which leads the growth to kinetic
roughening. Figure 2.12 compares the ideal 2D step-flow growth where
the monolayers grow layer by layer. Namely, all the adatoms diffuse in a
way to uniformly cover the entire surface thus resulting in very smooth
and dense surfaces. However a more realistic model for 2D growth is
to consider that the Ehrlich barrier limits the diffusion of the recently
landed adatoms crossing from the uppermost surface to the neighboring
lower terrace. This limitation causes adatoms to pile up on top of the
uppermost surface rather than diffusing to less deposited areas. This
process, hence, leads to a 2D multilayer growth where the evolution of
kinetic surface roughening is evident. The effect of the Ehrlich barrier
can be seen in Figure 2.13 where Pt film was grown by MBE on an
Pt(111) substrate (Krug et al., 2000). As a result, Pt grows in a 2D
growth mode but the potential barrier causes formation of the steps in
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Figure 2.11: Top: the potential energy of the surface atoms as a function
of distance along the surface of a crystal lattice which shows the potential
barrier and potential trap before and after the step site, respectively. Bot-
tom: schematic of the step site and the possibility of the diffusing adatom
passing through the barrier.
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Substrate Substrate

Substrate

SubstrateSubstrate

Substrate

Ideal 2D step-flow growth 2D multilayer growth

Figure 2.12: Schematic representation of (a) ideal 2D step-flow growth
and (b) 2D multilayer growth, the effect of the Ehrlich barrier for kinetic
roughnening.
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certain directions, a ‘Wedding Cake’. An indicated line shows that the
edges of the last monolayers grown on top of the mounds are well aligned,
revealing a nanostructure self-assembly with a weak self-organization. It
is interesting to point out the formation of grooves between the two
mounds as a result of a step-edge barrier which hampers the growth.

Figure 2.13: STM image of 37.1 monolayers (13.13 nm) Pt grown by
MBE on Pt(111) substrate in a CO gas with the pressure of 1.9 × 10−9

mbar (Krug et al., 2000).
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2.2 Thin Film Nucleation and Deposition

2.2 Thin Film Nucleation and Deposition

In this section, the main part of the thin film process, nucleation and
deposition, will be discussed. The process can be divided into six sequen-
tial steps (Smith, 1995). All the arriving species (atoms and molecules)
on the surface first (1) need to be adsorbed to the surface. They may (2)
diffuse on the surface before meeting other species or cluster for incorpo-
ration into the film growth. Incorporation of these species is accompanied
by (3) reaction of adsorbates with the surface and each other which is
followed by (4) the formation of material aggregates at the very initial
stage of the growth, which is called nucleation. As the film growth pro-
ceeds, the formed nuclei connect to each other and establish a network
with voids in-between, coalesce, and start to exhibit (5) a new structure
with roughness and crystal order. The film can be amorphous, single
crystalline, or polycrystalline. The single-crystal films are attained by
epitaxy which is the growth of the material layer by layer in a way in
which the film imitates the substrate crystal order. And last, (6) diffu-
sion of the material takes place into the bulk of the film and the sub-
strate. However, the diffusion can be enhanced by post-annealing of the
film in either a vacuum or a certain atmosphere at higher temperatures
which modifies the film properties. Furthermore, non-thermal addition
of energy to the deposition, such as ion bombardment, can enhance the
film quality, increase the dissociation of the reactants, and activate the
reactions during deposition.

Figure 2.14 shows some of the atomic events occurring on substrate
surface to initiate nucleation. Typically, when an atom adsorbs on sur-
face (a) it will diffuse some distance before incorporation to the growth.
This diffusion can happen on the terrace (b) or is followed by a hop of
an atom to the surface of an island (c). Sometimes an atom diffuses on
an island surface to some extent (d). Also, adsorption can occur directly
on the island surface (e) which may be followed by desorption of the
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previously inhabited atom to the vapor (f) which requires extra energy
for the atom to leave the surface. This energy is usually provided by
the tail of the thermal energy distribution or by the impingement of a
high-energy species to the surface (ion bombardment). It is also possible
for the atom to gain enough energy to overcome the Ehrlich barrier of
a step in the film surface and fall to the neighboring terrace (g). If the
energy exceeds a certain limit, atoms can even diffuse into the substrate
(h) or hop onto an ascending edge (i), which is very unlikely to happen
due to the very deep potential trap of the surface at the step site.

(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h)
(i)

Figure 2.14: Various atomic events occurring on the substrate surface
during deposition.

Arriving atoms feel attraction upon their approach to the surface
within a few atomic distances due to their interaction with surface atoms
and molecules. This takes place even with inert gases and molecules
with non-ionic bonds where dipole interactions induce the well-known
van der Waals or London dispersion forces (Smith, 1995). Adsorption
can undergo two different processes, physisorption and chemisorption. A
physisorbed atom or molecule is weakly bonded and mobile on the surface
and diffuses until it minimizes its surface energy. It may temporarily
gain enough energy to break the weak bond and make chemical bonds
with the surface or other adsorbates on the surface, i.e., chemisorption.
A chemisorbed atom shares its electrons in new orbitals and makes a
stronger bond than physisorbed atoms.
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2.2 Thin Film Nucleation and Deposition

After adsorption and transport of atoms by diffusion, they start to
nucleate with each other by chemical bonds and form small nuclei or
clusters. The smallest cluster in thin film deposition consists of a few
atoms where the surface-to-volume atoms ratio can have a large value.
Figure 2.15 shows examples of the smallest clusters which can be formed
on a surface. As the number of the shells increases the surface-to-volume
atoms ratio decreases. When the cluster size is comparable to the spatial
extent of an electron wavefunction (few tens of nm), quantum mechanical
effects must be considered and clusters act as quasi-atoms (quantum
dots).

1

1
2

1
2

3

Top view Side view Shell

1

2

3

D [Å] N0 ΣN %
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20.2
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Figure 2.15: Schematic model of small atomic clusters along with the
cluster diameter (for Au, aAu = 0.4078 nm, dAu = 0.2885 nm), the number
of atoms per outer shell (N0), the total number of atoms (ΣN), and the
percentage of surface atoms compared to volume atoms in the clusters.

Going from bulk size to nano-scale clusters of few hundred nanome-
ters and less, the thermodynamic properties such as cohesive energy,
melting point, and vapor pressure are altered. As an example, consider
the cohesive energy (Ecoh) of a spherical nanocluster of diameterD. Ecoh
is the required energy for separation of a nanocluster of diameter D into
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N free atoms with a diameter of d. If this separation does not change
the total atomic volume, then the increased surface area ∆As is:

∆As = Nπd2 − πD2. (2.9)

Therefore, Ecoh causes the generation of a new surface area ∆As.
It has to be noted that Ecoh of an N -atom nanocluster is equal to the
surface energy of a solid surface with the area of ∆As and surface tension
of γ:

Ecoh = γ∆As = πγ(Nπd2 − πD2), (2.10)

or Ecoh per atom is:

Ecoh = πγ

(
πd2 − πD2

N

)
, (2.11)

where:

N =
D3

d3
. (2.12)

Hence:
Ecoh = πγd2

(
1− d

D

)
. (2.13)

For bulk materials, D is much larger than d, therefore d
D → 0 and:

Ecohnanocluster

Ecohbulk
=

(
1− d

D

)
⇒ ∆Ecoh ∝

1

D
. (2.14)

This implies that if the Ecoh of a nanocluster decreases with cluster
size then the melting point should also fall while the vapor pressure
increases. This melting-point reduction with cluster size has been seen
where the differential scanning calorimetry curves have been measured
from the sample containing both bulk and nanoparticles of In, shown
in Figure 2.16. The bulk peak of a melting point at 430 K is used as a
reference for the nanoparticle peak shift to lower temperatures with peak
broadening as the cluster size decreases (Unruh et al., 1993). It reveals
that the melting point is a collective ensemble phenomenon which differs
for small atomic clusters.
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In

Figure 2.16: Left: Melting point of In nanoparticles of various diameters
(a) for both ends of the experiment and (b) the average values compared
with different melting-point models (Zhang et al., 2000). Right: Differen-
tial scanning calorimetry melting patterns of In nanoparticles with differ-
ent sizes (Unruh et al., 1993).
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2.2.1 Thermodynamics of nucleation

In order to understand the thermodynamics behind the nucleation of a
solid cluster, the cluster can for simplicity be assumed to be spherical.
The total energy required to create a surface is equal to 4πr2γ and the
total energy for forming a stable phase is equal to 4/3(πr3)∆Gv. Thus
the total change in free energy is:

∆Gtot = 4πr2γ +
4

3
(πr3)∆Gv, (2.15)

where γ is the surface tension and ∆Gv is the free energy of nuclei per
unit volume. ∆Gtot plotted as a function of r is shown in Figure 2.17.
To find the maximum free-energy change one can set d(∆Gtot)/dr = 0,
and find the critical cluster size:

r∗ =
−2γ

∆Gv
⇒ r∗ ∝ γ

|∆Gv|
. (2.16)

Substituting (2.16) to (2.15) yields the height of the nucleation barrier:

∆G∗ =
16πγ3

3(∆Gv)2
⇒ ∆G∗ ∝ γ3

(∆Gv)2
. (2.17)

A cluster with a critical cluster radius smaller than r∗ is unstable while
clusters larger than r∗, nuclei are stable and can be formed. The smallest
stable clusters thus consist of (i∗ + 1) atoms where i∗ is the number of
atoms inside the critical radius of r∗. Rewriting the equations for the
case of cubic nuclei with the edge length of a leads to different equation:

∆Gtot = 6a2γ + a3∆Gv. (2.18)

Differentiating the expression with respect to a and equalizing to zero
(d(∆Gtot)/da = 0) yields a different critical radius:

a∗ =
−4γ

∆Gv
, (2.19)
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Figure 2.17: Free energy change as a function of cluster radius.

and finally:

∆G∗ =
32γ3

(∆Gv)2
. (2.20)

The reason for the difference between spherical and cubic systems is
that the surface-to-volume ratio of atoms is greater for a cube than for
a sphere.

Nucleation on a solid surface can thermodynamically be an equilib-
rium process between the atom flux J or a vapor phase at pressure P and
the growing cluster. ∆G can be derived for the addition of an adatom
to an existing cluster and substituted into (2.16) to calculate the critical
radius. The combined first and second laws of thermodynamics can be
written as a general expression:

d(∆G) = V dP − SdT, (2.21)

where V and S are the system volume and entropy, respectively. However
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at constant T , the term SdT = 0. Using the ideal gas law PV = NkT

at constant temperature and substituting it into (2.21) yields:

d(∆G)T = NkT

(
dP

P

)
. (2.22)

Assuming the increased volume of a cluster after addition of one
adatom at constant substrate temperature Ts is equal to Ω the adatom
volume, then ∆Gv is ∆G/Ω:

d(∆Gv)T =
kTs
Ω

(
dP

P

)
, (2.23)

or:

∆Gv =
kTs
Ω
`n

(
P

Pvp

)
=
kTs
Ω
`n

(
J

Jvp

)
=
kTs
Ω
`n(ζ), (2.24)

where Pvp is the equilibrium vapor pressure of the solid phase at temper-
ature T and ζ is the supersaturation at the growth surface which is basi-
cally the ratio of the arriving flux to the desorbing flux, P/Pvp ∝ J/Jvp.
Finally, the critical radius is:

r∗ =
2Ωγ

kTs`n(ζ)
, (2.25)

which gives that when ζ increases r∗ decreases.
Considering the results for nucleation of evaporated Au on NaCl

(Donohoe and Robins, 1972; Robinson and Robins, 1974) where Au was
grown at 300 K and JAu = 1 × 1013 atoms/cm2s. Using the kinetic
equation for pressure, ζ can be estimated:

JAu = 3.513× 1022(mAuTs)
− 1

2PAu, (2.26)

where mAu = 196.97 amu and Ts = 300 K which yields P ≈ 7 × 10−8

Torr. Extrapolation value for the equilibrium vapor pressure of Au at
300 K is Pvp,Au ≈ 10−30 Torr (Honig, 1962). Thus supersaturation of Au
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is ζ ≈ 7× 1022. Using the estimated ζ ≈ 7× 1022 one can calculate the
critical radius of Au nuclei. Au has fcc lattice structure with a0 = 0.4087

nm, r = 0.144 nm, and γAu = 8.8 eV/(nm)2. NaCl is cubic and has the
lattice constant of a0 = 0.5639 nm and surface tension of γNaCl = 1.4

eV/(nm)2. Therefore, r∗ = 0.137 nm, which is approximately 1 Au atom
and (i∗ + 1) is 2 atoms for the stable Au nuclei grown at the mentioned
conditions.

Increasing Ts to 400 K at constant JAu elevates Pvp,Au ≈ 5 × 10−21

Torr (Honig, 1962) and reduces ζ to ≈ 1.4 × 1013. Hence, r∗400 =

r∗300(300/400)(`nζ300/`nζ400) = 0.183 nm, the size of 3 Au atoms and
consequently, (i∗ +1) is approximately 4 atoms. Interestingly the results
of r∗400 and r∗300 are in good agreement with the experimental results
(Donohoe and Robins, 1972).

This can be generally interpreted so that the critical radius r∗(Ts)
increases as temperature Ts elevates which means that small clusters
are easy to dissociate due to their low Ecoh, and the surface diffusion
(nucleation length) increases for the increased Ts. However, at constant
Ts, the critical radius r∗(J) decreases as J increases because of an in-
creased supersaturation ζ. As a practical example, a homoepitaxial Fe
nucleation experiment on Fe(001) shown in Figure 2.18 reveals that in-
creasing the Ts results in increased cluster size when the Fe coverage was
kept constant at 0.07 ML (Stroscio and Pierce, 1994).

2.2.2 Heterogeneous model of nucleation

Describing and understanding of the growth for thin films necessitates
a correct comprehension of the geometry of the formed clusters on the
substrate surface. Such a cluster can be described with a mean radius of
r and a contact angle of θ on a solid surface as a result of vapor phase
deposition, shown in Figure 2.19. The cluster surface area is a1r2 and
the area where the cluster is in contact with the substrate surface is a2r2.
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Figure 2.18: in-situ STM measurements of MBE grown Fe/Fe(001)
at different substrate temperatures at a flux of 1.4 × 1013 atoms/cm2s
(Stroscio and Pierce, 1994).
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Substrate

θ γf-v γs-v
γs-f

Figure 2.19: Schematic model of a cluster with mean dimension of r and
contact angle of θ on a solid surface.

The volume of the cluster is a3r3 and all ai coefficients are constants of
geometry. Then, one can calculate the total free energy of the cluster to
be dissociated into the vapor phase as:

∆G = a1r
2γf−v + a2r

2γs−f − a2r2γs−v + a3r
3∆Gv, (2.27)

where: γf−v is the positive free energy corresponding to the formation
of a new surface between the film and vapor, γs−f is the positive or
negative free energy of the film/substrate interface, γs−v is the positive
free energy of the free substrate surface, and ∆Gv is the negative free
energy of the nuclei. Hence, by performing the same derivation as before:

r∗ =
−2(a1γf−v + a2γs−f − a2γs−v)

3a3∆Gv
⇒ r∗ ∝ γ

|∆Gv|
, (2.28)

and:

∆G∗ =
4(a1γf−v + a2γs−f − a2γs−v)3

27a23(∆Gv)
2

⇒ ∆G∗ ∝ γ3

(∆Gv)2
. (2.29)

It has to be noted that the calculated critical energy does not include
the effect of edge, kink, and strain-induced energies. The final equations
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for the critical radius and energy are mainly described by the wetting
angle θ, which will be discussed next.

2.2.3 Wetting

The simplest way to show the wetting of a cluster on a substrate sur-
face is to consider a hemispherical cap cluster with a contact angle of θ,
a spherical radius of R, and an in-plane 2D cap radius of r. Depend-
ing on the value of θ, the wetting quality can be defined (see Figure
2.20). At θ = 0◦, the wetting is perfect (hydrophilic state) since the

Substrate

θ γf-v γs-v
γs-f

Substrate

θ = 0 γf-v
γs-v γs-fθ θ θ

θ = 120°
θ = 180°

Perfect wetting

Poor wetting
Dewetting

θR

Figure 2.20: Illustration of different contact angle wettings of a cluster
on a surface. For low contact angles (θ < 20◦), the wetting is perfect while
by increasing θ the quality of wetting is poorer until at θ = 180◦ complete
dewetting occurs.

cluster uniformly expands on the surface. As θ increases the wetting
quality deteriorates until at θ = 180◦ dewetting of the cluster takes
place (hydrophobic state). The surface area of the cap cluster is equal to
a1r

2 = 2πR2(1−cos θ), the interfacial circular contact area between clus-
ter and substrate is a2r2 = πR2(sin2 θ), and the volume of the cluster is
a3r

3 = 1
3πR

2(2−3 cos θ+cos3 θ). At equilibrium and for a contact angle
of θ, the interfacial surface tensions balance gives the Young’s equations
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(Young, 1805):

γs−v = γf−s + γf−v cos θ or, cos θ =
γs−v − γf−s

γf−v
. (2.30)

When there is a weak interaction between cluster and substrate e.g.,
noble metals on oxides (Pd/TiO2), γf−s is large, however γs−v and γf−v
are constant. Therefore cos θ must be small and θ large which implies
poor wetting.

Rewriting the nucleation barrier ∆G∗ using the geometric coefficients
ai and Young’s equation yields:

∆G∗ =
16πγ3f−v
3(∆Gv)2

{
2− 3 cos θ + cos3 θ

4

}
. (2.31)

Hence, the bracketed term is a modification factor for the previously
derived homogeneous nucleation barrier. If the bracketed term is equal
to 0, θ = 0◦ (cos 0◦ = 1) which is related to perfect wetting. Also
for this case, there is no nucleation barrier and the cluster is uniformly
expanded over the surface. For the case that the bracketed term is 1,
θ = 180◦ (cos 180◦ = −1) and the maximum ∆G∗ is obtained in the case
of dewetting, which is equal to the homogeneous nucleation equation.

2.2.4 Surface diffusion and strain

In general, misfit strain can reduce or increase the local in-plane lattice
constant of epitaxial films. This atomic separation or compression can
increase or decrease the surface corrugation i.e., surface diffusion barriers
for tensile and compressive strain, respectively. Figure 2.21 presents the
effect of strain on the surface diffusion barrier. As shown, calculations
using DFT and minimal energy path saddle-point method of both diffu-
sion and activation barriers reveal that they are linearly related to the
strain, and become greater with an increase in tensile strain while de-
creasing as compressive strain increases (Ratsch et al., 1997; Schroeder
and Wolf, 1997).
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Figure 2.21: Left: Schematic of surface potential under compressive (top)
and tensile strain (bottom), and (middle) where no stress is applied. Right:
Diffusion barrier and activation barrier curves are plotted as a function of
relative lattice constant and strain (up to 8%, respectively, adopted from
(Ratsch et al., 1997; Schroeder and Wolf, 1997).
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During the heteroepitaxy growth, the heterolayer is stressed (mis-
fit) and as the number of grown layers increases the strain energy in
the film is increased. This elevated stress energy can cause strain relax-
ation through generation of dislocations. However, this strain changes
the surface diffusion barriers, thus affecting the nucleation kinetics as
the film becomes thicker. Figure 2.22 (a) shows the increased diffusion
barrier versus the layer number where lattice mismatch between the film
and substrate causes 7% tension. Figure 2.22 (b) represents the cal-
culated lateral diffusion barriers on a fully-strained hetero-island. The
non-uniform energy potential is due to the limited dimension of the is-
land. As seen, diffusion barriers increase with tensile stress and decrease
in height with compressive stress. At the edges of the island due to its
relaxation, the diffusion barriers decrease outward from the island edge
when the stress is tensile, while diffusion barriers increase in height by
moving toward the island edge for compressive stress. Moreover, due to
the Ehrlich barrier, the dispersion in the diffusion barrier over the island
can considerably change the heterogeneous nucleation process (Schroeder
and Wolf, 1997).

2.2.5 Surface diffusion and edge site energies

A simple and powerful tool for simulating a growth process is the Kinetic
Monte Carlo (KMC) model. In this model the atoms are in discrete
positions and deposited on the top of random atomic positions on a
crystal surface. Transport occurs through surface diffusion to tighter
binding sites. Figure 2.23 shows the 1D view of surface atoms along with
their corresponding energy potential for diffusion of an adatom. There
are three energies that have to be taken into account, Es diffusion on a
terrace or surface diffusion barrier, Eb Ehrlich barrier, and Ef adatom
formation energy. Correspondingly, the energies required for an adatom
to diffuse over the step site ascendingly or descendingly are found based
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Figure 2.22: (a) Diffusion barriers diagram calculated as a function of
layer number and (b) the lateral diffusion barriers on a large fully strained
simple cube hetero-island, adopted from (Schroeder and Wolf, 1997).
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2.2 Thin Film Nucleation and Deposition

on the location of the atom and the number of barriers that have to
be overcome. Therefore, diffusion from a step site (Ef + Es) needs less
energy compared to diffusion from a kink site (2Ef + Es).

As an example for TiN/TiN(002) the following values have been
experimentally determined: Eb < 0.1 eV (Kodambaka et al., 2003),
Es = 1.1 eV (Gall et al., 2003; Wall et al., 2005), and Es +Ef = 3.4 eV
(Kodambaka et al., 2003). Es depends on the N2/Ar flow ratio as the
defusing species are TiNx (x = 1, 2, 3) in which x increases with the flow
ratio (Wall et al., 2005).

E = Ef + 2Es

E = 2Ef + Es

E = Ef + Es

E = Ef + Es = Eb

E = Ef + Es

E = Es E = Es + Eb

E = Es

Eb Eb

EfEf

Es Es

Figure 2.23: Top: 1D view of surface atoms with a relative potential
diagram for adatom diffusion. Activation energies are Es surface diffusion
on a terrace, Eb diffusion over an Ehrlich barrier, and Ef adatom formation
energy. Bottom: 2D view of diffusing adatoms from a step site and a kink
site.
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2. THIN FILM DEPOSITION

The results of a KMC simulation for deposition of 0.2 ML at low
Ts with the same activation energies for all adatoms but different Ef is
presented here to reveal the effect of formation energy on the growth pro-
cess. For the higher formation energy, adatom interactions with islands
are in a ‘hit and stick’ mode where almost no lateral step diffusion occurs.
Therefore atomic shadowing effects result in dendritic island formation,
as shown in Figure 2.24. However, reducing the formation energy gives
rise to edge diffusion, increased adatom detachment rate, and larger is-
lands will form. This also enables the islands to reach their equilibrium
shape by minimizing their surface energy (Ratsch et al., 1994).

Ef = 1.0 eV

Ef = 0.3 eV

Figure 2.24: KMC simulation of island formation at 20% coverage with
Ef = 1.0 eV (top) and Ef = 0.3 eV (bottom), adopted from (Ratsch et al.,
1994).

An experimental example of island shape morphologies can be the
growth of TiN/MgO(001). Figure 2.25 (a) presents an STM image of
25 nm thick TiN grown epitaxially on MgO(001) by reactive magnetron
sputtering. TiN has a very low Eb (< 0.1) and a high Ef (Es+Ef = 3.4

eV) (Kodambaka et al., 2003) when it is grown on TiN(001). In this
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2.2 Thin Film Nucleation and Deposition

work MgO substrates were baked for achieving flat terraces and a 10
nm buffer layer was deposited at 750◦C prior to the growth of a TiN
overlayer at 650◦C. Therefore, due to the low formation energy of TiN,
the surface of the overlayer is extremely smooth (Rrms = 0.2 nm) with
dendritic islands. However, attaining such atomically flat surfaces is
also possible using a highly ionized and energetic plasma for deposition
at lower temperature of 400◦C without any pre-treatment, as shown in
Figure 2.25 (b).

nm
+5

+2.5

0

-2.5

-5

400°C

(a) (b)

Figure 2.25: (a) STM image of a 25 nm epitaxial TiN film on MgO(001)
at 750◦C by dc reactive sputtering, adopted from (Karr et al., 2000). (b) A
5×5 µm2 AFM image of a 23 nm epitaxial TiN film on MgO(001) at 400◦C
by high power impulse magnetron sputtering with a surface roughness of
Rrms = 0.2 nm, adopted from paper VI.

2.2.6 Film growth modes

It has been previously shown that the free energy change of a cluster
with radius r can be written as:

∆G = a1r
2γf−v + a2r

2γs−f − a2r2γs−v + a3r
3∆Gv, (2.32)

where: γf−v is the positive free energy corresponding to the formation
of a new surface between the film and vapor, γs−f is the positive or
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2. THIN FILM DEPOSITION

negative free energy of the film/substrate interface, γs−v is the positive
free energy of the free substrate surface, and ∆Gv is the negative free
energy of the nuclei. Accordingly, the coefficients of ai can be calculated
based on the geometry and dimensions of the cluster. There are three
equilibrium conditions for Equation 2.32, which lead to the occurrence
of three stable growth modes, as illustrated in Figure 2.26:

• 3D island (Volmer-Weber) growth (Volmer and Weber, 1926):

a2r
2γs−v < (a2r

2γs−f + a1r
2γf−v) (2.33)

This type of growth can occur when a film is grown on amorphous
or polycrystalline substrates such as deposition of metals of SiO2.
However, it can also happen on single crystals if the surface tension
of film material is larger than the surface tension of the substrate
or when increased stress in the film causes a strain relaxation and
disappearance of epitaxy.

• 2D (Frank-van der Merwe) layer growth (Frank and van der Merwe,
1949):

a2r
2γs−v ≥ (a2r

2γs−f + a1r
2γf−v) (2.34)

Layer growth is mostly seen where there is no lattice mismatch be-
tween film and substrate which can most easily be obtained in ho-
moepitaxy such as growth of Cu/Cu(001), Si/Si(001), or GaAs/GaAs.

• Stranski-Krastanov growth (Stranski and Krastanow, 1938):

a2r
2γs−v ≈ (a2r

2γs−f + a1r
2γf−v + Es), (2.35)

where:
Es ∝ εt2. (2.36)

A crossover from 2D to 3D can take place due to the stress energy in
the film. This stress energy increases as the film thickness increases
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2.2 Thin Film Nucleation and Deposition

mainly due to coherence strain arising from the lattice mismatch
between film and substrate. This growth mode is the most common
one for heteroepitaxial films. Also, kinetic roughening can start to
take over after formation of a few monolayers. Depending on the
lattice mismatch and bond strength between film and substrate,
a critical thickness can be realized and strain relaxation can then
occur. This increases the surface roughening due to the formation
of line defects such as edge and screw dislocations. It has to be
noted that the type of strain (compressive or tensile) also affects
this due to diffusion barrier alteration when the film is under stress.

3D island
growth

2D layer
growth

Stransky-
Krastanov

growth

θ < 1 ML 1 < θ < 2 ML θ > 2 ML

Figure 2.26: Illustrations of the three different growth modes as the
coverage θ of the film increases.
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3

Plasma for Materials Science

Energy-enhanced deposition techniques by non-thermal means are widely
used and important in thin film growth. These non-thermal energy
sources can vaporize a target material, ionize the vapor, and acceler-
ate it toward the growing film (Smith, 1995). The electrons and ions
deliver energy to the growing film. If these species are directed in a nar-
row beam, they may cause a local intense heating of the target material
leading to thermal vaporization even though the energy source input is
non-thermal. Inversely, in the sputtering process the ion beam used is
much wider and does not cause significant heating of the target material.
Hence vaporization by sputtering is the process of knocking out an atom
by collisional energy transfer by the ion bombardment.

Usage of sputtering process is coupled with plasma generation. Plasma
discharges are used for surface treatment of material or deposition of thin
films. Plasma technology is of importance for several manufacturing in-
dustries such as production of integrated circuits for electronic industry.
Such processes are useful in many applications including the aerospace,
automotive, steel, and biomedical industries. Plasma processes also pave
the path toward fabrication of thin film materials that are not attain-
able by any other methods (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005). This
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chapter concentrates on the basics and fundamentals of two different
sputtering processes, the conventional dc magnetron sputtering (dcMS)
and the high power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS). The char-
acteristics of their plasma, and consequently their impact on the quality
of deposited thin films are discussed.

3.1 The Sputtering Process

Sputtering is a process in which the surface atoms or molecules of a
material are removed upon ion bombardment and transferred to a vapor
as a flux (Waits, 1978). This flux of materials contains both neutral and
ion species which can in principle grow a thin film on a substrate if they
are successfully transferred to a substrate surface. Figure 3.1 shows a
simple schematic of the sputtering process where a negative voltage is
applied to the target material (cathode) in which electrons are emitted
or knocked out by an impact of an energetic ion (secondary electron
emission). The barrier for electron emission is the difference between
Fermi energy Ef and the energy level of a free electron in vacuum Ev.
This difference (Ev − Ef ) is the work function φW . However electrons
can also be generated by ionization of gaseous atoms or molecules (A →
A++ e).

An electron coming from the cathode surface has the energy of E =

eV 1, and can collide with the nearest sputtering gas atom (for example
Ar with the typical pressure of 1 × 10−2 – 1 × 10−4 mbar). The dis-
tance that an electron travels to have a collision is the ‘mean free path’
of the electron which can be identified by a cross section of electrons
at various electron temperatures Te (kinetic energy), shown in Figure
3.2. Typically, collision of electrons with Ar atoms causes an electron
being ejected from the outermost electron shell of Ar, and subsequently

1V is the applied voltage to the cathode.
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Negative
applied
voltage

Sputtered 
atomsAr+ ion

Magnetic fields

e-

+

+

+ Sputtered 
ion

S SN

Figure 3.1: A schematic of the sputtering discharge. Ar atoms are ionized
by an electron impact. Ar+ ions get accelerated by the electric field and
strike the target (cathode) thus ejecting metal atoms. Ejected metal atoms
can be also ionized by an electron impact and then re-attracted to the
target. The permanent magnets provide the magnetic field in order to
increase probability of electron impact ionization in the vicinity of the
target for sustaining the plasma.

Figure 3.2: Ionization, excitation, and elastic scattering cross sections
for electrons in argon gas, adopted from (Vahedi et al., 1993).
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ionization of argon to Ar+. The argon ions are then attracted toward
the cathode due to the negative potential and intensively bombard the
surface atoms of the cathode. Upon collision of the Ar+ ions with atoms
in the surface region, a surface atom can be ejected from the surface
into the plasma. This causes emission of secondary electrons from the
cathode at the same time.

The energy of impacting ions increases the internal energy of surface
atoms. This energy can either be lost through fragmentation of the
surface or it will be distributed in lattice vibration. Due to the local
heating, ejection of a secondary electron through a thermionic process
is possible. This happens in the case that the energy of ions sufficient
to cause a ‘kinetic electron emission’ (Baragiola, 1994). If the ions are
less energetic they can be neutralized by resonant electron capture to an
excited state, or by the Auger process, resulting in electron emission. The
Auger de-excitation energy may not be enough to cause electron emission
although the hole produced in the band bubbles up to the Fermi level
through shallow electron excitations. This process is called ‘potential
electron emission’ and shown in Figure 3.3.

W

Ef Ef

Ev

(1)

(2)

(2) (3)

(3)

(4)

Figure 3.3: Schematic of two secondary electron processes where the
electron energy potential is shown for an incident ion close to the surface.
Ev, Ef , and W are the energy of vacuum level, Fermi level, and the work
function, respectively, adopted from (Baragiola, 1994).
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3.1 The Sputtering Process

Sputtered metal atoms may also be ionized by an electron impact
ionization and in rare cases re-attracted to the cathode surface, which
can cause additional emission of secondary electrons. The presence of
secondary electrons is crucial for the plasma to be self-sustaining (An-
ders, 2011). Permanent magnets are employed to increase the gyration
of the electrons and elevate the probability of Ar ionization. This is to
assist the process to become self-sustainable.

In general, ionization of gas and metal atoms in plasma can occur
through different channels1. Here only three out of a large number of
possible reactions in a plasma are discussed:

• Direct electron impact ionization:

M + e− →M+ + 2e−, (3.1)

which occurs most intensely for the high density discharges with
energetic electrons. To reach higher degree of ionization (Mn+),
higher electron energy and densities are required.

• Ionization from excited states:

M∗ + e− →M+ + 2e−, (3.2)

where a relatively low energy electron impact can ionize a metal
atom which is already in an excited state.

• Penning ionization:

Ar∗ +M →M+ +Ar + e−, (3.3)

which only takes place if the ionization energy of the metal atom is
lower than the excited energy level of the inert gas (Christou and
Barber, 2000).

1A. Anders , Lecture notes of High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering course.
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3.2 Reactive Sputtering

Sometimes in addition to the nobel gases, a reactive gas mixed with
noble gas is used during sputtering. This causes a chemical reaction be-
tween target atoms and reactive gas and is mainly used for deposition
of compounds. This reaction also occurs on the substrate surface, i.e.,
the compound is not necessarily formed on the target or in the sput-
ter vapor. This type of sputtering is therefore called reactive sputtering
(Safi, 2000), which is schematically shown in Figure 3.4. Increasing the

Sputtered 
compound

Ar+ ion

e-

+

+

+ Sputtered 
ion

S SN

-
-

+ -

Reactive 
gas ion

Figure 3.4: An illustration of the reactive sputtering process with both
Ar and a reactive gas. Electrons are responsible for ionization of sputtered
species. Reactive molecules can also be dissociated through an electron
impact. As the reactive gas pressure increases, a larger area and thicker
layer of the target compound is formed on the surface.

reactive gas pressure to a very high value may cause formation of small
compound clusters in the plasma which is not beneficial for the growth
of thin films. Moreover, an increased partial pressure of the reactive gas
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leads to formation of thicker compound material on the target surface
compared to a low partial pressure. This can immediately affect the
sputtering yield and the emission of the electrons from the target sur-
face. This effect is known as ‘target poisoning’. A fully-poisoned target
may have a higher or lower emission of secondary electrons and lower
sputtering yield, depending on the atom or ion energies. Phelps and
Petrović (Phelps and Petrovic, 1999) have illustrated that the emission
of secondary electrons increases with the increased ion impacting energy
for clean and poisoned targets. For energies higher than 300 eV, the
emission of the secondary electrons from a fully-poisoned (oxidized) tar-
get surface elevates faster compared to the clean surface, shown in Figure
3.5. This has been attributed to the kinetic electron emission as a dom-

Figure 3.5: Electron yields for Ar+ and Ar beams incident on various (a)
clean and (b) poisoned metal surfaces as a function of ion energy, adopted
from (Phelps and Petrovic, 1999).

inant process for ejection of the electrons (Baragiola, 1994; Depla et al.,
2007). However, it has been reported that for the sub-poisoned target
surfaces (suboxide modes), the emission of secondary electrons decreases
as the oxygen-to-metal ratio increases, illustrated in Figure 3.6.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.6: (a) Discharge voltage behavior of suboxide Ti targets at ar-
gon pressure of 0.5 Pa and constant current of 0.12 A. (b) Ion induced sec-
ondary electron emission coefficient of the oxidized targets and the TiO2−x

targets versus the bulk oxygen-to-metal ratio for oxides, adopted from (De-
pla et al., 2007).

This significant reduction of the emission of secondary electrons has
been attributed to the lower escape probability of the electrons from the
surface and/or hampered transport of the electron to the surface due
to the preferential reduction of the poisoned surface layer (Depla et al.,
2007).

3.3 Plasma

Plasma is the fourth state of matter which is not fully neutral and its
existence is initiated by ionization of gas. A. Anders1 defined it as “a
plasma is a quasi-neutral ensemble of charged and neutral particles which
exhibits collective behavior.” It is quasi-neutral because the number of
positive and negative charge in a finite volume is equal. It shows a col-
lective behavior because movement of particles (either neutrals or ions)

1A. Anders, Lecture notes of High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering course.
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is correlated to the movement of neighboring particles. Namely, interac-
tion between the charged particles affects the motion of each individual
particle and causes the motion to be collective. The collisions are in-
elastic and any sudden change in the motion of one particle gradually
influence the neighboring particles. The interactions between particles
are long range Coulomb forces and the gravitational force is too weak to
have an impact on the motion of particles.

3.4 Plasma Parameters

The plasma state is described with parameters such as electron density
ne, electron temperature Te, magnetic field, and the Debye length, the
distance that the electrostatic Coulomb interaction between a charged
particle and neighboring charge is shielded (Lieberman and Lichtenberg,
2005). In the Table 3.1, various plasma states found in nature and space
are listed for comparison.

Plasma Density Electron Magnetic Debye
temperature field length

ne [K] T [K] B [T] λD [m]
Gas discharge 1016 104 – 10−4

Tokomak 1020 108 10 10−4

Ionosphere 1012 103 10−5 10−3

Magnetosphere 107 107 10−8 102

Solar core 1032 107 – 10−11

Solar wind 106 105 10−9 10

Interstellar medium 105 104 10−10 10

Intergalactic medium 1 106 – 105

Table 3.1: Various plasma parameters found in space or in experimental
laboratories.

The plasma used in deposition of thin films can be generated by
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different methods. For the dcMS plasma, the electron density is in the
range of 1015–1016 m−3 while in the HiPIMS case, it has a much higher
value of 1016–1018 m−3. The electron temperature is generally higher for
the HiPIMS plasma. The Debye length of a plasma can be described as:

λD =

√
ε0kBTe
nee2

≈ 69

√
Te
ne
, (3.4)

where ne is the electron density and Te is the electron temperature. For
the dcMS plasma, the Debye length is in the range of 2×10−4 to 2×10−3

m depending on the electron temperature varying between 1 and 100 eV.
As the electron density increases to the HiPIMS and arc plasmas’ range,
the Debye length decreases almost two order of magnitude for various
electron temperatures due to the increased probability of collisions.

3.5 dcMS Plasma

When a negative dc voltage is used for igniting the plasma in mag-
netron sputtering with a planar configuration, the generated plasma is
called dc magnetron sputtering (dcMS). This method is the most com-
mon technique for deposition of the metal thin films due to its simplicity
and applicability. The typical gas pressure for the dcMS discharges is
1 × 10−2 – 1 × 10−4 mbar and it is used either in constant power, con-
stant voltage, or constant current mode. The typical voltage range for
this method is between 300 V and 700 V depending on the target mate-
rial and sputtering gas. The initial applied voltage must be high enough
in order to break down the sputtering gas and consequently to ignite the
plasma. Reactive sputtering is feasible in dcMS but it is limited if the
target poisoning (mostly oxidized targets) reaches a certain level where
a compound material covers most of the target surface. If the formed
compound material on the target is insulating, the emission of the elec-
trons from the target is hampered. The charge can accumulate on the
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3.5 dcMS Plasma

surface and causes electric arcing. Generally, plasma arcing increases the
growth rate but it can damage or melt the target by extra heat generated
at the arc point, and also can eject large clusters which deteriorate the
uniformity of plasma flux for deposition. A schematic of a planar dcMS
system is shown in Figure 3.7. The areal current density of a dcMS pro-

S SN
MagnetsCathode

Shield

Substrate

Anode

CathodeVdc
-

+
Idc

Figure 3.7: Schematic of the dcMS discharge in planar configuration
where Vdc and Idc are discharge voltage and discharge current, respectively.

cess is of the order of 4–60 mA/cm2 and power density of several tens of
W/cm2 (Waits, 1978). At these conditions almost no gas collision occurs
and the deposition rate is restricted by the maximum power density of
the target, and the sputtered atoms are found in the energy range of
1–20 eV. The electron density is therefore in the range of 1015–1017 m−3

(Rossnagel and Kaufman, 1986; Seo et al., 2004; Sheridan et al., 1991).
The degree of ionization of the sputtered atoms is often as low as 0.1 %

or less (Petrov et al., 1994). Most of the ions that bombard the substrate
are working gas ions and also the metal-to-gas ratio in the vapor is typ-
ically low (Naghshara et al., 2011). The ionization of sputtered atoms is
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mostly through the Penning ionization, which is the ionization through
the impact of noble gas at excited state (Christou and Barber, 2000).
The discharge current and discharge voltage are empirically related to
each other by the following relationship:

Id = kV n
d , (3.5)

where Id and Vd are discharge current and voltage, respectively, and n is
in the range of 3–15 (Rossnagel and Kaufman, 1987, 1988; Waits, 1978).
This relationship is empirical and n is dependent on the efficiency of elec-
tron trapping in the vicinity of the target. A higher n value corresponds
to more efficient electron trapping (Waits, 1978). A high value of n is
related to the condition that a significant increase in discharge current
can be achieved by a small change in discharge voltage. It is possible
to attain such a discharge since the plasma is not highly ionized and as
many charge carriers as needed can be produced (Anders, 2004). The
value of k depends on the gas type, gas pressure, magnetic field shape,
target material, and the geometry of discharge. As mentioned before, the
plasma is sustained due to emission of secondary electrons as a result of
ion bombardment. Thus the discharge current is:

Id = Ie + Ii = Ii(1 + γSE), (3.6)

where Ie is the electron current, Ii is the ion current, and γSE is the
secondary electron emission coefficient. For most metals γSE is in the
range between 0.05 and 0.2 (Depla et al., 2009), hence a large fraction
of the discharge current close to target is due to the ion current.

3.6 HiPIMS Plasma

Over the last decade many experiments have been done in order to in-
crease the plasma density (Helmersson et al., 2006; Kouznetsov et al.,
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1999; Macak et al., 2000). Increasing the plasma density is important
because it influences the ionization of the sputtered materials and even-
tually the deposition rate. Increased plasma density is obtained by ap-
plying higher power to the target. Increased power density at the target
can cause overheating and gradually melt the target. Hence the power
density is restricted by a maximum power which can be delivered to
the target without damaging the target. Recently, ionized physical va-
por deposition (IPVD) has been attained by usage of high power pulses
at low duty cycle and low repetition frequency for plasma generation,
which is subsequently able to increase the ionization and plasma density
(Helmersson et al., 2006; Kouznetsov et al., 1999; Macak et al., 2000). It
is widely known as high power pulsed magnetron sputtering (HPPMS).
HPPMS can use conventional magnetrons while some modifications are
required for the power supply. Therefore it is possible to implement this
technique for industrial sputtering systems regardless of the magnetron
geometry or target size. HPPMS can be sub-categorized to different
techniques depending on the applied peak power density to the target,
as shown in Figure 3.8 (Gudmundsson et al., 2012). One of the categories
of HPPMS is high power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) where
a very short and high amplitude voltage pulse (impulse) is applied to the
target in a very low duty-cycle regime (long off-time between pulses). It
has also been defined as a sputtering method in which the power den-
sity of the target increases more than two orders of magnitude during
the pulses (Anders, 2011) while the average power is maintained at an
acceptable level due to the low duty cycle of the pulses.

Typically, the amplitude of the applied voltage pulse is in the range
of 400–2000 V. Substantially, the current densities of 3–4 A/cm2, peak
power densities of 0.5–10 kW/cm2, repetition frequency in the range of
50–5000 Hz, and duty cycle of 0.5–5 % are used for operation of a HiPIMS
discharge (Helmersson et al., 2006). A typical current-voltage waveform
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Figure 3.8: Different categories of discharges, from dc to pulsed modes
as a function of peak power density and duty cycle of the pulse, adopted
from (Gudmundsson et al., 2012).

of a HiPIMS discharge is shown in Figure 3.9. Elevated ionization of
sputtered species improves the film quality. Improved properties are
film density (Samuelsson et al., 2010; Shayestehaminzadeh et al., 2013),
adhesion to other materials (Ehiasarian et al., 2007), surface roughness
(Magnus et al., 2011; Sarakinos et al., 2007; Shayestehaminzadeh et al.,
2013), and hardness (Ehiasarian et al., 2004; Paulitch et al., 2010). Bet-
ter control of the reactivity during reactive sputtering can be achieved
while the growth temperature is lowered and film quality is maintained
(Schneider et al., 1997). Moreover, the instant deposition rate is rela-
tively high because of the pulsed nature of the growth flux, hence increas-
ing the supersaturation of adatoms on the substrate (Lattemann et al.,
2010). As a result the altered growth condition leads to the deposition
of dense films with flat surfaces.
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Figure 3.9: Waveforms of cathode current and cathode voltage for an
Ar/N2 HiPIMS discharge with a 75 mm diameter Ti target, adopted from
(Shayestehaminzadeh et al., 2013).

3.7 Sheaths and Presheaths

The quasi-neutrality of plasma has been discussed earlier, which means
the electron and ion concentrations are almost equal (ni ≈ ne). Consider
a plasma that is confined between grounded walls (Φ = 0), shown in
Figure 3.10 (a). The grounding requires the electric potential Φ and
electric field Ex to be zero at the wall.

The thermal velocity of electrons
√

(eTe/me) is roughly 100 times
the thermal velocity of ions

√
(eTi/mi) due to me/mi � 1 and Te ≥ Ti.

Therefore, electrons are much faster than ions and can be lost rapidly
to the walls. This leads to a situation where the ion density close to
the walls is higher than the electron density. Hence, a positively charged
potential layer with a thickness of d forms between the walls and bulk
plasma which is called a ‘sheath’ (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005).
The thickness of the sheath d is typically a few Debye lengths λD. The
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Figure 3.10: (a) The formation of plasma sheaths where initial electron
and ion densities are always equal. (b) Electron and ion densities as well
as electric field and potential after formation of the sheath, adopted from
(Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005).
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net positive ion density within the sheath causes a positive potential (Φx)
to be formed within the plasma where it sharply drops to zero close to
the walls. The electric field inside the sheath points from plasma to the
walls, therefore an electron which is moving toward the wall is repelled
back to the plasma while the ions that enter the sheath are attracted to
the walls (see Figure 3.10 (b)).

For this electron shielding nearby the sheath edges, one can consider
the ion energy and flux conservation at the sheath boundary and assum-
ing the electron density to be zero within the sheath, as follow:

1

2
miu

2(x) = −eΦ(x), (3.7)

en(x)u(x) = Ji, (3.8)

where mi is the ion mass, u(x) is the ion velocity, n(x) is the number
of ions, and Ji is the ion current. Finding the expression for n(x), and
using the Poisson equation:

d2Φ

dx2
= −Ji

ε0

(
−2eΦ

mi

)−1/2

, (3.9)

multiplying both sides by dΦ/dx and integrating from 0 to x yields:

1

2

(
dΦ

dx

)2

= 2
Ji
ε0

(
2e

mi

)−1/2

(−Φ)1/2, (3.10)

where it has been considered dΦ/dx = −E = 0 at Φ = 0 (x = 0). Taking
the negative square root since dΦ/dx is negative and integrating, results
in:

−Φ3/4 =
3

2

(
Ji
ε0

)1/2( 2e

mi

)−1/4

x. (3.11)

Assuming Φ = −φwall and x = d and solving for Ji yields the Child-
Langmuir law for the wall sheath:

Ji =
4

9
ε0

(
2e

mi

)1/2 |φwall|3/2
d2

. (3.12)
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This Equation 3.12 relates the ion current Ji through the sheath to the
potential drop in the sheath φwall and sheath thickness d. There are two
interpretations of the Child-Langmuir law1: (i) space-charge-current-
limitation if the potential drop to walls and the sheath thickness are
constant–this occurs mainly for the weakly ionized plasma where the
ion temperature is assumed to be much lower than electrons (cold ions);
(ii) self-adjusting sheath thickness which can take place when the pulsed
plasma is highly ionized, and depending on the ionization level the sheath
boundaries can be adjusted.

In plasmas, the velocities of ions within the sheath reach to supersonic
levels (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005). However the acceleration of
both electrons and ions starts at longer distances compared to sheath
thickness. This region which has the thickness much larger than λD is
called ‘presheath’ where the ion and electron densities are still equal, in a
finite electric field lower than the sheath electric field. Figure 3.11 shows
the qualitative representation of the electric field and electric potential
considering the presence of presheath. The ion velocity transitions from
subsonic to supersonic at the interface of presheath and sheath.

In dcMS plasma, due to a constant voltage applied to the target,
the potential drop from the cathode (target) to anode (wall) is con-
stant, and also due to the weakly ionized dcMS plasma the sheath and
presheath thicknesses are constant. Conversely, in HiPIMS plasma the
sheath and presheath boundaries are dynamic. This is a general phe-
nomenon for pulsed plasmas (Mändl et al., 1998) because the instant
alteration of the potential during the pulse results in dynamic potential
changes. Also, due to the dynamic ion density and temperature, the
sheath and presheath boundaries can vary.

1A. Anders, Lecture notes of High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering course.
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3.7 Sheaths and Presheaths

Figure 3.11: The formation of plasma sheath and presheath in front of
the grounded wall and density of electron and ions, adopted from (Lieber-
man and Lichtenberg, 2005).
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3.8 Plasma Species

One of the key factors in magnetron sputtering plasmas is the degree of
ionization of sputtered materials. Presence of ions is important mainly
for reactive sputtering due to increased reactivity of the ions compared to
neutrals. Also transport of ionized species to off-axis surface can enhance
the uniformity of the coatings on complex geometries (Shayestehamin-
zadeh et al., 2013). Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) is one of the
techniques for identification of charged species from a vapor. When a
neutral goes to an excited state by an electron impact it can come back to
its initial state by emission of a photon with the wavelength of λneutral.
As an example, consider these titanium ionization processes.

e− + Ti→ Ti∗ + e− ⇒ Ti∗ → Ti+ hνneutral (3.13)

where h is Planck’s constant and ν is the frequency of emitted photon
which corresponds to the wavelength of light λneutral through λν = c and
c is the speed of light. Also an ion when it is excited to a higher energy
level through an electron impact can emit a photon with a wavelength
of λion.

e− + Ti+ → Ti+∗ + e− ⇒ Ti+∗ → Ti+ + hνion (3.14)

It has to be noted that λion 6= λneutral, hence the different wavelengths
can be detected and the relevant species excitation identified. The inten-
sity of the emitted light can therefore be related to the relative density of
each species. Figure 3.12 shows schematically the processes of excitation
and photon emission.

OES measurements of different plasmas reveal that higher ionization
takes place in pulsed plasmas. As an example, a comparison between the
OES of dcMS, HiPIMS, and Cathodic Arc plasmas of a Nb target (see
Figure 3.13) manifests that in the dcMS plasma neutrals were mainly ob-
served while the HiPIMS plasma contains mostly singly charged metals,
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E =hc/λneutral E =hc/λion

Energy levels of Ti Energy levels of Ti+

0 eV

3.50 eV

0 eV

3.49 eV

Figure 3.12: Excitation of Ti neutral and Ti+ ion through an electron
impact to different energy level. Consequently, emission of a photon occurs
at different wavelengths, adopted from A. Anders lecture notes.

and multiply charged metal ions were detected in Arc plasma (Reinhard
et al., 2007).

It was also shown that the density of singly and doubly charged ions
can become comparable with the Ar gas ions as the pulse width in HiP-
IMS increases which means the increased on-time of the pulse produced
a significant amount of primary and secondary electrons to enhance the
ionization rate during the pulse (Anders et al., 2007). Moreover, the
presence of higher charge states (up to 4+) in the HiPIMS plasma was
observed in the very high power conditions (Andersson et al., 2008).
High dissociation rate of the HiPIMS process can be beneficial since
the high dissociation rate can improve the reactivity of plasma species.
Comparing the plasma species in dcMS and HiPIMS where the sputter-
ing gas was a mixture of Ar and N2 revealed that the dcMS plasma is
dominated by N+

2 molecules whereas the HiPIMS plasma contains a high
concentration of N+ ions (Ehiasarian et al., 2007).
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Figure 3.13: OES patterns of dcMS, HiPIMS, and Arc plasmas from a
Nb target, adopted from (Reinhard et al., 2007).
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3.9 Ion Energies

The energetic sputtered species are desirable for deposition of thin films
because the increased kinetic energy of sputtered species can act as an
extra driving force to increase the mobility of arriving species on the
substrate surface. The ion energy distribution function (IEDF) of metal
ions in a dcMS plasma typically represents a narrow peak at 2 eV which
its tail reaches only a few eV up to 20 eV, shown in Figure 3.14. The

Figure 3.14: Time averaged IEDF of Ti+ ions created by dcMS and
HiPIMS discharges at 0.8 Pa and 1 cm below the target, adopted from
(Lundin et al., 2008). All the intensities are in arbitrary units.

shape of the distribution consists of two parts, thermalized ions that
are accelerated by the plasma potential while a high energy tail of the
distribution originates from the ionized sputtered neutrals by electron
impact inside the plasma (Andersson et al., 2006). However, the IEDF
of metal ions in HiPIMS discharge has an extended shoulder which con-
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tinues up to 100 eV reported by (Bohlmark et al., 2006). Furthermore, a
high energy metallic ion flux has been observed during the on-time of the
pulse when the discharge reaches its maximum value. Figure 3.14 shows
a comparison between the IEDF of Ti+ ions generated by HiPIMS and
dcMS (Lundin et al., 2008). The high energy tail of the HiPIMS IEDF
is mainly responsible for the enhanced structural properties of the thin
films grown by HiPIMS. More recently, an extremely high energy tail
of doubly charged ions up to 300 eV has been observed in conventional
single pulse HiPIMS discharge (Franz et al., 2014).

Figure 3.15: IEDFs of single pulse HiPIMS discharge generated from
various discharge voltages, adopted from (Franz et al., 2014). The pulse
length of 60 µs and a pulse repetition frequency of 100 Hz were used.
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4

Methods and Instruments of
Analysis

Scientific research of thin film growth has a range of sophisticated instru-
ments for measurement and analysis of the structure and properties of
the grown films. In this chapter, a short overview is given of the different
methods and techniques which have been used for the work presented
here.

4.1 X-ray Diffraction and Reflection

X-ray sources generate a beam of X-rays that are electromagnetic waves
and interact mainly with the electrons in the materials. This interaction
can be an elastic or inelastic scattering event, the photon can be even
totally absorbed by the material (Als-Nielsen and McMorrow, 2001). The
wavelengths of the X-rays are in the order of sub-atomic distances (λ = a
few tenth of Å). The spatial dependence of X-rays can be explained using
the wavenumber K which can be related to λ through K = 2π/λ if the
magnetic field is neglected. A most simplified method to use the X-rays
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θ θ

ωK0 K

ω

Q 4π sin(θ)
λ

Figure 4.1: The incident and scattered wavevectors K0 and K of the
X-ray beam. The scattering vector Q = K −K0 is also shown along with
the angle ω between the sample normal and the vector Q

.

is to consider that the X-rays only interact with the electron density of
the atoms in the material via elastic scattering, All other interactions
and processes are excluded. Scattering measurements using X-ray waves
give patterns which can be correlated to the crystal lattice structure or
the atom ordering within the material.

The change in the momentum of the scattered x-ray photon Q in
elastic scattering is given as:

Q = K −K0 (4.1)

where K0 is the incident vector and K is the scattered vector. Since the
scattering is not inelastic , the momentum is conserved and |K0| = |K|.
Thus the relation between length of the scattering vector Q and the
scattering angle θ is:

|Q| = 4π sin θ

λ
(4.2)

The geometrical relations of the incident and scattered wave vectors as
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4.1 X-ray Diffraction and Reflection

well as the scattering vector are shown in Figure 4.1.

θ θ

ΔΔ

Δ = dhkl sin(θ)dhkl

λ

Figure 4.2: Simple geometrical derivation of the Bragg law (4.3). X-rays
strike the successive atomic planes of a solid which have been separated
by the distance of d. If the extra distance that the X-ray travels from each
plane is equal to an integer multiplication of the X-ray wavelength λ all
scattered X-rays will be in the same phase and constructive interference
will occur.

The constructive interference of incident wavevectors with the crystal
lattice occurs only if the scattering vector is equal to a reciprocal space
vector of the crystal system (Ashcroft and Mermin, 1976). This con-
structive interference was first formulated by W. L. Bragg and it gives
the condition for occurrence of constructive interference as:

nλ = 2dhkl sin θ, (4.3)

where d is the distance between the neighboring atomic planes, λ is the
wavelength of the X-rays, n is the order of the diffraction, and θ is the
angle of incident to the atomic plane. It is schematically shown in Figure
4.2.

More advanced treatment of this problem uses Fourier analysis of
the electron charge distribution and gives the scattering probability as a
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Fourier transform of the electron charge distribution in the crystal. The
diffraction condition is then given as:

Q = K −K0 = Ghkl (4.4)

where Ghkl are the Fourier coefficients of the the electron charge
distribution.

4.1.1 X-ray measurements

In X-ray measurements the orientation of the sample is first found. A
conventional method is to align the sample surface in the Qx,y plane,
hence Qz vector would be normal to the sample surface. The scattering
vector coordinates can be written as:

Qz = K(sin θi + sin θd) (4.5)

Qx = K(cos θd + cos θi) (4.6)

where θi and θd are incident and diffracted angles, respectively. Figure
4.3 illustrates the incident and diffracted wavevectors in reciprocal space
as well as some of the most practical measurements. It has to be noted
that 2θ = θi + θd.

4.1.2 2θ − θ scan

The most conventional X-ray measurement using the Bragg geometry is
2θ−θ specular scan according to Equation 4.3. The incident and diffrac-
tion angles are both changed simultaneously so that the scattering vector
stays normal to the surface, which is shown in Figure 4.3. Typically in
X-ray machines, the X-ray tube is stationary and sample stage (cradle)
and detector are moved simultaneously or independently. In that case
the detector moves two times faster than the cradle, since it has to move
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Qx

Qz

K0 K
θd

ω-Scan

θi

2θ-Scan

Specular Scan

θi+θd

Figure 4.3: Schematics of various X-ray measurements, shown in Q-
space. The dotted lines represent the path of the scattering vector as 2θ,
ω, and 2θ − θ specular scans are performed.

by the angle that is twice that of the sample. Thus the scattering vec-
tor remains perpendicular to the surface. The incident and diffracted
angles are conventionally called θ and 2θ, respectively. It is sometimes
called 2θ-ω scan or θ-2θ scan. This scan only detects the diffraction of
the planes parallel to the surface plane, which is mostly used for single
crystal materials and epitaxial thin films where the atomic planes of the
film are following the surface atom orientation of the substrate.

Sometimes this scan is not suitable for measurement of polycrys-
talline films when the film is very thin since the scattering intensity is
then very low. Figure 4.4 shows a typical 2θ− θ scan of TiN films grown
by HiPIMS on MgO(100) at various temperatures, adopted from paper
VI.
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Figure 4.4: 2θ−θ scans of epitaxial TiN thin films deposited on MgO(100)
by HiPIMS at different growth temperatures, adopted from paper VI.
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4.1.3 Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction

The low intensity problem in polycrystalline thin film samples can be
solved with grazing incidence measurements at the cost of locking down
the diffraction scattering vectorQ. In order to perform the scan, incident
angle is kept constant at low angles (0.5◦ ≤ θi ≤ 15◦) while the detector
scans a wide range of degrees from 15◦ up to 90◦. This is referred to as
a 2θ scan and the method is called grazing incidence X-ray diffraction
(GIXRD). This method is able to probe almost the entire surface since
the incident angle is very small. Wide range of 2θ detection is needed
to cover all the angles in which diffraction occurs. The method is shown
schematically in Figure 4.5. It can be observed that only the grains

θi
K0

K

2θ

Q

β

Figure 4.5: The geometry of the GIXRD method. The color gradient of
the crystallites defines one single orientation.

that are tilted by the angle of β = 2θ
2 − θi from the sample normal will

contribute to the scattering. This angle changes with 2θ. Consequently,
peaks in the diffraction pattern are from different grains. A film can have
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a textured structure if such variations are detected. Typical GIXRD
patterns of polycrystalline TiN films grown by HiPIMS on MgO(100) at
various temperatures are shown in Figure 4.6. To measure the texture
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Figure 4.6: GIXRD scans of polycrystalline TiN thin films deposited
on MgO(100) by HiPIMS at different growth temperatures, adopted from
paper VI.

of a film reliably the pole scan method is still needed. There the sample
is rotated independently around two different axes while the scattering
vector Q is locked in one direction and certain Ghkl planes probed as
shown in Figure 4.7.

4.1.4 X-ray reflection

Structural properties of very thin films (< 150 nm) can be investigated
using X-ray reflection. This measurement is fairly similar to 2θ− θ scan
except the incident angles are very small (< 6◦). This leads the wave
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φ

Δφ

Δψ

ψ
KK0 Q

Figure 4.7: The pole scan angles φ and ψ.

transfer vector (K = 2π
λ sin θ) to be short, hence able to probe electron

density variations.

Figure 4.8 shows XRR scans of TiN films grown on MgO(100) at var-
ious temperatures, adopted from (Ingason et al., 2010). As the growth
temperature increases the morphology of the films is drastically affected,
changing from rough polycrystalline films with low density to smooth
epitaxial films. The analysis of this measurement method will be dis-
cussed later in this chapter.

4.1.5 X-ray measurement analysis

Interpretation and understanding of the measured diffracto- and reflec-
tograms are vital. Various models have been used in this work to ex-
tract quantitative values from X-ray scans. The following describes a
few methods for analysis of X-ray scans.
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Figure 4.8: Reflectivity curves of TiN samples reactively sputtered on
MgO(100) substrates at various temperatures. The density of the samples
is seen to increase at the same time the film thickness is reduced, as seen
in the shift in the critical angle and increased period of fringe oscillations,
adopted from (Ingason et al., 2010).
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Scherrer formula

The peak positions and shifts in a diffractogram can identify strain state
of certain crystal planes of a crystal structure of the grown film. Peak
shape analysis can give additional information about the crystallite size
for polycrystalline films as well as epitaxial films. The Scherrer formula
is given by:

ξ =
Cλ

β cos θ
(4.7)

which describes the crystal coherence length ξ of films, or the grain size in
polycrystalline structure as a function of the measured full width at half
maximum intensity (FWHM) of the diffraction peak β, along with the
peak position θ. The Scherrer constant C is the correction factor which
is usually 0.9, that depends on the shape of the crystallites and their size
distribution. This constant has been calculated for different sizes and
shapes of crystals for an accurate measurement of the crystallite size
(Langford and Wilson, 1978). Since the crystallite shape is difficult to
obtain the equation is often used for comparison of a series of films that
will show trends (Scardi et al., 2004). The obtained size corresponds
to the direction of the scattering vector and is therefore different for
a normal 2θ − ω scan compared to a GIXRD scan. There are other
factors such as the instrumental resolution, which can affect the FWHM
of a peak, hence this effect must be taken into account for an accurate
measurement.

Film density

Behavior of X-rays at small angle of incidence to a material is the same
as for light and is described by the refractive index n. The refractive
index for X-rays can be written as:

n = 1− δ, (4.8)
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where δ is a very small deviation 10−6. The critical angle of the material
θc, which is the angle where the X-rays are totally reflected from surface,
can be expressed as:

θc =
√

2δ. (4.9)

This implies a very low critical angle for X-rays (0.1◦ − 0.6◦). This
parameter δ is related to material properties through:

δ = ρe ·
λ2 re
2π

, (4.10)

where re is the classical radius of the electron (re = 2.82×10−6 nm) and
ρe is the material electron density (Als-Nielsen and McMorrow, 2001).
Measurement of θc can therefore lead to calculation of the film mass
density ρm:

ρe =
NAρmZ

A
, (4.11)

where NA is Avogadro’s number [mol−1], Z is the atomic number and A
is the atomic mass. Table 4.1 shows the calculated critical angles for a
few bulk materials and Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.540598 Å).

Element Z A [g/mol] ρm [g/cm3] ρe [nm−3] θc [◦]
Mo 42 95.95 10.28 2709 0.435
V 23 50.94 6.0 1631 0.337
TiO2 38 79.86 4.26 1220 0.291
Ti 22 47.86 4.5 1245 0.294
TiN 29 61.874 5.40 1524 0.326
MgO 20 40.30 3.58 1069 0.273

Table 4.1: Calculated critical angle for a few materials used in this thesis.

Figure 4.8 showed that the critical angle of total reflection shifted to
higher angles for higher growth temperatures. It thus indicates that a
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higher density is attained at higher growth temperatures. The critical
angle is directly related to the material density, hence variation of the
density can be observed if the film is the mixture of two different phases.
This also can be observed when the film is not continuous, then the
calculated density is somewhat between the film and substrate density.

Film thickness

A reflectivity scan of a substrate from an incident angle of zero shows
three different zones of intensity. The first zone is a high intensity zone
followed by a plateau zone and finally a sharply dropping intensity zone.
The first high intensity zone is due to direct exposure of the beam to the
detector. The plateau zone is the area that total reflection occurs until
the critical angle θc is reached, thereafter the intensity decreases sharply
where the slope of decreasing intensity is described as:

1

Q4
=

(
4πλ

sin θ

)
, (4.12)

which is known as the Porod slope. When the density difference between
the substrate and the film is sufficient and considering the interfaces
(substrate/film, film/air) to be somewhat smooth, the oscillation of the
intensity is observed due to the interference of the scattered X-rays from
the two surfaces. These fringes, shown in figure 4.8, are referred to
as Kiessig fringes (Kiessig, 1931) and the distance between neighboring
maxima is related to the film thickness:

2θm+1 − 2θm ≈
λ

t
, (4.13)

where t is the film thickness. More accurately, by assigning the index
m to each oscillation maximum and assuming that the critical angle is
sufficiently small:

θ2m = θc +

(
λ

2t

)2

m2. (4.14)
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The film thickness can then be derived by plotting θ2m as a function of
m2, and using:

t =
λ

2
√
s
, (4.15)

where s is the slope of the curve (Birkholz, 2006).

Film roughness

Surface roughening occurs during the deposition as described in previous
chapter. Roughness of the films can also attenuate the reflected X-ray
beam in addition to the Porod slope (Equation 4.12). Thus description
of the density for a specular XRR scan is:

IR
I0

=

∣∣∣∣∣
θ −

√
θ2 − θ2c − 2iB

θ +
√
θ2 − θ2c − 2iB

∣∣∣∣∣

2

, (4.16)

which expresses the ratio of the reflected and incident intensity with
B the imaginary part of the material refractive index. Equation 4.16
explains the reflectivity of a smooth surface sufficiently, and for a rough
surface a multiplication by a factor can be added. The factor is:

exp(−σ2/Q2), (4.17)

where the roughness is calculated as

σ =

∫ √
z(x, y)2 − z̄2dxdy∫

dxdy
, (4.18)

where z̄ is the average height to account for surface roughness.
A simple statistical roughening model can be considered due to sta-

tistical fluctuations in the arriving growth flux reaching the substrate.
Atoms with the diameter of a arrive perpendicularly at a steady rate
but at random positions on surface sites which are then piled up as a
linear array (Smith, 1995). This results in a surface topography after
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growth of an average number of atoms N̄ with the average thickness of
t̄ = a

√
N̄ , however a considerable thickness variation in the height h of

grown atomic columns across the array must be taken into account. This
variation can be mathematically described for large enough N̄ using a
Gaussian distribution whose standard deviation is:

σ = a
√
N̄ =

√
aN̄, (4.19)

where σ of distribution is the measure of roughness for the film. It has to
be noted that the surface diffusion which is a competing process against
statistical roughening was not included in the model, however Equation
4.19 is still a handy relationship for roughness estimation.

The factors which affect the intensity pattern of XRR scan are rou-
tinely calculated by a fit to the data using computer programs that in-
clude models describing these effects. Parrat’s recursive algorithm is the
most common formalism for fitting the XRR patterns (Holý et al., 1999;
Parratt, 1954; van der Lee et al., 2007). A more detailed discussion on
the analysis of reflectivity data can be found in these references (Fewster,
1996; Holý and Baumbach, 1994; Sinha, 1994; Stoev and Sakurai, 1999;
van der Lee, 2000; Zabel, 1994).

4.2 Atomic Force Microscopy

Atomic force microscopy is one the foremost tools for topological imag-
ing, measuring roughness and sometimes manipulating matter at nanoscale.
In fact the information is gathered by ‘feeling’ the surface with a me-
chanical probe. It is possible to image a surface at 1 Å resolution and
generate a 3D map of the sample surface. The mechanical probe of AFM
consists of a cantilever with a sharp tip (probe) at its end to scan the
surface. The cantilever is typically made of silicon or silicon nitride with
a tip radius of curvature in the order of nanometers. Bringing the tip to
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a very short distance of the sample surface will cause forces between the
tip and the surface to appear that lead to a deflection of the cantilever
and change of resonance conditions of the cantilever. Depending on the
situation and measurement mode, forces that are measured include me-
chanical contact force, capillary forces, chemical bonding, van der Waals
forces, electrostatic forces, magnetic forces, etc. A schematic of an AFM
setup is shown in Figure 4.9. Typically, AFM can be operated in three

Figure 4.9: Schematic view of Atomic Force Microscopy and an SEM
image of an AFM cantilever and a tip.

different modes, which is in accordance to the nature of tip motion on
the surface:

• Contact mode, which is also called static mode. In this mode the
tip does not vibrate and is moved over the surface to scan the
defined area. The measurement method is based on either the de-
flection of the cantilever directly or using the feedback signal to
maintain the tip at the constant distance to the surface. Typi-
cally low stiffness cantilevers are used to reduce the noise and drift
caused by usage of a static signal. It is also more likely in this
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mode to damage both the tip and the surface.

• Tapping mode, vibrating mode, AC mode, or according to detec-
tion mechanism, amplitude modulation AFM where the cantilever
oscillates near its resonance frequency with a piezoelectric material
on the tip holder. The amplitude of oscillations is usually 100 to
200 nm. This amplitude is reduced when the tip gets closer to the
surface due to the interaction of forces between the surface and the
tip which subsequently acts on the cantilever. The height of the
cantilever is adjusted by an electronic system during the scan in
order to keep the oscillation amplitude over the surface. In this
mode, the damage to both tip and surface is lower compared to
contact mode.

• Non-contact mode, or according to detection mechanism, frequency
modulation AFM where the tip does not have any contact with the
surface. Similar to the tapping mode, the cantilever is oscillated at
either its resonance frequency or above that, where the amplitude
of oscillations is a few nanometers down to few picometers (Gross
et al., 2009). Due to the long-range forces (such as van der Waals
forces) which are strongest in the range 1 to 10 nm above the
surface, the resonance frequency of the cantilever decreases. This
decrease is coupled with a feedback loop system in order to keep
the oscillation amplitude or frequency at a constant value using an
adjustment in tip-to-sample distance. Then using the measured
distances at different positions on the surface, computer software
is able to construct a surface topography.

There are many methods for the cantilever deflection measurement.
The most conventional method is the beam deflection measurement where
the displacement of a laser beam reflected from the back side of the can-
tilever is detected by a position-sensitive detector, as shown in Figure
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4.9. The detector is consisted of photodiodes which are located very
close to each other. The deflection of the laser beam results in one of
the diodes collecting more light than the others. The generated output
signal is therefore proportional to the cantilever deflection.

4.3 In-situ Electrical Measurements

Growth of ultra-thin layers at the initial stage of nucleation and coales-
cence is the first critical step of growing film of good quality. One of
the methods that can be used for such studies is the in-situ resistance
measurement for conductive materials. The resistance change can be
then correlated to the thickness of the thin film. Figure 4.10 shows the
schematic view of a substrate with deposited gold pad on the sides and
a film grown between the pads with the length of L, width of W , and
thickness of t. The pads are formed on the substrate (usually insulating

V
I

L W
t

Figure 4.10: Schematic view of a substrate with the gold pads on the
sides and a conductive film grown on top.

material) prior to the growth of the film. The contact resistance between
the gold pads and the growing film is small. The resistivity of the films
can be found by:

ρ = Rmeas · t ·
W

L
. (4.20)
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4.3 In-situ Electrical Measurements

The in-situ resistance measurement during growth is performed using
a conventional four probe measurement setup. The electrical probes are
placed on the gold pads, as shown in Figure 4.10. These probes are
connected to dual lock-in amplifiers through an electronic circuit shown
in Figure 4.11. In this setup the voltage across the film is measured

Figure 4.11: Electrical circuit drawing for performing a four-probe resis-
tance measurement, adopted from (Ingason et al., 2009).

directly by a lock-in amplifier and the current passing through the film
is measured indirectly using the voltage drop over a 50 Ω resistor in
series with the film. Measuring the voltage drop separately will remove
the effect of the contact resistance. Employing the lock-in amplifier setup
guarantees the elimination of the conduction path via the plasma during
growth (Barnat et al., 2003). The schematic of the substrate holder and
probes are presented in Figure 4.12. An insulating mask protects the
probes and connections from the incoming plasma flux to the substrate
holder. A disk heater is also placed beneath the floating holder to control
the growth temperature during deposition.

Before the growth starts, the setup measures the resistance of the
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Floating Substrate Holder

Insulating Mask

Substrate

Isolated 
Connecting 

Wires

Heater

Figure 4.12: Drawing of the substrate holder built for in-situ resistance
measurement.

substrate which can be in the range of several kΩ to many MΩ for the
case of insulating materials. As the film starts to grow, the resistance is
relatively stable until a conduction path between the gold pads is formed,
then the resistance begins to drop. This is called the coalescence of the
growing film, however there are still many voids in the growing film.
Proceeding the growth leads to a stage where the film covers the entire
surface between the gold pads which is called continuity of the film. As
the resistance is measured continuously, the nominal thickness at these
stage points can be found using the growth rate of the film. The nominal
thickness where the film is continuous can be found by finding a minima
in the plot of the resistance as a function of square thickness (R vs d2).
As examples, such in-situ resistance measurement plots are shown in
Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13: (a) The film resistance of deposited TiN (R) as a function
of nominal thickness (d) measured in-situ during the growth for different
growth temperatures ranging from 35◦C to 600◦C. (b) Rd2 as a function
of nominal thickness (d). The local minimum and maximum show the
coalescence and continuity thickness of the films, respectively. At 600◦C,
coalescence and continuity occur almost at the same thickness, adopted
from paper III.
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4.4 Quartz Crystal Microbalance

The quartz crystal microbalance can be used for measuring and monitor-
ing the thickness of the film online during growth and more specifically
deposition rate. Such an instrument is shown schematically in Figure
4.14. This crystalline quartz is a piezoelectric material which is driven

Electrode
Crystal

Flux

Film

~ 5 MHz

tf

Figure 4.14: Cross-sectional schematic of a quartz crystal microbalance
setup, adopted from (Smith, 1995).

by an oscillating voltage and can be made to vibrate at the resonant
frequency. The electronic setup uses a feedback loop to drive the crystal
at this frequency. During growth, one electrode is exposed to the flux
and gains mass from the deposited material. The deposited mass lowers
the resonance frequency of the crystal ff . The measured frequency shift
ff can be used to obtain the value of the deposited mass. The method
has sub-monolayer measurement resolution. The resonant frequency can
be written with similar equations as the simple mass spring oscillator:
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f =
1

Tv
=

1

2π

√
k

m
, (4.21)

where f is resonant frequency, Tv is vibrational period, k is spring con-
stant, and m is mass. For the mass loaded crystal, Tv is written as:

Tv = Tv0 + ∆Tv ∝
√
mc +mf (4.22)

=

√
mc

(
1 +

mf

mc

)
=
√
mc

(
1 +

mf

2mc

)
, (4.23)

which means:

∆Tv ∝ mf ∝ ρf tf , (4.24)

where ∆Tv is change in Tv after loading, mc is mass of the unloaded
crystal, mf is mass of loaded crystal, ρf is density of deposited mass, and
tf is thickness of the deposited mass. Equation 4.23 can be used when
mf � mc which is accurate enough for practical purposes of mf/mc <

0.1.
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5

Functional Nitride and Oxide
Films

The functionality of the thin films is the main reason for their usage in
scientific and industrial aspects. Among them, functional nitrides and
oxides are easy to achieve by reactive sputtering, which can simplify the
synthesis and deposition of these materials for variety of applications.
This chapter will briefly introduce some of the functionalities and appli-
cations of the nitride and oxide thin films studied in this thesis.

5.1 Titanium Nitride (TiN)

TiN is a crystalline material with the simple cubic NaCl-type crystal
structure, shown in Figure 5.1. Typically it has a 1:1 stoichiometry,
however other phases of TiNx (0.6 < x < 1.2) are also thermodynam-
ically stable (Toth, 1971). Over the last few decades, thin TiN films
have been of interest for several applications in a variety of scientific
and industrial fields (Knotek et al., 1987; Li et al., 2010; Sproul, 1996).
High electrical conductivity, chemical stability, and superior mechanical
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Figure 5.1: Crystal structure of TiN.

properties of TiN thin films have resulted in it being seen as an excellent
candidate for microelectronics (Gagnon et al., 1996), wear-resistant and
hard coatings (R. Buhl, 1981), and decorative applications (Constantin
and Miremad, 1999).

Scaling down of microelectronics toward nanoscale sizes is not pos-
sible without thin films. Ultra-thin TiN films have been used as an
adhesion layer and diffusion barrier for Al and Cu interconnects (Chen
et al., 2002; Gagnon et al., 1996; Plummer et al., 2000), and also as a
potential gate metal in metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) devices with
high-κ gate dielectrics (Chau et al., 2004) and more recently in (Fin-
FET) fin field effect transistors (Kim et al., 2012), often in multilayer
structures (Rha et al., 1998). In particular for non-planar device struc-
tures like FinFETs a precise thickness control over the fin structure and
good conformality is essential (Kim et al., 2012). Indeed, in the path
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5.2 Titanium Dioxide (TiO2)

toward reduction of TiN film thicknesses down to a few nanometers, it is
still challenging to obtain the paramount bulk properties such as highly
dense and conductive films with extremely smooth surfaces.

A well-known high hardness of TiN film makes it appropriate for
corrosion resistance and edge retention on drill bits and milling cutters
(Tincoat, 2015). Due to its chemical stability, extremely high hardness,
and being non-toxic, TiN coatings have been employed in medical appli-
cations such as orthopedic bone saw blades (Ionfusion, 2015) and medical
implants. Experimental work has been done in order to deposit very thin
TiN films with the pronounced properties but few of the methods used
were able to be industrialized. One of the conventional methods with the
possibility of industrialization for deposition of TiN thin films is reactive
magnetron sputtering.

5.2 Titanium Dioxide (TiO2)

TiO2 is an electrical insulating material which can be formed in three
different phases, rutile, anatase, and brookite. The most stable phase of
TiO2 is the rutile phase with a body-centered tetragonal crystal struc-
ture, shown in Figure 5.2. Thermodynamically, rutile has the lowest total
free energy compared to the other two metastable phases of TiO2. The
high refractive index of rutile phase (2.5 to 2.9) (Agnarsson et al., 2013)
offers it to a variety of optical applications in a wide range of wavelengths.
It has also been utilized for many applications in photochemistry, and
electronics (Diebold, 2003).

The high refractive index and transparency of TiO2 in the rutile
phase make it a suitable candidate for low-emissivity and antireflective
coatings (Diebold, 2003; Lbl et al., 1994), and optical devices such as
Bragg mirrors (Leosson et al., 2012) and metal-insulator-metal devices
for direct wavelength determination of monochromatic light (Wang and
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Figure 5.2: Crystal structure of TiO2. Red and grey spheres are oxygen
and titanium atoms, respectively.

Melosh, 2013). Moreover, rutile TiO2 is considered as a high-κ dielectric
material (Wilk et al., 2001) (90 − 170 depending on lattice orientation
(Diebold, 2003)) in microelectronics and has been used as a gate stack di-
electric for metal-TiO2-SiO2-Si (MTOS) capacitors (Singh et al., 2005).
The photocatalytic properties of TiO2 films have been broadly reviewed
(Fujishima et al., 2000, 2008; Hashimoto et al., 2005) and mainly used for
water splitting (Fujishima and Honda, 1972) and decomposition of or-
ganic molecules (Matthews, 1987; Yamashita et al., 1996). More recently
it has been suggested as a conductive protective layer on Si for photoca-
thodic H2 evolution using solar energy where the conduction band align-
ment of TiO2 compared to Si opens up the possibility of photocurrent
detection (Seger et al., 2013).
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Summary of Papers

Paper I

Comparing resonant photon tunneling via cavity modes
and Tamm plasmon polariton modes in metal-coated Bragg
mirrors

Resonant photon tunneling was investigated experimentally in multilayer
structure containing a high-contrast (TiO2/SiO2) Bragg mirror capped
with a semitransparent gold film. Transmission via a fundamental cavity
resonance was compared with transmission via the Tamm plasmon po-
lariton resonance that appears at the interface between a metal film and
a one-dimensional photonic bandgap structure. The Tamm-plasmon-
mediated transmission exhibits a smaller dependence on the angle and
polarization of the incident light for similar values of peak transmission,
resonance wavelength, and finesse. Implications for transparent electrical
contacts based on resonant tunneling structures are discussed.
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Paper II

The properties of TiN ultra-thin films grown on SiO2 sub-
strate by reactive high power impulse magnetron sputter-
ing under various growth angles

Thin TiN films were grown on SiO2 by reactive high power impulse mag-
netron sputtering (HiPIMS) and conventional dc magnetron sputtering
(dcMS) while varying the angle between the target and the substrate
surface from 0◦ (on-axis growth) to 90◦ (off-axis growth). Surface mor-
phology and structural characterization were carried out using X-ray
diffraction and reflection methods and the film properties were com-
pared. The dcMS process shows higher growth rate than the HiPIMS
process for on-axis grown films but the dcMS growth rate drops drasti-
cally for off-axis growth while the HiPIMS growth rate decreases slowly
with increased angle between target and substrate for off-axis growth and
becomes comparable to the dcMS growth rate. The dcMS grown films
exhibit angle dependence in the density and surface roughness while the
HiPIMS process creates denser and smoother films that are less angle
dependent in all aspects. It was observed that the HiPIMS grown films
remain poly-crystalline for all angles of rotation while the dcMS grown
films are somewhat amorphous after 60◦. The [111] and [200] grain sizes
are comparable to the total film thickness in the HiPIMS grown films
for all angles of rotation. In the case of dcMS, the [111], [200] and [220]
grain sizes are roughly of the same size and much smaller than the total
thickness for all growth angles except at 60◦ and higher.
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Paper III

Ultra-thin poly-crystalline TiN films grown by HiPIMS on
MgO(100) – In-situ resistance study of the initial stage of
growth

The growth of ultra-thin TiN films on single-crystalline MgO(100) sub-
strates by high power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) was stud-
ied for growth temperatures ranging from 35◦C to 600◦C. X–ray analysis
showed that the films had a textured poly-crystalline structure. Films
grown by dc magnetron sputtering (dcMS) were epitaxial at the higher
growth temperatures. In-situ resistance measurements, during growth,
revealed the coalescence thickness and film continuity thickness. The
film grown by HiPIMS at room temperature coalesced at 1.2 ± 0.1 nm
and became structurally continuous at 2.67 ± 0.15 nm. At 600◦C, the
coalescence and continuity thicknesses decreased to 0.56± 0.05 nm and
0.82 ± 0.05 nm, respectively. X–ray reflectivity measurements revealed
that the growth rate of the films was roughly constant for all growth tem-
peratures. The film density increased slightly with growth temperature
up to 5.3 g/cm3 at 600◦C and the surface roughness of the films decreased
from 1 nm to 0.3 nm while the growth temperature increased from 35◦C
to 600◦C. Grazing incident X–ray diffraction measurements showed the
presence of [111], [200] and [220] crystallites at all growth temperatures.
The smallest [200] and [220] grain sizes appeared at 100◦C while the
[200] grain size increased by increasing the growth temperature.
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Paper IV

Epitaxial (100)-oriented Mo/V superlattice grown onMgO(100)
by dcMS and HiPIMS

Epitaxial (100)-oriented Mo/V superlattices have been grown by High
Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering (HiPIMS) and dc Magnetron Sput-
tering (dcMS) on single-crystalline MgO(100) substrates at growth tem-
peratures ranging from 30◦C to 600◦C. Superlattice bilayer period of
Mo/V around 12/12 monolayers and 15 repeat periods was studied. This
study aims to investigate the effect of the HiPIMS process on reducing
the growth temperature of Mo/V superlattices using the high energy
ionized Mo, V species in the HiPIMS plasma. In one case, the Mo layer
was only grown with the HiPIMS process and V layer grown using the
dcMS process while in another both layers were grown with the HiPIMS
process. The as-deposited films were characterized by X-ray reflection
and diffraction techniques. The dcMS process was found to give supe-
rior superlattice growth at high growth temperatures while a mixed Mo
HiPIMS and V dcMS process gives better result at lower growth tem-
peratures (300◦C). Room temperature growth reveals that neither the
mixed Mo HiPIMS and V dcMS process nor the pure HiPIMS for both
materials can produce better result compared to the pure dcMS process,
which gives a relatively better result.
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Paper V

Challenges in using high power impulse magnetron sput-
tering for growth of TiO2 films and multilayers: observa-
tion of periodic runaway in reactive plasma discharge

One of the most promising methods for obtaining highly dense films and
smooth and fully faceted surfaces of TiO2 is high power impulse mag-
netron sputtering (HiPIMS). This paper describes experimental chal-
lenges regarding growth of Ti and TiO2 films as a single layer or in
a multilayer stack by HiPIMS. These challenges include the effects of
pulse repetition frequency, opening/closure of the shutter in front of the
target, and the effect of oxygen flow on the plasma power, discharge cur-
rent waveform, and deposition rate. Increased pulse repetition frequency
causes an elevated target temperature, reduction of the gas density close
to the target, and stronger rarefaction during the pulsing. However, the
average power is elevated due to the increased number of pulses within a
certain time span for both Ar and Ar/O2 discharges. Sheath formation
and dynamics due to the grounded shutter in front of the target and
confinement of plasma in a smaller volume result in variations of dis-
charge currents upon shuttering and a temporary nonlinear deposition
rate after opening the shutter. Furthermore, the observation of a peri-
odic runaway of plasma to a higher density is reported for the reactive
discharge of the target material with moderate sputter yield, which has
not been reported before. Variable emission of secondary electrons, for
the alternating transition of the target from metal mode to oxide mode,
is understood to be the main reason for the runaway occurring period-
ically. Increasing the pulsing frequency can bring the target back to a
metal (or suboxide) mode, and eliminate the periodic transition of the
target. Therefore, a pulsing frequency interval is defined for the reactive
Ar/O2 discharge in order to sustain the plasma in a runaway-free mode
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without exceeding the maximum power that the magnetron can tolerate.

Paper VI

Epitaxial and textured TiN thin films grown on MgO(100)
by reactive HiPIMS: The impact of charging on epitaxial
to textured crossover

Epitaxial TiN films were grown on MgO(100) by high power impulse
magnetron sputtering at growth temperatures of 35◦C to 400◦C. En-
hanced film properties including bulk density, moderate growth rate, and
atomic-size surface roughness were achieved for the epitaxial TiN films
compared to dc magnetron sputtering grown films at the same growth
temperature. Textured TiN films were obtained using the same growth
parameters when an insulating mask with electrical probes were used to
measure the in-situ film resistance during growth. Formation of the elec-
tric potential (electric field) due to dynamic charging of insulating mask
is understood as the reason of this crossover. Two different scenarios are
described as possible mechanisms responsible for this transition. How-
ever, the epitaxial films show paramount structural properties compared
to the textured films grown with the in-situ mask system, i.e., higher
density, increased growth rate, and atomically flat surfaces. This study
is beneficial for industrial applications where TiN is grown by HiPIMS
on surfaces with mixed conductive and insulating features.
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7

Outlook

In the present work the growth of several functional thin films has been
studied by two different growth methods, dcMS and HiPIMS. Industry
increasingly demands new methods that can grow the films faster, over
larger areas, with enhanced properties and at lower growth tempera-
tures.Ê

Depending on these requirements, applications and material systems,
sputtering may not always be the best choice for deposition of thin films
due to its drawbacks. These can eventually raise the question whether
sputtering is the optimum solution, or whether it has reached its limits.
Here, we discuss some ways that can advance the sputtering technique
further, starting from the power supply technology and ending with cost
issues.

In this work, a constant voltage HiPIMS bipolar power supply was
used. Multilevel bipolar supplies with higher operating voltages up to a
few kilovolts are now commercially available. Access to such an instru-
ment can give more control of the ion energy distribution and tuning of
the growth process. In this thesis, measurements of the ion energy distri-
bution of the arriving flux were not possible which is the main drawback
of this work.
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With online measurement of the ion energy distribution and the de-
posited energy received by the sample, it is possible to tune the growth
faster, reach lower growth temperatures, control strain better, and im-
prove general film properties. Further advancement could be made by
energy filtration, and cutting off the high-energy tail of the ion energy,
reducing thereby damage due to re-sputtering and re-nucleation of is-
lands.

This experimental work used three-inch magnetrons with interchange-
able permanent fixed magnets having two magnetic strengths, 0.21 and
0.45 T. A possible advancement could be to use non-planar and com-
plex shape targets with a tuneable magnetic field. Another HiPIMS-like
supply gives the possibility to generate a pulsed magnetic field for a mag-
netron without permanent magnets. This tuning of the magnetic field
could possibly shape the ion energy distribution optimally. The com-
bination of this and using dcMS and HiPIMS with a precise control of
the deposited energy could also possibly fix the main drawback of the
HiPIMS method – the low growth rate.

Finally, the growth of the sample could be assisted with Diode Laser
Heating by an external laser annealing the surface but not the underlying
structure. All these suggested improvements should be considered as a
trade-off between cost and effectiveness, which is a perpetual factor for
industry. Currently this is mainly of scientific and technological curiosity
in the academic world. Ê
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Resonant photon tunneling was investigated experimentally in multilayer structures containing a high-contrast
(TiO2=SiO2) Braggmirror cappedwith a semitransparent gold film. Transmission via a fundamental cavity resonance
was compared with transmission via the Tamm plasmon polariton resonance that appears at the interface between a
metal film and a one-dimensional photonic bandgap structure. The Tamm-plasmon-mediated transmission exhibits
a smaller dependence on the angle and polarization of the incident light for similar values of peak transmission,
resonance wavelength, and finesse. Implications for transparent electrical contacts based on resonant tunneling
structures are discussed. © 2012 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 230.4170, 240.6690, 230.1480, 310.6188, 310.7005.

An interesting and useful feature of optical and electronic
systems is the resonant tunneling phenomenon [1,2],
where transmission through a double finite potential
barrier or a pair of mirrors with <100% reflectivity can
become larger than transmission through a single barrier,
provided that the energy of the incident radiation is re-
sonant with a quasi-bound state between the two bar-
riers. In optics, the double barrier can be provided by
a pair of semitransparent metal mirrors, as in the case
of the classic Fabry–Pérot etalon or by a pair of distrib-
uted Bragg reflectors (DBRs), as is typical of one-
dimensional microcavity structures [3]. At resonance,
there is a buildup of energy in the cavity and back-
reflected light destructively interferes, giving up to
100% transmission through the structure, in the absence
of optical loss. Recently, a new type of optical interface
resonance in a metal-coated DBR (in the absence of a
cavity) was predicted [4] and experimentally verified
[5]. The resonance occurs within the stop band of the
Bragg mirror and has been referred to as a Tamm plas-
mon polariton (TPP), by analogy with the electronic
Tamm surface states. TPPs are currently being investi-
gated for a variety of applications [5–7].
Resonant photon tunneling (RPT) through metal-

dielectric structures provides a route to realizing
electrical contacts with high conductivity, providing sub-
stantially larger optical transmission than through the
metal film alone (within a wavelength range defined
by the energy and lifetime of the quasi-bound state).
Highly conductive metals such as gold or silver are pro-
mising as transparent contact materials, but in the thin-
film limit, both optical transmission and conductivity are
limited by the self-organization of nanoscale islands [8]. It
is therefore of interest to be able to increase transmission
for certain wavelengths while maintaining a relatively
large film thickness for providing low contact resistance.

Furthermore, it is important to minimize the angular de-
pendence (hue) of optical transmission through such
transparent electrodes. Here, we compare RPT through
two types of low-finesse metal-dielectric resonators, one
supporting a TPP interface state and the other supporting
a conventional λ=2-cavity mode. In order to realize a di-
electric mirror with a spectrally wide stop band, we used
TiO2 and SiO2 to provide a large index contrast (n � 2.59
and 1.45, respectively, at the center of the stop band).
The two classes of investigated structures are based
on similar dielectric mirrors, as shown schematically
in Fig. 1, with a low-index cavity layer or a high-index
spacer layer added on top of the dielectric mirror, and
capped with gold layers of varying thickness.
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Electric (solid curves) and magnetic
(dashed curves) field amplitudes in the cavity geometry (top)
and the Tamm plasmon polariton geometry (bottom), for light
at the resonance wavelength (950 nm) incident from the left.
Light blue and dark blue shading indicates low-index (SiO2
or PMMA) and high-index (TiO2) dielectric layers, respectively.
Thin orange layers represent gold.
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We fabricated Bragg mirrors on fused-silica substrates
by reactive high-power impulse magnetron sputtering
(HiPIMS) [9] and reactive dc magnetron sputtering
(dcMS), for the TiO2 and SiO2 layers, respectively. Ti
and Si targets were used and the sputtering gas was a
mixture of argon (37 sccm) and oxygen (1.2 sccm) at
a total pressure of 0.7 Pa. Before deposition, the sub-
strate was baked at 600 °C for 10 min. During deposition,
the substrate temperature was maintained at 500 °C. For
HiPIMS, power was supplied by a SPIK 1000A pulse
unit (Melec GmbH), operating in the unipolar negative
mode at a constant voltage (pulse length 200 μs, pulse
frequency 75 Hz, and pulse amplitude 860 V). The HiPIMS
discharge was maintained in metal mode for 76 min
to achieve 88 nm thickness of TiO2. SiO2 film deposition
was carried out by dcMS in constant-power mode
at 100 W using an Advanced Energy MDX500 power
supply. The dcMS discharge was kept in metal mode
for 74 min with 282–285 mA average discharge current
to obtain 163 nm thick SiO2. Further details of the
fabrication and material properties will be reported
elsewhere. The above process was repeated twice, to
obtain a two-period DBR with approximately 40%
transmission within the stop band (750–1150 nm), as
shown in Fig. 2. Two sets of structures were fabricated
on identical Bragg mirrors, using (i) a 122 nm thick
PMMA layer (approximately index-matched to the
SiO2), spin-coated and baked at 180 °C, and (ii) a
64 nm thick layer of TiO2 (deposited as above). Gold
deposition (thickness range 10–27 nm) was carried out
by conventional e-beam evaporation, and an accurate
thickness calibration was performed using X-ray reflec-
tivity measurements.
Optical transmission spectra were measured using an

unpolarized collimated white-light source (halogen
lamp), spectrometer (PI SpectraPro SP-2356, 150 l=mm
grating), and CCD camera (Pixis:100F). Corresponding
calculations were carried out with a general

transfer-matrix method, described, e.g., in [10], using
refractive index values measured with spectroscopic el-
lipsometry on single layers of TiO2 or SiO2 grown under
identical conditions. For gold, values provided by
Johnson and Christy [11] were used. In all calculations,
an incoherent 4% reflection at the back side of the fused
silica substrate was included. Figure 2 compares calcu-
lated and measured values of optical transmission
through the two-period DBR alone, through the DBRwith
cavity layer or high-index spacer layer, and through com-
plete gold-capped structures. For the cases shown, RPT
is expected to give increased transmission over a band-
width of ≈100 nm, as compared to transmission through
the gold film alone, up to approximately 3× (cavity mode)
or 6× (Tammmode) transmission enhancement at the re-
sonance peak. In both cases, spacer layer and metal film
thickness were chosen to maximize the height of the re-
sonant transmission peak and to position it close to the
center of the stop band. Experimental curves show a low-
er peak transmission than expected, as discussed in more
detail below, but are otherwise in good agreement with
the theoretical prediction. The resonance peaks are well
described with a Lorentzian line shape, both in the the-
oretical and experimental spectra.

Experimental data on the resonance position, spectral
width (FWHM), and peak transmission (all derived from
Lorentzian fits to experimental data) for different values
of the gold film thickness, at normal incidence, are
compared with theoretical values in Fig. 3. The experi-
mentally observed lifetime of the TPP is shorter than
expected, especially for lower metal film thickness
(≤20 nm). Also, measured peak transmission is substan-
tially lower than expected for all values of the gold
film thickness, especially in the case of the TPP structure.
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Calculated (top) and measured (bottom)
transmission curves for the two-period Bragg mirror alone
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Nevertheless, significantly enhanced optical transmis-
sion at resonance was confirmed, up to 3.5× (cavity
mode) or 5.0× (TPP mode) larger than through a corre-
spondingly thick gold film for the thickest gold films. We
believe that the observed deviations from theoretical pre-
dictions in the case of the TPP structure arise mainly
from the roughness of the TiO2-gold interface. Atomic
force microscope measurements on the completed TPP
structure revealed a substantial roughness (4.4 nm RMS)
with a length scale that correlates well with the size of
individual TiO2 crystals. Further process optimization
is required to achieve subnanometer roughness, as has
been achieved for individual TiO2 layers [12].
The position of the RPT maximum depends on the in-

cident angle, due to increasing optical path lengths
through the structure. This dispersion behavior may be
described by introducing an effective photon mass in
the transverse direction, m�, associated with the cavity
mode. The angular dependence of RPT through the
two types of investigated structures is shown in Fig. 4.
Experimental data were collected with unpolarized light,
but theoretical curves are shown separately for TE and
TM polarization. In the case of the TPP structure, the an-
gular dependence is clearly reduced, corresponding to
a 50% increase in transverse effective photon mass,
as compared to the cavity mode (DBR–metal or
DBR–DBR). Also, polarization dependence is smaller

in the case of the TPP mode, with �m�
TE −m�

TM�=�m�
TE �m�

TM� � 3.5%, compared to 6.6% for the DBR–
metal cavity mode.

In summary, we have shown that optical transmission
through metal films can be substantially enhanced by
RPT in a metal-coated Bragg mirror. Resonant transmis-
sion via the Tamm plasmon polariton interface state
shows lower angular dependence and lower polarization
dependence than transmission via a conventional cavity
mode having a similar wavelength and finesse, making
the TPP state interesting in the context of transparent
electrical contacts. The high-index-contrast Bragg mir-
rors used in the present study provide substantial
TPP mode confinement with only a few periods. Also,
they are transparent throughout the visible range and the
present findings can be equally applied at shorter
wavelengths, provided that metals with a higher plasma
frequency, such as silver, are used.

This work was partially supported by the Icelandic
Research Fund Excellence Grant No. 100019011.
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Thin TiN films were grown on SiO2 by reactive high power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) and conven-
tional dc magnetron sputtering (dcMS) while varying the angle between the target and the substrate surface
from 0° (on-axis growth) to 90° (off-axis growth). Surface morphology and structural characterization were car-
ried out usingX-ray diffraction and reflectionmethods and thefilmpropertieswere compared. The dcMSprocess
shows higher growth rate than the HiPIMS process for on-axis grown films but the dcMS growth rate drops dras-
tically for off-axis growth while the HiPIMS growth rate decreases slowly with increased angle between target
and substrate for off-axis growth and becomes comparable to the dcMS growth rate. The dcMS grown films ex-
hibit angle dependence in the density and surface roughness while the HiPIMS process creates denser and
smoother films that are less angle dependent in all aspects. It was observed that the HiPIMS grown films remain
poly-crystalline for all angles of rotation while the dcMS grown films are somewhat amorphous after 60°. The
[111] and [200] grain sizes are comparable to the total film thickness in the HiPIMS grown films for all angles
of rotation. In the case of dcMS, the [111], [200] and [220] grain sizes are roughly of the same size and much
smaller than the total thickness for all growth angles except at 60° and higher.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Sputtered TiN thin films contribute to a wide range of applications
such as microelectronics and protective coatings. Due to their high
hardness, TiN thin films are widely used as wear-resistant coatings in
particular on cutting tools [1]. In microelectronics, high thermal and
chemical stability, high melting point and low bulk electrical resistivity
of this compound make it a good candidate for an adhesion layer and
diffusion barrier for both aluminium and copper interconnects [2–4],
often in multilayer structures [5]. Also, TiN has been proposed as a po-
tential gate material in metal-oxide-semiconductor devices with high-
κ gate dielectrics [6] and more recently in fin field effect transistors
(FinFETs)[7]. In particular for non-planar device structures like FinFETs
a precise thickness control over the fin structure and good conformality
is essential [7].

High power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) is an ionized
physical vapor deposition technique that has been demonstrated to im-
prove the quality of the deposited films due to the increased ionization
of the sputtered vapor [8,9]. These benefits include increased film den-
sity [10,11], in particular for substrates of complex shape [12], adhesion
enhancement [13] and surface roughnessmodification [14,15]. Further-
more, it has been shown that the deposition rates on surfaces that are

not facing the target are comparable for HiPIMS and dc magnetron
sputtering (dcMS) depositions and the film properties of a HiPIMS
grown film are equivalent to those grown facing the target [12]. This
is of particular importance while depositing on substrates of complex
geometry.

In an earlier study, ultra-thin TiN filmswere grown by reactive dcMS
[16] and HiPIMS [15] on thermally oxidized Si(100) substrates and the
minimum thickness of a continuous film and the coalescence thickness
were determined. Also, we have demonstrated that the HiPIMS grown
TiN films have significantly lower resistivity than the dcMS grown
films on SiO2 at all growth temperatures due to the reduced grain
boundary scattering, and the HiPIMS grown films are muchmore resis-
tant towards oxidation [17]. Furthermore, [200] TiN grain size increases
with increasing growth temperature while [111] grains are largest for
low growth temperature in HiPIMS process. But compared to the
dcMS process, grain sizes are smaller at all growth temperatures [15].
In general, the HiPIMS process produces denser films at lower growth
temperature than dcMS does, and the best quality of the grown films
was achieved by HiPIMS process at 400 °C [15]. In order to assess the
claims of superior film properties when the thin film growth is off-
axis, we explore systematically the film properties as we rotate the sub-
strate from facing the target until it is perpendicular to the target surface
as represented in Fig. 1.We study the growth of TiN grains, thefilmden-
sity as well as the surface morphology for both dcMS and HiPIMS
growth for various angles of rotation (0° b α b 90°).
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2. Experimental apparatus and method

Deposition of the TiN thin filmswas performed in a custom-builtmag-
netron sputtering chamber [18] with a base pressure of 3.5 × 10−6 Pa.
The sputtering gas was argon of 99.999% purity mixed with nitrogen gas
of 99.999% purity. The films were grown by both dcMS and HiPIMS. For
dcMS growth, the argon flow rate was qAr = 20 sccm and the nitrogen
flow rateqN2

¼ 1 sccmand a throttle valvewas used to set a total growth
pressure of 0.4 Pa [16]. To achieve more stable plasma in HiPIMS, the
argon flow rate was increased to qAr = 40 sccm and the nitrogen flow
rate to qN2

¼ 2 sccm while the Ar/N2 ratio was kept at the same value
as in dcMS. A throttle valve maintained the total growth pressure at
0.7 Pa for the case of HiPIMS [15]. These growth conditions (N2 flow
rates and gas pressures) provide a metallic mode for the deposition of
TiN films grown by both dcMS and HiPIMS that is also in agreement
with the previous study by Tao et al. [19]. Ingason et al. [16] also declared
that the grown films under these conditions are stoichiometric TiN for
growth temperatures above 300 °C. A Ti target of 99.995% purity and
3 in. (75 mm) in diameterwas used, in a planarmagnetron configuration.
The substrate is located 145 mm from the target surface. The growth tem-
perature was 400 °C for both HiPIMS and dcMS which resulted in fully
dense and smooth films [17]. Thermally oxidized Si(001) substrates
with an oxide thickness of 500 nmwere used. A 1.5 in. (38 mm)diameter
circular plate heater placed behind the substrate holder controlled the
substrate temperature during the growth. The heater was placed at a
2 mm gap from the substrate holder. The heater plate rotated with the
substrate holder to keep the consistency of the temperature for all angles
of rotation. No bias was applied to the substrate and substrate holder that
were floating during the growth. The substrate holder design is described
in more detail elsewhere by Arnalds et al. [18].

For dcMS, the power was generated by an Advanced Energy
MDX500 power supply operated in the constant power mode at
100 W. The cathode voltage was 440 V and the current was 220 mA.
For HiPIMS, the power was supplied by a SPIK1000A pulse unit (Melec
GmbH) operating in the unipolar negative mode at constant voltage,
which in turn was charged by a dc power supply (ADL GS30). The dis-
charge current and voltage were monitored using a combined current
transformer and a voltage divider unit (Melec GmbH), and a digital stor-
age oscilloscope (Agilent 54624A) acquired the datawith LabVIEW soft-
ware. The pulse repetition frequency was 75 Hz with pulse length of
150 μs. The cathode voltage was changed in the range of 640–690 V in
order to attain a similar peak power density, 0.465 ± 0.025 kW/cm2,
for all samples. The average power was 167 W. Fluctuation of discharge
current and discharge voltage between the individual pulses resulted in
the average power varying ±10 W. Target voltage and target current
waveforms are shown in Fig. 2. The target voltage is approximately rect-
angular in shape while the discharge current shows a decreasing

exponential behavior. There is a slight difference in the current wave-
form from our earlier deposition experiments [15]. This we relate to the
formation of a race track and thus increasedB-field and electron trapping.

A PANalytical's X'pert diffractometer was used to perform X-ray dif-
fractometry (XRD) (Cu Kα, wavelength 0.1541 nm) mounted with a hy-
brid monochromator/mirror on the incident side and a 0.27° collimator
on the diffracted side. A line focuswas usedwith a beamwidth of approx-
imately 1 mm. The film density, film thickness and surface roughness
were obtained from low-angle X-ray reflectivity (XRR) measurements
with an angular resolution of 0.001°. Parratt formalism [20] for reflectiv-
ity was used for fitting the XRR data and gave an accuracy of 0.1 nm for
thickness analysis. The grazing incidence (GI-XRD) scans were carried
out with the incident beam at θ = 1°.

3. Results and discussion

Generally, the growth rate depends on ion flux density, sputtering
yield and film density for any sputtering process [21]. In this work, the
results for the growth rate of the two deposition methods are obtained
by measuring the film thickness using XRR measurements, as shown in
Fig. 3(a). The growth rate is noticeably lower for the HiPIMS deposition
(0.014 nm/s) than the dcMS deposition (0.055 nm/s) when the sub-
strate is facing the target surface. The HiPIMS grown films were depos-
ited for 30 min while the growth timewas reduced to 15 min in case of
dcMS. This reduction in growth time is due to the higher growth rate of
dcMS andwas used to get better comparison between the two different
growth methods. On-axis HiPIMS growth deposited 25 nm thick TiN
filmswhile the TiN thicknesswas reduced to 10 nm for off-axis growth.
In case of on-axis dcMS growth, the thickness of deposited layers is
50 nm,whichwas decreased to 10 nm for off-axis dcMS growth. During
the HiPIMS growth, the average current was 248 ± 10 mA which is
similar to the current 220 ± 10 mA in the dcMS process. The growth
rate for HiPIMS is therefore approximately 75% lower than for dcMS,
when using these growth parameters. The observed lower growth
rate for HiPIMS is well-known and is mostly due to the return of the
ions of the sputtered vapor to the target but other factors have a role
as well [8,11,22–24]. For dcMS, the growth rate decreases to about 1/4
of its initial value with increased angle of rotation while the growth
rate reduces by a factor of roughly 1/2 for HiPIMS.

Fig. 3(b) shows the film density, determined from XRR measure-
ments, versus the angle of rotation. The density of both the dcMS grown
films and the HiPIMS grown films decreases monotonously with in-
creased angle of rotation. The density of theHiPIMS grownfilms is always
higher than that of the dcMS films. For both cases, the density is highest

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of substrate position angled to the target, 0° b α b 90°.

Fig. 2.Waveforms of cathode current and cathode voltage for an Ar/N2 discharge with
qAr=qN2

¼ 40 sccm=2 sccm at 0.7 Pa with a 3 in. (75 mm) diameter Ti target.
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when the substrate faces the target and the density decreases with in-
creasing angle of rotation. The density of the HiPIMS grown film is lowest
when the substrate is at a 90° angle to the target, but only slightly lower
than for a dcMS grown filmwhen the substrate faces the target. The den-
sification of theHiPIMS grownfilms is claimed to be due to ion irradiation
during the growthwhich assists adatomsmigrating to non-perpendicular

facets [25]. The film surface roughness is slightly lower for the HiPIMS
grown films compared to the dcMS grown films while facing the target.
In dcMS, the surface roughness increases steeply with increasing angle.
The HiPIMS grown films exhibit only a slight increase in surface rough-
ness for higher angle of rotation (see Fig. 3(c)).

The results of the GI-XRD measurements for the HiPIMS and dcMS
deposited TiN films are shown in Fig. 4. The scans reveal the poly-
crystallinity of TiN structure for the dcMS and HiPIMS grown films for
all angles of rotation. For both dcMS and HiPIMS grown films, the exis-
tence of [111], [200] and [220] TiN crystallites is observed. The films
grown byHiPIMS are poly-crystallinewith [111], [200] and [220] orien-
tations for all angles of rotation while the films grown by dcMS do not
show any orientations for high angles of rotation (α N 60°). The cross-
over of crystal orientation from [200] to [111] is expected to occur for
the thickness of 20–50 nm [26], so the presence of both orientations is
expected for our film thickness range of 10–50 nm (see Fig. 5). Lower-
ing of the peak intensities is due to the lowering of the film thicknesses
as the angle of rotation increases, but full width at half-maximum of
peaks varies only slightly. In case of dcMS growth, the TiN films are
also poly-crystalline but become more amorphous with increasing the
angle of rotation. Compared to the HiPIMS grown films, the dcMS
grown films are much thicker which means that they should exhibit
stronger and narrower peaks. However the peak intensities are relative-
ly weaker in the dcMS grown films than the HiPIMS grown films.

Grain sizes of all observed crystallites have been calculated from GI-
XRD scans using the Scherrer formula for various angles of rotation, and
are shown in Fig. 5. For HiPIMS grown films, [111] and [200] crystallites
are larger than [220] crystallites for all angles of rotation. The grain sizes
follow the same trend as the total thickness and interestingly, the grain
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size is comparable to the total thickness for [111] and [220] crystallites as
seen in Fig. 5 (HiPIMS), while the dcMS grown films do not represent this
property at all as seen in Fig. 5 (dcMS). Angle dependence of grain sizes in
the dcMS grown films can be seen in Fig. 5 (dcMS), which shows that the
grain size of [111] and [200] crystallites is maximum at 60° but is negligi-
ble (means amorphous TiN) at 90°. The HiPIMS grain sizes exhibitmonot-
onous decrease as the angle of rotation increases and remain poly-
crystalline with size comparable to total thickness until 90°, as seen in
Fig. 5 (HiPIMS). Usually the dcMS process shows larger grains in compar-
ison with the HiPIMS process [25]. Here both dcMS and HiPIMS processes
show roughly the same size of grains (10–20 nm) at all growth angles
even though the dcMS films are much thicker and should therefore have
evolved larger grain size. For off-axis grown films, the nucleation and
growth of crystalline grains with the HiPIMS process are more effective
than the dcMS process where the films show no X-ray peaks and have
therefore either nano-crystalline (1–5 nm) or amorphous structure.
High energy ion bombardment of sputtered material and enhanced off-
axis transport of ions arebelieved tobemainly responsible for the effective
off-axis nucleation of grains for the HiPIMS process [24,25].

4. Conclusions

Growth of ultra-thin TiN films was executed by HiPIMS and dcMS for
various angles of rotation while the growth temperature was kept fixed
at 400 °C. The HiPIMS process deposits denser and smoother films com-
pared to dcMS for all angles of rotation. The growth rate of HiPIMS is,
however, lower than dcMS. At a high angle of rotation (60–90°), imitat-
ing a side wall growth situation, the HiPIMS process shows superior per-
formance compared to dcMS. Films are still poly-crystalline, denser and
growth rate reduction is half of that of dcMSdue to transport of sputtered
material perpendicular to the target for HiPIMS. The ionized nature of
HiPIMS plasma, which contains intense low energy ion irradiation from
Ti+, N+ and Ti2+-ions during the growth, plays here an important role
[25]. Comparison of the two growth methods revealed that the HiPIMS
grown films are poly-crystalline for all angles of rotation while the
dcMS grown films tend to become amorphous for angles of rotation
above 60°. In HiPIMS, [111], [200] and [220] grain sizes decrease in the
same trend as the total thickness while [111] and [200] crystallites
keep comparable sizes to the total thickness for all angles of rotation. In
dcMS, [111], [200] and [220] crystallites are much smaller in comparison
with total thickness and their sizes vary with the angle of rotation.
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The growth of ultra-thin TiN films on single-crystalline MgO(100) substrates by high power impulse magnetron
sputtering (HiPIMS) was studied for growth temperatures ranging from 35 °C to 600 °C. X-ray analysis showed
that the films had a textured poly-crystalline structure. Films grown by dc magnetron sputtering (dcMS) were
epitaxial at the higher growth temperatures. In-situ resistance measurements, during growth, revealed the
coalescence thickness and film continuity thickness. The film grown by HiPIMS at room temperature coalesced
at 1.2 ± 0.1 nm and became structurally continuous at 2.67 ± 0.15 nm. At 600 °C, the coalescence and continuity
thicknesses decreased to 0.56 ± 0.05 nm and 0.82 ± 0.05 nm, respectively. X-ray reflectivity measurements
revealed that the growth rate of the films was roughly constant for all growth temperatures. The film den-
sity increased slightly with growth temperature up to 5.3 g/cm3 at 600 °C and the surface roughness of the
films decreased from 1 nm to 0.3 nmwhile the growth temperature increased from 35 °C to 600 °C. Grazing
incident X-ray diffraction measurements showed the presence of [111], [200] and [220] crystallites at all
growth temperatures. The smallest [200] and [220] grain sizes appeared at 100 °C while the [200] grain
size increased by increasing the growth temperature.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Applications of TiN thin films in microelectronics [1], as protective
coatings [2], and decorative overlayers [3] are numerous and well
known. Interesting properties of this compound such as high melting
point, low bulk electrical resistivity and high thermal stability have
resulted in its use inmicroelectronics as an adhesion layer and diffusion
barrier for both aluminium and copper interconnects [4,1,5], often in
multilayer structures [6]. It has also been suggested as a gate metal on
high-κ dielectrics in metal oxide field effect transistors (MOS) tech-
nology [7].

The work function of TiN locates its Fermi level at the middle of the
silicon energy band gap. In general, it is not reactive to high-κ dielectrics.
One of the potential high-κ dielectric candidates is MgO [8]. As the size
of devices scales down to a few nanometers, the continuous, dense and
smooth films are needed for both diffusion barriers and as gate metals
[9]. In addition, due to the large band gap and the high thermal stability
ofMgO, it has been suggested as a propermaterial choice for high power
devices based on SiC [10] and GaN [11] wide band gap semiconductors.

High power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) is an ionized
physical vapor deposition (IPVD) technique that due to the higher
ionization of the sputtered vapor and high dissociation fraction of

the reactive gas can enhance the growth of thin films [12,13]. This
leads to amuch higher ion-to-neutral flux ratio of the sputtered species.
The benefits include improvement in film density [14,15], particularly
for substrates with non-flat shape [16], adhesion enhancement [17]
and surface roughness modification [18,19].

There have been several reports on TiN thin films grown by HiPIMS,
including demonstration of the growth of dense, large grained highly tex-
tured films [20], exploration of the effect of varying the ion-to-neutral
ratio in the deposition flux (by varying the peak discharge current) on
the film texture [21], and deposition of CrN/TiN multilayer coatings
[22]. Earlier we have demonstrated that TiN films grown by reactive
high power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) on SiO2 exhibited
higher density and lower roughness than dc magnetron sputtered films
[19]. Such high-quality and low-resistance films are desirable for
low-temperature device manufacturing [23]. Furthermore, in these
ultra-thin films, [200] TiN grain size increases with increasing growth
temperature while [111] grains are largest for low growth temperature
in the HiPIMS process. However, compared to the dcMS process, grain
sizes are smaller at all growth temperatures [19].

Previously, ultra-thin epitaxial TiN filmswere also grown by reactive
dc magnetron sputtering (dcMS) [24] on MgO(100) substrates and the
minimum thickness of a continuous film and the coalescence thickness
were determined. The films showed a clear transition from poly-
crystalline growth to epitaxial for growth temperatures between 100°C
and 200°C [25]. Also, we have demonstrated that poly-crystalline HiPIMS
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grown TiN films on SiO2 have significantly lower resistivity than dcMS
grown films on SiO2 at all growth temperatures due to reduced grain
boundary scattering. Furthermore, HiPIMS grown films are also much
more resistant towards oxidation [23].

Here we monitor the resistance of the film in-situ in order to deter-
mine the film's coalescence and continuity during the growth of TiN
thin films on MgO(100) substrates using the HiPIMS process at various
growth temperatures. We also assess the film density and morphology.

2. Experimental apparatus and method

The TiN thin films were deposited in a custom-built magnetron
sputtering chamber [26] with a base pressure of 3.8 × 10−6 Pa. Argon
gas of 99.999% purity mixed with nitrogen gas of 99.999% purity was
used for the sputtering process. The argon flow rate was qAr = 40 sccm
and the nitrogen flow rate was qN2

¼ 2sccm and a throttle valve was
used to set a total growth pressure of 0.7 Pa. A Ti target of 99.995% purity
and 3 in. (75 mm) in diameter was used, in a planar magnetron con-
figuration that is located 145 mm away from the substrate surface.

One-side-polished single-crystalline MgO(100) substrates with the
thickness of 1 mm and size of 1 × 1 cm2 were used. A shadow mask
was used to define contacts on the two edges of the MgO surface prior
to TiN growth. This was done by depositing 150 nm thick gold contact
pads of size 1 cm by 2 mmon theMgO substrates using E-beam evapo-
ration. A 1.5 inch (38 mm) diameter circular plate heater placed behind
the substrate holder, controlled the substrate temperature during the
growth. The distance between the heater and substrate holder was
2 mm [26]. All substrates were baked at 620 °C for 10 min prior to the
growth. The growth temperature was in range of 35 °C to 600 °C. A K-
type thermocouple in contact with substrate holder was utilized to
monitor the baking and growth temperatures. The substrate holder
design is described in more detail elsewhere.

The power was supplied by a SPIK1000A pulse unit (Melec GmbH)
operating in the unipolar negative mode at constant voltage, which
in turn was charged by a dc power supply (ADLGS30). The discharge
current and voltage weremonitored using a combined current trans-
former and voltage divider unit (Melec GmbH) and a digital storage
oscilloscope (Agilent 54624A) acquired the data with a LabVIEW
software. The pulse repetition frequency was 75 Hz and the pulse
length was 150 μs. The cathode voltage was changed in the range
of 640–690 V in order to obtain a similar peak power density,
0.475 ± 0.025 kW/cm2, for all samples. The average power was
170 ± 10 W. The discharge voltage and discharge current wave-
forms are shown in Fig. 1.

A four-probe systemmeasured the differential resistance of TiN films
during the growth [26]. This system is a streamlined version of the dual
lock-in amplifier setup explained by Barnat et al. [27]. Probes were
pressed onto the Au padswith a ceramic shadowmask. In order to deter-
mine the nominal coalescence thickness, the local maximum was found
in Rd2 plotted as a function of nominal film thickness d, where R is the
in-situ measured film resistance. The local minimum was interpreted as
the thickness where the film completely covers the substrate. The nomi-
nal film thicknesswas calculated from themultiplication of growth time t
and a growth rate determined byX-ray reflectivity (XRR)methods (using
the obtained film thickness). For a discontinuous film, the nominal
thickness was assumed as the average thickness of grown material.
This method has been well-discussed earlier by Magnus et al. [24].

X-ray diffractometry (XRD) was performed using a PANalytical's
X'pert diffractometer (Cu Kα, wavelength 0.1541 nm) mounted with a
hybridmonochromator/mirror on the incident side and a 0.27° collima-
tor on the diffracted side. A line focus was used with a beam width of
approximately 1 mm. Using low-angle XRR measurements, the film
thickness, film density and surface roughness were obtained with an
angular resolution of 0.001°. The Parratt formalism [28] for reflectivity
was used for fitting the XRR data and gave an accuracy of 0.1 nm for
thickness analysis. The film thicknesses were determined by fitting
the XRR data and the growth rates calculated using the growth time
of 30 min. The grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GI-XRD) scans
were carried out with the incident beam at θ = 1° to investigate the
crystalline structure of the films. Seven different TiN films were grown
with a growth time of 30 min at temperatures of 35 °C, 100 °C,
200 °C, 300 °C, 400 °C, 500 °C and 600 °C.

3. Results and discussion

The growth rate versus growth temperature is shown in Fig. 2(a).
Compared to dcMS, the HiPIMS process deposits less material in a
given growth time. This reduced growth rate is often being ascribed
due to the returning ion effect [29,12,15]. Growth rates are almost the
same (0.0103–0.0117 nm/s) for all growth temperatures which agrees
with our earlierwork [19] but they drop slightly at higher temperatures.
This drop occurs for growth temperatures between 100 °C and 200 °C.
Thus, the film thicknesses are about 20 nm for all growth temperatures.

The density of the films is represented in Fig. 2(b). The density of the
room temperature grown film is around 4.8 g/cm3, which is much
higher than for films grown by dcMS [24]. By increasing the growth
temperature, the density of the films increases up to the value close to
the stoichiometric TiN which is 5.4 g/cm3. The transition from lower
density to higher density between 100 °C and 200 °C is clearly visible
in Fig. 2(b). The densification of the HiPIMS deposited films is due to
the high energy ion bombardment from the sputtered vapor [20]. How-
ever a certain annealing process is needed to obtain the final bulk like
density as seen by the temperature dependent transition after 200 °C.

The roughness of films versus growth temperature is shown in
Fig. 2(c). The surface roughness of the grown films decreased by in-
creasing the growth temperature. The transition from high surface
roughness to lower surface roughness occurs around at 200 °C that is
supporting the above discussion about the annealing stage. Compared
to dcMS grown films, the HiPIMS process deposited smoother films.
The dcMS grown TiN films showed 6 nm surface roughness at room
temperature while it was improved to 0.9 nm at 600 °C [24]. In this
work using theHiPIMSprocess, thefilm roughness at room temperature
grown film was 0.7 nm and it was improved to 0.3 nm at 600 °C which
is comparable to roughness of one monolayer of TiN.

The results of the GI-XRD measurements for the HiPIMS deposited
TiN films are shown in Fig. 3. The presence of [111], [200] and [220]
TiN crystallites is clearly observed. The lowest intensity is coming
from the [111] crystallites. This indicates that the films are poly-
crystalline with texture since significantly higher relative intensity is
expected for a random orientated poly-crystalline film. The XRD peak
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positions confirm that stoichiometric TiN crystallites have been grown.
By increasing the growth temperature, the [200] peak intensity in-
creased clearly while the [220] peak intensity increased only slightly
up to a growth temperature of 200 °C from where it decreased. Later
when the films grow thicker, a cross-over of crystal orientation from
[200] to [111] is expected to occur for film thickness of 20–50 nm
[30]. The film thicknesses in this work are in the range of 18–21 nm.
But the prevailing orientation also depends on the ion-to-neutral flux
ratio, at high ion-to-neutral flux ratio the [200] texture prevails for
thicker films [21,31,22]. Ehiasarian et al. [21] see a preferred [200]
orientation when TiN film is grown by HiPIMS at high ion-to-neutral
flux ratio.

The main difference observed in this work is the fact that all the
HiPIMS grown films on MgO(100) have poly-crystalline textured struc-
ture andno epitaxial structure is observed like for the dcMS grown films

on MgO [25]. MgO and TiN have the same crystal structures (B1-NaCl)
and nearly identical lattice constants at these growth temperatures.
Lattice mismatch is ~0.6% at room temperature. So epitaxial growth is
expected and commonly observed [25,32,33]. The lack of epitaxy is
probably due to higher flux of incoming ions and atoms possessing
higher energy to the sample surfacewhich could disrupt the local struc-
ture and re-nucleate new crystallites [20]. In dcMS the ion flux com-
prises mainly Ar+- and N2

+-ions and the majority of the sputtered
metal are neutral atoms. In the reactive HiPIMS process, significant frac-
tion of the ion flux is N+-ions along with Ti+ and Ti2+-ions [21,34].

The average grain sizes of all observed crystallites were calculated
from the full width at half-maximum of the peaks of GI-XRD scans
using the Scherrer formula [35] for all growth temperatures. The results
are shown in Fig. 4. The [200] and [220] grain sizes of room temperature
grown films are comparable to the film thickness but they drop slightly
for a growth temperature of 100 °C and then the grain size increases
again somewhat. There is a change at 400 °C where the [200] grain
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Fig. 2. (a) Growth rate, (b) density and (c) roughness σf of TiN films grown by HiPIMS for
different growth temperatures (35 °C–600 °C). The total roughness is the root mean
square of the TiN film roughness σf and MgO substrate roughness.
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size continues to increase while the [220] begins to decrease with
increased growth temperature. The [111] grain sizes are smaller
but follow the same trend and are not plotted in the figure. The max-
imum grain size of [200] arises at 600 °C and is larger than the film
thickness. However the orientation of the measured [200] crystallite
is not normal to sample surface due to how the GI-XRD scans are
performed.

Earlier, we have discussed the initial stages of growth [24]. These
stages can be summarized as the formation of isolated clusters or
islands, merging of the islands to establish a connected network with
voids in between (coalescence) and finally, filling up the voids and
formation of the continuous film (continuity). Identification of these
growth stages can be performed bymeasuring the in-situfilm resistance
versus growth time.

The measured and analyzed in-situ curves are shown in Fig. 5. The
vertical shift in the measured resistance curves in Fig. 5(a), depending
on growth temperature is due to the establishment of O− vacancies
on theMgO surface that results in higher conductivity at higher temper-
ature [36,37]. The curves show high resistance initially, until at a certain
growth time when the film becomes conductive and the resistance
drops. The growth time can then be converted to nominal film thickness
from the known growth rate. Fig. 5(b) shows Rd2 plotted versus the
nominal thickness d. From that plot, the coalescence thickness can be
obtained from the local maximum in the curve. At the thickness
where the film coalesced, the resistance begins to decrease rapidly
due to formation of a conducting path across the surface. As the growth
proceeds, voids are filled and gradually the film covers the whole

surface and a local minimum formswhere the film continuity thickness
is defined [27,38].

The coalescence and continuity thicknesses obtained from Fig. 5(b),
are plotted as a function of growth temperature in Fig. 6. For the film
grown at room temperature, the coalescence and continuity thicknesses
are 1.2 ± 0.1 nm and 2.67 ± 0.15 nm, respectively. These thicknesses
decrease constantly with increasing the growth temperature and
reach the values of 0.56 ± 0.05 nm and 0.82 ± 0.05 nm respectively,
for coalescence and continuity. For the film grown at 600 °C, the values
appeared almost at the same thickness in the Rd2 versus d plot, indicat-
ing that the film grown at this temperature becomes structurally contin-
uous as the film coalesced. This agrees with the fact that the lowest
surface roughness and the highest film density were achieved at
600 °C. In comparison with counterpart results from the dcMS process
[24], the HiPIMS grown films coalesced at higher thicknesses for all
growth temperatures and became continuous in general at lower
thicknesses. Also, the gap between the coalescence and continuity
thicknesses is much lower for the HiPIMS grown films than for
the dcMS grown films.

The grown films were cooled down to room temperature after the
growth in the deposition chamber and then they were transferred in
vacuum to the load-lock chamber. The film resistance was acquired
while the load-lock chamber was vented with air for 15 min. The resis-
tivity ρ of the films during the first 450 s of exposure to air is shown in0.1 1 10
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Fig. 7, normalized by the resistivity before venting ρ0. The resistivity of
the exposed films changed during the first 50 s of air exposure. The
resistivity of the room temperature grown film increased by a factor
of 1.16 while the normalized change decreased drastically down to
1.02 at the highest growth temperature. The resistance change is
due to adsorption or reaction of oxygen or water molecules within
the porous structure or in grain boundaries in the film.

This difference is seen better in Fig. 8 where the HiPIMS and dcMS
grown films are compared. Compared to the dcMS grown films [24]
the HiPIMS grown films are definitely less affected by air exposure for
the lowest growth temperatures. The high density of the HiPIMS grown
films is most likely the main reason for this difference.

4. Conclusions

The nucleation and growth of ultra-thin TiN films grown by HiPIMS
at 35 °C to 600 °C was compared to dcMS grown films. The growth rate
of HiPIMS is much lower than dcMS. A transition from low density to
high density or equally from high surface roughness to low surface
roughnesswas observed at 200 °C. The HiPIMS process deposited dens-
er and smoother films compared to dcMS for all growth temperatures
[24]. X-ray analysis showed that the HiPIMS grown films have a poly-
crystalline structure with texture. Same films grown with dcMS were
epitaxial at higher growth temperatures. The presence of [200] and
[220] crystallites was predominant while [111] crystallites were also
observed. The grain sizes of the [200] and [220] crystallites were compa-
rable to the film thicknesses (18–21 nm). The coalescence and continuity
thicknesses of the grown films decreased from 1.2 ± 0.1 and 2.67 ±
0.15 nm to 0.56 ± 0.05 nm and 0.82 ± 0.05 nm, respectively while the
growth temperature varied from room temperature to 600 °C. Resistance
of the grown films to oxidation at room temperature was observed for
high growth temperatures however, low temperature grown films
oxidized slightly and they presented lower resistivity compared to
dcMS grown films [24].
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Epitaxial (100)-oriented Mo/V superlattices have been grown by High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering
(HiPIMS) and dc Magnetron Sputtering (dcMS) on single-crystalline MgO(100) substrates at growth tempera-
tures ranging from 30 °C to 600 °C. Superlattice bilayer period of Mo/V around 12/12 monolayers and 15 repeat
periods was studied. This study aims to investigate the effect of the HiPIMS process on reducing the growth tem-
perature ofMo/V superlattices using the high energy ionizedMo, V species in the HiPIMS plasma. In one case, the
Mo layer was only grown with the HiPIMS process and V layer grown using the dcMS process while in another
both layers were grown with the HiPIMS process. The as-deposited films were characterized by X-ray reflection
and diffraction techniques. The dcMS process was found to give superior superlattice growth at high growth
temperatures while a mixed Mo HiPIMS and V dcMS process gives better result at lower growth temperatures
(300 °C). Room temperature growth reveals that neither the mixed Mo HiPIMS and V dcMS process nor the
pure HiPIMS for both materials can produce better result compared to the pure dcMS process, which gives a rela-
tively better result.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Various types of bcc superlattices grown on MgO(100) substrates
have been investigated for the last two decades using magnetron
sputtering methods. The best known superlattices are based on Fe/V
and Mo/V repeat structures but other structures such as Nb/Ta, Mo/Nb
and Nb/W exist. Fe/V superlattices can be grown with good quality at
temperature around 200 °C to 300 °C while Mo/V requires a tempera-
ture of 700 °C to obtain similar quality [1–4]. Lower mobility of themo-
lybdenum atoms at the Mo surface during the growth is the reason for
the higher growth temperature [5]. Applications of Mo/V superlattice
coating system are few. It has been used in basic research area studying
phenomena in superconductivity, intermixing and hydrogen uptake
[6–8]. In this paper Mo/V is used to study fundamental relative merits
of conventional dc magnetron sputtering (dcMS) over high power im-
pulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) techniques. HiPIMS is an ionized
physical vapor deposition (IPVD) technique resulting in better growth
than dcMS because of the higher degree of ionization and energy of
the sputtered vapor [10,11]. Its benefits include increased film density
[12,13] and surface roughness modification [14,15]. HiPIMS growth of
metallic superlattice has not been reported but compound superlattices
such as CrN/NbN [16] and CrAlYN/CrN [17] have been grownpreviously.
Paulitsch et al. also reported the superior mechanical and tribological
properties of a CrN/TiN superlattice grown by hybrid HiPIMS/dcMS pro-
cess that resulted low friction coefficients in the range of diamond-like-
carbon coatings in ambient conditions [18].

In this study we investigate the effect of the HiPIMS process on re-
ducing the growth temperature of Mo/V superlattices using the high-
energy ionized Mo, V species in the HiPIMS plasma. In one case, the
Mo layer was only grown with the HiPIMS process and the V layer
grown by the dcMS process while in another case both layers were
grown with the HiPIMS process. Mo has lattice parameter of 0.315 nm
and V 0.302 nm, which givesa considerable lattice mismatch which
is relaxed with a misfit dislocation generation when individual layers
are growing. MgO(100) substrate has a lattice parameter of 0.421 nm
which provides a good epitaxial base where the bcc unit cell is rotated
45° with respect to the substrate surface axis. The MgO epitaxial lattice
then has a lattice parameter of 0.298 nmwhich is closer to the V lattice
parameter. Lowermismatch and improved superlattice crystalline qual-
ity is therefore possible by reducing the ratio between Mo (thickness X
ML) and V (thickness Y ML) [9]. Here we decided to grow a symmetric
superlattice inorder to keep both layers under similar misfit strain dur-
ing growth and keep the superlattice period close to 12/12monolayers,
well under the known stability limit of Mo/V superlattice growth, 16/16
monolayers [2].

2. Experimental apparatus and methods

Deposition of the Mo/V superlattice samples was performed in a
custom-built magnetron sputtering chamber [19] with a base pressure
of 3.5 × 10-6 Pa. Mo and V targets of 99.995% purity and 3 in. (75 mm)
in diameter were used, in a planar balanced magnetron configuration.
The sputtering gas was argon of 99.999% purity. For the HiPIMS growth,
the argon flow rate was qAr = 40 sccm. A throttle valve was used to set
a total growth pressure of 0.7 Pa. In the dcMS growth, the argon flow
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rate was qAr = 20 sccm and the throttle valve maintained a total growth
pressure of 0.4 Pa.

The dcMS power was generated by an Advanced Energy MDX500
power supply. For HiPIMS, the power was supplied by a SPIK1000A
pulse unit (Melec GmbH) operating in a unipolar negative mode at a
constant voltage, which in turn was charged by a dc power supply
(ADL GS30). The discharge current and voltage were monitored using
a combined current transformer and a voltage divider unit (Melec
GmbH). The datawas acquiredwith a LabVIEW software. The pulse rep-
etition frequency was 75 Hz and the pulse length was 200 μs. The films
were grown in three different processes: 1) a normal dcMS, 2) a mixed
Mo target HiPIMS process and a V target dcMS process and finally 3) a
Mo and V combined HiPIMS process with both targets connected to
the same power supply.

The dcMS process was operated in a constant power mode applying
50 W to both Mo and V targets with the applied voltages 390 V and
320 V, respectively. In the mixed Mo HiPIMS and V dcMS process, the
average power was 90 W, pulse voltage 1000 V and for the V target,
dcMS power was 50 W. The combined Mo/V target process was run at
a total power of 100 W and pulse voltage of 450 V. The target voltage
and target current waveforms are shown in Fig. 1. The peak power den-
sity was in the range of 0.180–0.250 kW/cm2 for all samples.

The substrate was located 145 mm from the target surface facing
each target at an angle of 22.5°. MgO(100) substrates with 1 mm thick-
ness and size of 1 cmby 0.5 cmwere used. A circular plate heater 1.5 in.
(38 mm) in diameter placed behind the substrate holder controlled the
substrate temperature during the growth. It was separated from the
substrate holder by a 2 mm gap. No bias was applied to the substrate
holder whichwas kept floating during the growth. The substrate holder
design is described in more detail elsewhere by Arnalds et al. [19]. The
MgO substrates from Crystal GmbH Germany showed domain

structures 0.2° wide in normal scan with local domains peak widths of
0.025° in normal and rocking directions. The substrates were heated
to 620 °C for 10 min. The growth temperatures were 30 °C, 300 °C,
400 °C and 600 °C, giving 12 different superlattice samples. Deposition
times for each target material were either calibrated or estimated in
order to get superlattice repeat length as close to 12/12 monolayers as
possible. Growth times of 79 s, 79 s, and 127 s were used for the V
layers in the pure dcMS, the mixed dcMS–HiPIMS, and the pure HiPIMS
processes, respectively. For the Mo layers, the growth times were 31 s,
57 s, and 86 s in turn for the pure dcMS, the mixed dcMS–HiPMIS, and
the pure HiPIMS processes, respectively. All samples were grown with
15 bilayer repetitions. The total thicknesses were in the range of
45–60 nm giving good visible thickness fringes in the X-ray reflectivity
(XRR) scans.

A PANalytical's X'pert diffractometer was used to perform X-ray dif-
fractometry (XRD) (Cu Kα, wavelength 0.1541 nm). A hybrid mono-
chromator/mirror was mounted on the incident side and a 0.27°
collimator on the diffracted side. A line focus was used with a beam
width of approximately 1 mm. The film density, film thickness and sur-
face roughness were obtained from low-angle XRRmeasurements with
an angular resolution of 0.001°. Parratt formalism [20] for reflectivity
was used for fitting the XRR data with accuracy of 0.1 nm for the thick-
ness analysis. The dcMS process showed growth rates of 0.05 and
0.02 nm/s for Mo and V, respectively. In the mixed process the Mo
HiPIMS growth rate was 0.03 nm/s. In the third process, the pure
HiPIMS mode, growth rates of 0.02 and 0.01 nm/s were obtained for
Mo and V. All growth rates were obtained at 600 °C. The superlattice
repeat length was in most cases 3.2 nm with variation of ±0.2 nm
due to uncertainty in determining the growth rate in advance for differ-
ent growth temperatures and determining the magnetron shutter
opening times.

3. Results and discussion

Generally, the growth rate depends on ion flux density, sputtering
yield and film density for any sputtering process [21]. The lower growth
rate observedwhen using theHiPIMS process over the dcMS process for
growing materials is well-known and mostly due to the return effect
[22,10,13].

In this work, results for the three different growth temperatures of
the three processes are visualised by the results of the XRR measure-
ments as shown in Fig. 2. The measured curves were fitted using XRR
software in all cases to get thicknesses and growth rates of the different
materials. In all cases bulk density values of Mo or V were able to fit the
measured XRR curves around the critical angle of reflection.

The reference sample usedwas the 600 °C dcMS samplewhich shows
an excellent XRR curve with well-defined thickness and superlattice
patterns. The sample reflectogram could be fitted with the XRR software
using ideal superlattice structure with roughness values less than
one monolayer. The mixed process sample grown at 600 °C did not
show the same quality. Its higher order superlattice peaks were broader,
which indicates layer thickness fluctuations, higher roughness value
±1.5 ML and disappearance of reflectivity fringes. The pure HiPIMS
process sample grown at 600 °C had a similar quality but showed the
reduced intensity in the reflectivity fringes at higher scattering angles.

When lowering the growth temperature to 400 °C, the structural
quality of the layers reduced somewhat. The dcMS sample was still of
good quality but the interface roughness increased to ±2 ML. The
mixed process sample grown at 400 °C also showed lower quality. Its
higher order superlattice peak was broader indicating layer thickness
fluctuations and higher roughness value of ±3 ML. The pure HiPIMS
process sample grown at 400 °C only showed one superlattice peak
which indicates a still higher roughness.

Reducing the growth temperature to 300 °C, the trend reverses, the
dcMS process showsmuch reduced structural quality of the superlattice
layers. The mixed process sample grown at 300 °C showed the highest

Fig. 1.Waveforms of theHiPIMS cathode current and voltage. Shown are process 2)mixed
Mo HiPIMS process (shutter open) and V dcMS (shutter closed). Process 3) Mo HiPIMS
shutter open V HiPIMS shutter closed. The other shutter configuration showed similar
waveform shape.
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quality, the second order superlattice peaks being present. XRR fitting
shows that the Mo layer has low roughness while the V layer has high
roughness. For the pure HiPIMS process sample grown at 300 °C, only

the first order superlattice peak appears, which is broader compared
to the other cases indicating higher roughness and more intermixing
between the layers.

First order peak
600 C 400 C

30 C

First order peak

First order peakFirst order peak
300 C

Fig. 2. Low angle X-ray reflectivity curves of Mo/V superlattice for the three processes grown at 600 °C, 400 °C, 300 °C and 30 °C. The curves are shifted by a factor of 103 and 106,
respectively for clarity.

Fig. 3. Rocking curveω scans 3° around the first peak of X-ray reflectivity patterns for the three processes at 600 °C, 400 °C, 300 °C and 30 °C. The rocking curves have been shifted by the
factor of 103 and 106, respectively, for clarity.
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The best quality of superlattice structure is achieved using only the
dcMS process for the room temperature growth. In the mixed process
sample, the structural quality is reduced visibly from the broad first
order superlattice peak. The reflectivity fringes are not clear and high
surface roughness is obvious due to fast drop of reflecting intensity
after critical angle of reflection. In case of pure HiPIMS process, the
worst structural quality appears, which means the highest surface
roughness of grown superlattice. It seems that the pure HiPIMS process
containing the high energy ionized species cannot improve the
structural quality by itself and a minimum thermal budget applied
to substrate is needed to mend the damage of the high energy part
of the HiPIMS process. In the absence of substrate heating, the higher
energetic species produced by the HiPIMS process can only increase
the interface roughness and/or intermixing between the Mo and V
layers.

In Fig. 3, the low-angle rocking curves of the first superlattice peak
for all samples are shown. The peak widths of the rocking curves are
independent of growth temperature, all showing values in the range
of 0.015°. The only exceptions are the dcMS case grown at 600 °C with
a width of 0.02°, the mixed case grown at room temperature with a
width of 0.062° and also the HiPIMS case grown at room temperature
with a width of 0.095°. The peaks are somewhat asymmetric, possibly
due to small thickness gradients caused by the asymmetric deposition
flux from the Mo and V targets. The rocking curves of all samples
show relatively long lateral coherence length and low diffuse scattering
intensity except for the mixed and pure HiPIMS cases grown at room
temperature. It seems the intermixed layers and high roughness inter-
faces increase the diffuse scattering and reduce the lateral coherence
length in the mixed and pure HiPIMS room temperature grown sam-
ples. Lowered intensities and broadness of the peaks compared to the
dcMS samples grown at room temperature are the witnesses for this
claim.

These degradation of interface sharpness and intermixing are similar
as seen by post-annealing up to 900 °C in high vacuum of Mo/V
superlattice reported by Dudas et al. [3]. Interface sharpening of Mo/V
superlattice by heat treatment over a certain timehas also beenpublished
by Erdelyi et al. [23].

The high-angle XRD scans of the samples are shown in Fig. 4. The
varying structure of theMgO substrates is clearly visible in the substrate
peaks in the figure. The rocking scan of the central superlattice peak of
all samples except for room temperature grown samples, was in a
range of 0.9–1.1°. It was in the same range as seen in the rocking curves
of the substrate peak.

The crystalline order of the superlattice is characterized by thewidth
of the central peak. For the 600 °C grown samples, the peakwidth is 0.3°
for all processes. This corresponds to a coherence length of 25 nmwhich
must be compared with the thickness of the samples (45–60 nm). This
coherence length is then reduced to 20 nm for other samples grown at
400 °C and 300 °C irrespective of process. For the samples grown at
room temperature, the peaks vanish indicating the grown superlattices
are not epitaxial anymore. The coherence length of 20 nm is equivalent
to 8 repeat lengths out of the 15 grown repeat lengths on the substrate.
This value is excellent when the high lattice mismatch of the two layers
is taken into consideration.

The superlattice XRD peaks are generally symmetric except for the
300 °C and 400 °C samples grown with the mixed dcMS and HiPIMS
mode. The peak intensity of the superlattices decreases with accompa-
nied peak broadening with lowering of the growth temperature.
These can be easily seen from disappearance of the small peaks around
the central peak with decreased growth temperature until room tem-
perature in which all the peaks are absent.

From thesemeasurements and structural analysis, the general trendof
dcMS versus HiPIMS for growing metallic superlattices at different tem-
peratures was mapped. The dcMS is superior to HiPIMS at high growth

Fig. 4.X-ray diffractions ofMo/V superlattice grownonMgO reveal that deposited layers are epitaxial for all growth temperatures of 600 °C, 400 °C and 300 °C except for 30 °C. XRD curves
of pure dcMS and mixed dcMS–HiPIMS have been shifted for clarity.
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temperatures (600 °C). The energy distribution of theHiPIMS process is
presumably too intense in the high energy range. This causes an in-
creased interface roughness at these growth temperatures. When the
growth temperature is lowered to 400 °C the dcMS process is still able
to give a reasonably good superlattice and layer-by-layer quality. At a
growth temperature of 300 °C the dcMS process does not give a good
structure. The mixed dcMS–HiPIMS process gives the best structure
with similar quality at both growth temperatures, 300 °C and 400 °C.
Under the same conditions, the pure HiPIMS process gives the worst
quality. Lowering the growth temperature to room temperature
showed that the best quality of superlattice is achieved by the dcMS
process and the pure HiPIMS gives still the worst quality of superlattice.
It is obvious that a minimum thermal budget is compulsory for deposi-
tion of metals likeMo and V and the HiPIMS process is too energetic for
growth of metals causing more roughening, intermixing and waviness
at the interfaces. Reflectogram of room temperature grown samples
by mixed dcMS–HiPIMS and pure HiPIMS show an asymmetric and
broad first order superlattice peakwhich is a representative of wavy in-
terfaces or thickness variations. The HiPIMS process for V deposition is
apparently not effective for growth of V layer while the HiPIMS process
for Mo deposition effectively deposits theMo layers. The reason for this
is probably the highermelting temperature of theMo layer or possibly a
lower HiPIMS energy flux distribution from the Mo target in compari-
son to V target.

4. Conclusions

Mo/V superlattice on MgO(100) substrates was grown by dcMS,
mixed dcMS and HiPIMS and pure HiPIMS processes for various growth
temperatures. The dcMS process gives superior superlattice growth at
high growth temperature while mixed Mo HiPIMS and V dcMS process
gives best result at lower growth temperatures, but the dcMS process
provides the best condition for room temperature growth compared
to the other processes.
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Abstract. One of the most promising methods for obtaining highly dense films and

smooth and fully faceted surfaces of TiO2 is high power impulse magnetron sputtering

(HiPIMS). This paper describes experimental challenges regarding growth of Ti and

TiO2 films as a single layer or in a multilayer stack by HiPIMS. These challenges

include the effects of pulse repetition frequency, opening/closure of the shutter in

front of the target, and the effect of oxygen flow on the plasma power, discharge

current waveform, and deposition rate. Increased pulse repetition frequency causes

an elevated target temperature, reduction of the gas density close to the target, and

stronger rarefaction during the pulsing. However, the average power is elevated due

to the increased number of pulses within a certain time span for both Ar and Ar/O2

discharges. Sheath formation and dynamics due to the grounded shutter in front of the

target and confinement of plasma in a smaller volume result in variations of discharge

currents upon shuttering and a temporary nonlinear deposition rate after opening the

shutter. Furthermore, the observation of a periodic runaway of plasma to a higher

density is reported for the reactive discharge of the target material with moderate

sputter yield, which has not been reported before. Variable emission of secondary

electrons, for the alternating transition of the target from metal mode to oxide mode,

is understood to be the main reason for the runaway occurring periodically. Increasing

the pulsing frequency can bring the target back to a metal (or suboxide) mode, and

eliminate the periodic transition of the target. Therefore, a pulsing frequency interval

is defined for the reactive Ar/O2 discharge in order to sustain the plasma in a runaway-

free mode without exceeding the maximum power that the magnetron can tolerate.

PACS numbers: 52.77.Dq, 52.80.-s, 52.40.Kh, 52.40.Hf, 52.25.Jm

Keywords: titanium dioxide, plasma runaway, plasma power, reactive plasma discharge,

high power impulse magnetron sputtering
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1. Introduction

Over the last decades, TiO2 has been utilised for many applications in photochemistry,

optics, and electronics [1]. The high refractive index and transparency of TiO2 in the

rutile phase make it a suitable candidate for low-emissivity and antireflective coatings

[1, 2], and optical devices such as Bragg mirrors [3] and metal-insulator-metal devices

for direct wavelength determination of monochromatic light [4]. Moreover, rutile TiO2

is considered as a high-κ dielectric material [5] (90−170 depending on lattice orientation

[1]) in microelectronics and has been utilised as a gate stack dielectric for metal-TiO2-

SiO2-Si (MTOS) capacitors [6]. The photocatalytic properties of TiO2 films have been

broadly reviewed [7, 8, 9] and mainly used for water splitting [10] and decomposition

of organic molecules [11, 12]. More recently it has been suggested as a conductive

protective layer for photocathodic H2 evolution using solar energy [13].

High power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) has been extensively studied

and is well known as an energetic ionised physical vapour deposition (IPVD) technique

[14, 15]. A high electron density results from the pulsing of the target at high voltage

while the duty cycle of the applied voltage is kept low [16]. This leads to a high

ionisation level of sputtered materials [17], which results in films with enhanced density

[18, 19], adhesion improvement [20], and surface roughness modification [21, 22]. More

specifically, rutile phase and dense TiO2 films have been obtained at low temperatures

by reactive HiPIMS [22, 23, 24]. Energetic O− ion bombardment during growth has

been understood as the main reason for the rutile phase formation though, the erosion

level of the target surface (racetrack geometry) can also play a role to attain the rutile

phase due to the various distribution of the ion trajectories over the target surface [25].

Earlier, thin TiO2 films as a single layer [22] or in a multilayer structure [3] have

been grown by HiPIMS in our group in order to investigate the film properties for various

applications. Deposition rate variations have been also studied over the opening of the

shutter using various growth times for Ti and TiO2 films [26]. Many challenges are

presented to enhance the widely known low deposition rate of the HiPIMS process [27]

by means of increased pulse repetition frequency, and also when a shutter is employed

for growth of multilayers. Also, dynamics of the reactive deposition of oxides have been

investigated for different materials in a low energy regime of sputtered ions [28, 29] and

particularly HiPIMS discharge of Nb target for various O2 flows and plus repetition

frequencies in a high energy regime of ion sputtering [30, 31]. It has been proposed that

change in the emission of secondary electrons as the target transitions from metal mode

to oxide mode (depending on the ion energy) is the dominant process influencing the

sputtering process.

Previously, the current-voltage-time characteristics of Ar and Ar/O2 discharges

produced by the HiPIMS process have been reported [32]. A pulse repetition frequency

range of 15 − 50 Hz was used to study the effect of the pulsing rate on the initiation

of the discharge current. Lowered pulse repetition frequency results in a longer off-time

between pulses and causes the oxidation to be more than the etch process of the formed
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oxide materials on the target, which consequently delays initiation of the plasma when

the next pulse is applied. The same is true when the applied voltage to the target is

reduced which results in a delayed rise of the discharge current with respect to the rise

edge of the voltage pulse. A transition of the target from metal mode to oxide mode has

been understood as the reason for the delayed discharge current, which can be related

to the emission of the secondary electrons during the pulses.

In this work, a wide range of pulse repetition frequencies (higher applied power) is

examined for both Ar (50 − 250 Hz) and Ar/O2 (150 − 550 Hz) HiPIMS discharges to

probe the effect of pulsing frequency on the average power of plasma, which corresponds

to the discharge current at a constant applied voltage. In addition, to elucidate

the aforementioned challenges for growth of TiO2-contained multilayers, the effect of

opening/closure of the shutter in front of the target on the average power of plasma is

studied in detail, along with the measurement of the deposition rate after opening the

shutter in both non-reactive and reactive discharges. In order to assess the influence of

target poisoning on the discharge current waveform, O2 gas is applied to the Ar discharge

step-by-step, and the target poisoning is investigated in the context of average power

and discharge current.

2. Experimental setup

A custom-built magnetron sputtering chamber was used to perform all the plasma power

and deposition rate measurements. The base pressure of the chamber was 1× 10−6 Pa.

The sputtering gas was argon with the purity of 99.999% in Ar discharge, and argon

with the purity of 99.999% mixed with oxygen gas of 99.999% purity in case of reactive

Ar/O2 discharge. The argon flow rate was qAr = 37 sccm = 100% and the oxygen flow

rate was varied between qO2 = 1.11 sccm = 3% and qO2 = 1.85 sccm = 5% for the

reactive plasma to study the effect of target poisoning on the plasma discharge. An

adjustable throttle valve was used to maintain the total gas pressure at 0.7 Pa for the

whole process.

A Ti target of 99.995% purity and 3 inches (75 mm) in diameter was used in a

planar magnetron configuration to produce the plasma. A water-cooled quartz crystal

micro-balance (QCM) was employed to measure the deposition rate over the opening

and closure of the shutter. The QCM was placed approximately 200 mm away from

the target position. It was rotated so that the crystal surface was perpendicular to the

plasma plume (on-axis position). An Inficon XTC Thin film thickness and rate monitor

measured the thickness of deposited materials with the accuracy of ±0.1 nm over the 6

minutes opening time of the shutter. The details of chamber geometry, position of the

shutters and targets, and location of the QCM are illustrated in Figure 1.

The HiPIMS power was supplied by a SPIK1000A pulse unit (Melec GmbH)

operating in the unipolar negative mode at constant voltage, which in turn was

charged by a dc power supply (ADLGS30). The discharge current and voltage were

monitored using a combined current transformer and voltage divider unit (Melec
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QCM

Shutter Shutter

Magnetron!

3 inch target
Magnetro

n!

3 inch target

Viewing port(a)

Gas inlet

Figure 1. (a) A schematic of the chamber geometry illustrating the positions of the

shutters, targets, and quartz crystal micro-balance (QCM). The grey rectangles show

the positions of the 3 inch (75 mm) diameter targets. (b) A snapshot of the open

shutter and QCM during the deposition rate measurement.

GmbH). LabVIEW software acquired the data and calculated the average power using

the measured discharge current and voltage for each applied pulse and the set pulse

repetition frequency. The pulse repetition frequency was varied from 50 to 250 Hz for

the Ar discharge and from 150 to 550 Hz for the Ar/O2 discharge in order to probe the

different oxidation levels on the target surface in case of reactive plasma. The pulse

length was 200 µs for both non-reactive and reactive plasma. The cathode voltage was

set to 700 V in order to be able to sustain the plasma when the target is either at metal

mode or oxide mode for various pulse repetition frequencies in the Ar/O2 discharge [33].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Frequency effect

The average power of plasma as a function of time for various pulse repetition frequencies

is shown in Figure 2 (a) for an Ar discharge and in Figure 2 (b) for an Ar/3%-O2

discharge. Before increasing the frequency, a stable plasma (no fluctuation in average

power) was achieved for both Ar and Ar/3%-O2 discharges and the shutter was kept

open for the whole measurement. In Figure 2 (a) for the Ar discharge at low pulse

repetition frequencies (50 to 100 Hz), the average power increases to a higher level by

each frequency increase and does not change over time. For the higher pulse repetition

frequencies (150 to 250 Hz), increasing the frequency causes the average power to reach a

higher value abruptly and then slightly reduces and stabilises at a lower value over time.

When reducing the frequency, each reduction step causes the average power to drop
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abruptly to a lower value, and eventually increase and stabilise at a higher level for high

pulse repetition frequencies (250 to 150 Hz), but for lower pulse repetition frequencies,

the average power immediately stabilises itself (100 to 50 Hz). This means when the

number of pulses on a certain time scale exceeds a limit, the plasma power tends to

be unstable and any sudden change in pulse repetition frequency is counterbalanced in

the opposite direction of the change, (see Figure 2 (a)). The power stabilisation time

is in the order of minutes and is related to some alterations in the target which will be

discussed later in this section.

For the Ar/3%-O2 discharge, the same behaviour is observed. By increasing the

pulse repetition frequency, the average power has an abrupt increase to a higher value

and gradually decreases to a lower stable level. Lowering the pulse repetition frequency

causes a sudden drop in the average power to a lower value and stabilisation at a slightly

higher level compared to the value immediately after the frequency change (see Figure

2 (b)). The stable values of the average power after a pulse repetition frequency change

indicate a hysteresis-like behaviour in the average power of the plasma versus the pulse

repetition frequency. By increasing the pulse repetition frequency stepwise, the stable

average power increases but when lowering the frequency in the same steps, the average

power does not reach the same value for the same frequency and a slight difference is

observed. This can be possibly interpreted as a compromise between the oxidation and

sputtering events at the surface of the target for a certain pulse repetition frequency,

as previously reported by Magnus et al. [32] for an Ar/O2 discharge. An increase in

frequency sputters away more oxide materials due to a higher number of pulses on a

certain time scale. Hence, sputtering process is dominant for a short while, until a new

equilibrium is established between the oxidation and sputtering processes. In contrast,

lowering the frequency gives the opportunity for the reactive gas to oxidise the surface

more. Therefore, in this regime the oxidation process dominates for a short time until

again, a new equilibrium level is achieved. In the former case, the dominant process

is metal mode-like for a while (faster removal of surface oxidation allows for achieving

a higher discharge current) and the average power can reach a higher value. In the

latter case, the dominant process is oxide mode-like at the beginning (more oxidation

and a lower discharge current) and the average power stabilises at a lower level. Since

this phenomenon is also seen in the Ar discharge, this might not be the case or has the

minimum influence on the average power. Looking at the discharge current for different

pulse repetition frequencies can elucidate this effect in more details.

To study the effect of various pulse repetition frequencies on the discharge current

waveform, the current waveforms are plotted for an Ar discharge in a frequency range

of 50 to 250 Hz (Figure 3 (a)) and for an Ar/3%-O2 discharge in a frequency range

of 250 to 400 Hz (Figure 3 (b)). These waveforms are related to the stabilised power

levels. The normalised power to the lowest frequency of the study also shows the trend

of power for various frequency (see Figure 2). With each increase of the pulse repetition

frequency from 50 Hz to 250 Hz for the Ar discharge, the discharge current is lowered

slightly. It has previously been reported that the current waveform is independent of
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Figure 2. Average power of plasma versus different pulse repetition frequencies for (a)

an Ar discharge and, (b) an Ar/O2 discharge with an O2 flow rate of 3%. To evaluate

the power evolution at different frequency, the power has also been normalised to the

lowest frequency for both Ar and Ar/O2 discharges. Power measurements were made

with an open shutter.
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Figure 3. Cathode current of a 20 µs long voltage pulse for (a) an Ar discharge in a

range of frequencies between 50 and 250 Hz and, (b) an Ar/O2 discharge with an O2

flow rate of 3% in a frequency range from 250 to 400 Hz.
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frequency for the Ar discharge in the frequency range between 30 and 70 Hz [33]. The

current waveform changes slightly for pulse repetition frequencies between 50 and 100

Hz, as seen in Figure 3 (a), which is consistent with the previous study [33]. When

the pulse repetition frequency is increased by a factor of three (150 Hz), the frequency

dependence of the current waveform is apparent. However, the average power becomes

greater as the number of pulses per unit of time is increased by a factor of five (250

Hz), the normalised power reveals a decrease in the average power for higher frequencies

which increases again as the frequency reduces. The current reduces significantly and

shows a frequency dependence behaviour that can be related to the elevated rarefaction

either due to the increased number of the pulses and shorter off-time between pulses for

the gas refill [34, 35] or a hot target surface [35, 36].

The off-time time between pulses is in a range of 2 to 20 ms for the highest and lowest

frequencies in this study which is much longer than the refill time of 1 ms reported by

Kubart et al. [34]. Therefore, a more likely explanation is that the rarefaction occurs

before the pulse start-up which has been reported by Horwat and Anders [36]. The

target temperature is increased because of the increased number of pulses for higher

frequencies and this would decrease the density of the working gas in front of the target

and cause rarefaction. This explanation is also consistent with the power change after

each increase or decrease of frequency. When the frequency increases to a higher value

the average power increase to a higher value (sudden increase) due to the increased

number of pulses in a certain time span but this causes an extra heating of the target

over time and eventually elevates the target temperature and reduces the gas density in

the vicinity of the target centre (gradual decrease) leading rarefaction. Stabilisation of

the average power is achieved when a thermal equilibrium is obtained after the frequency

increase. The same is true when the frequency is lowered. Decreasing the frequency

resulted in a power drop to a lower level when the target is still hot due to the previous

high frequency, thus the initial current level is relatively low (sudden decrease) but

eventually the target cools down due to the lower number of pulses. Therefore, less

rarefaction takes place and the average power level increases and stabilises at a higher

level when a new thermal equilibrium is established (gradual increase).

For the Ar/3%-O2 discharge, the current waveform change is minimal for an

increased pulse repetition frequency. For the experiment it was not possible to increase

the pulse repetition frequency even by a factor of two (above 400 Hz) without the power

exceeding the magnetron’s tolerance (600 W). Therefore, a minimum change in discharge

current waveform is seen and a frequency-independent behaviour can be considered for

the mentioned frequency range both for Ar and Ar/O2 discharges when the temperature

variation of the target is negligible. Although the normalised power exhibits a slight

reduction for higher frequencies due to a possible extra heating, the power variation for

each pulse at different frequencies is minimal. A similar explanation as used for the

Ar discharge, can be also employed for the transient power change after each frequency

increase or reduction which is basically the target temperature variation and dilution of

the working gas.
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A reduced peak current in the Ar/3%-O2 discharge compared to the Ar discharge

(see Figure 3 (a) and (b)) reveals an oxidation level of the target surface causing a lower

current during the on-time of the voltage pulse. Studies have shown that the secondary

electron emission yield γSE for a Ti target is lower in the oxide mode than the metal

mode [37] when the applied voltage is low or a fully oxide mode is not achieved (suboxide

mode). In this case the discharge current (Id) [33] is proportional to:

Id ∝
1

εT
(1 + γSE), (1)

where a decrease in γSE results in a reduction in the discharge current, as is observed in

Figure 3 (a) and (b). In addition, by applying O2 to the discharge the total energy loss

per electron–ion pair lost from the plasma (εT) becomes greater. The reason for this

increase is that the collisional energy loss per electron–ion pair is higher for O and O2

than for Ar when the electron temperature span is comparable with that of the bulk Ar

plasma electrons [38]. Hence, the discharge current should decrease after the addition

of O2 to the discharge, which is consistent with the results presented here. However,

when a fully oxidised target surface is attained a different scenario can happen which

will be discussed later.

3.2. Shutter effect

3.2.1. Ar discharge

In this section, the effect of opening and closing the shutter on the average power

is now examined further than the previous study [26], as shown in Figure 4, 5, and

6. A stable plasma was achieved for the Ar discharge before opening the shutter. The

average power drops abruptly by a value (∆Popen) when the shutter is opened and starts

to increase slightly with the shutter open over time (∆Ptime) until the shutter is closed.

Then the power jumps the same amount to a higher level (∆Popen = ∆Pclose) and again

slowly decreases to the initial stable value (P0), as shown in Figure 4 (a). In Figure

4 (b), the power change relative to the initial stable value (P0) is plotted for different

pulse repetition frequencies. ∆Popen/P0 decreases with the increased pulse repetition

frequency while ∆Ptime/P0 increases for the higher pulse repetition frequencies. The

discharge current evolution at a pulse repetition frequency of 200 Hz is traced for the

closed shutter and 10 s, 180 s, and 300 s after shutter opening in Figure 4 (c). The

observed abrupt power changes when the shutter opens can be discussed as follows.

When the shutter is closed, the plasma is confined to the space between the target and

shutter. Therefore, the high electron density in the vicinity of the target can ionise

newly sputtered atoms. These ions are attracted back to the target and take part in

the sputtering process [15]. This self-sputtering process causes a secondary electron

emission which is defined by the potential energy of arriving ions and the work function

of the target [39, 40]. The secondary electron emission yield is described as [41, 42]:

γSE = 0.032(0.78εiz − 2φ), (2)
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Figure 4. (a) Average power of an Ar discharge during shutter opening and closing at

a pulse repetition frequency of 200 Hz. (b) Relative power change of an Ar discharge

versus different repetition frequencies ranging from 50 to 250 Hz. P0 corresponds to

the average power before opening the shutter. ∆Popen/close and ∆Ptime correspond to

the power change upon shutter opening/closing and during the opening time of the

shutter, respectively (∆Popen = ∆Pclose). Negative and positive values correspond to

a drop and an increase of power, respectively. (c) Discharge current of the plasma at

a pulse repetition frequency of 200 Hz with the shutter closed and 10 s, 180 s, and 300

s after opening the shutter.
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where εiz is the ionisation energy of the ions and φ is the work function of the target

material. In order to sustain the self-sputtering process, the presence of doubly or

higher charged metal ions is necessary [39, 40]. The work function and the first and

second ionisation energy of Ti are 4.1 − 4.3 eV, 6.82 eV, and 13.58 eV respectively.

These ionisation energies are lower than the first ionisation energy of Ar (15.76 eV)

[39]. Therefore, the concentration of Ti+ and Ti2+-ions of the sputtered vapour is

relatively high [15] and these Ti ions contribute to the discharge current. Furthermore,

the confined plasma (closed shutter) has less rarefaction in front of the target because

the sputter wind (mainly neutrals) is reflected back from the shutter to the target and

the refill time is reduced. These back-reflected atoms can be ionised and participate in

the discharge current. Another reason for a high discharge current while the shutter is

closed is the fact that all the side walls and shutter are grounded. These grounded areas

close to the target can define a self-adjustable sheath thickness according to Child’s

law [38], which relates the current through the sheath (ji) to the potential drop in the

sheath (φwall) and sheath thickness (d):

ji ∝
| φwall |

3
2

d2
. (3)

It has been pointed out by Mändl et al. [43] that the sheath and presheath

boundaries are dynamic for pulsed discharges. Thus all the metal ions arriving to

the presheath boundary of the shutter and side walls are accelerated toward the sheath

edge and then after that to the grounded walls, and take part in the discharge current.

In other words, the impedance of the plasma is lower when the shutter is closed, due

to the reduced rarefaction (shorter refill time), confined plasma, and a shorter path for

the ions (formed shutter and side wall sheaths) and electrons (virtual anode formed by

grounded shield close to the target [15]) to be discharged.

On the other hand, when the shutter opens, the discharge current drops and changes

its form from a square shape to a peak-plateau shape and slightly increases over time

(see Figure 4 (c)). This drop can be attributed to the change in the sheath and presheath

thicknesses of the side walls, removal of the shutter sheath, and mainly to the larger

volume that the plasma is exposed to. The peak-plateau shape of the discharge current is

related to the typical rarefaction during the pulses [35]. The slight increase of discharge

current can be explained by the fact that when the shutter is closed, the confined

dense plasma is running in front of the target and the higher discharge current (higher

average power) can heat up the target surface more effectively compared to the open

shutter condition. Hence, when the shutter opens, the “hot” target causes the density of

working gas in its vicinity to be less and more rarefaction occurs but gradually when the

target cools down and a thermal equilibrium is established the gas density is increased

somewhat and the discharge current level is elevated, as shown in Figure 4 (c). This

gradual alteration of the power cannot be related to rarefaction caused by sputter wind

since the time scale of those phenomena are in the range of microseconds and this power

change is in the order of several minutes.

By increasing the pulse repetition frequency, a denser plasma is confined while
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the shutter is closed. Therefore, after opening the shutter the target surface is hotter

and the local gas density is more effectively is lowered compared to the lower pulse

repetition frequencies. Stronger rarefaction takes place, which causes a more intense

drop in the discharge current and subsequently the average power (constant voltage).

The relative power change percentage during the open shutter ∆Ptime also increases with

increased pulse repetition frequency (see Figure 4 (b)), because the stronger rarefaction

is compensated for over time by cooling down the target surface and establishment

of a new thermal equilibrium. This gradual increase in power is not observed for the

frequencies of 50 and 75 Hz due to the long off-time between the pulses which keeps the

process in thermal equilibrium (enough time for the target to cool down). Moreover,

observation of the rotating dense plasma structures (spokes) over the racetrack for

HiPIMS discharge can be another evidence for the localised thermal spikes over the

racetrack [44].

3.2.2. Ar/O2 discharge

In order to investigate the effect of shutter opening in a reactive sputtering process,

3% O2 in the Ar flow was applied to the chamber and a stable plasma was achieved for

the minimum pulse repetition frequency of 150 Hz while the shutter was closed. When

opening the shutter, the average power drops to a lower level as shown in Figure 5 (a),

and keeps decreasing over time until a certain value, and then drops again drastically

and approaches zero. Suddenly at a very low power, it starts to increase to an even

higher value than it reached with the shutter closed. This average power then proceeds

to a slowly descending fluctuation and ends up as a stable oscillation. This phenomenon

is also observed for the pulse repetition frequency of 200 Hz, as shown in Figure 5 (b). It

will be discussed more elaborately in the next section. The drastic primary drop of the

average power can be explained in the same way as for the Ar discharge in the previous

section, exposure of the plasma to the larger volume, rarefaction and formation of the

shutter sheath and presheath in front of the target. The slow secondary reduction of the

average power can be attributed to the long off-time between the low frequency pulses

(150 and 200 Hz) and more oxidation occurring at the target surface (target poisoning).

This can be seen from the evolution of the discharge current over the first minute after

opening the shutter, in Figure 5 (c). This reduction in discharge current is due to the

reduction in γSE when an oxide layer is formed on the target surface (see Figure 1) [29].

At an elevated pulse repetition frequency of 250 Hz, the fast and slow drops along

with oscillations in the average power are not observed, and the Ar/3%-O2 discharge

starts to behave similarly to the Ar discharge, shown in Figure 6 (a) (The result of 350

Hz is shown in this figure which shows the same behaviour as at 250 Hz, not shown

here). Again, the average power drops severely after opening the shutter ∆Popen and

elevates its level slightly over time ∆Ptime. Closing the shutter, the average power

increases by a similar magnitude (∆Popen ≈ ∆Pclose) to a higher level and again reduces

slowly to the value lower than the closed shutter value (< P0).

Analogous to the discussion of the Ar discharge, the plasma density in front of the
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Figure 5. Development of the average power for an Ar/3%-O2 discharge at pulse

repetition frequencies of (a) 150 Hz and (b) 200 Hz as the shutter is opened and

closed. After a certain power drop when opening the shutter, the power continues

to drop slowly to the lower power level and then starts oscillating. The plasma is

extinguished after shutter closure. (c) Discharge current of the plasma at 10 s, 20 s,

30 s, and 60 s after opening the shutter and before the oscillation occurs.
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Figure 6. (a) Average power of an Ar/3%-O2 discharge at a pulse repetition frequency

of 350 Hz over the opening and closure of the shutter. (b) Relative power change of

the Ar/3%-O2 discharge versus different repetition frequencies ranging from 250 to 400

Hz. P0 corresponds to the average power before opening the shutter. ∆Popen/close and

∆Ptime correspond to the power change upon shutter opening/closing and during the

opening time of the shutter, respectively (∆Popen ≈ ∆Pclose). Negative and positive

values correspond to a drop and an increase of power, respectively. (c) Discharge

current of the plasma at a pulse repetition frequency of 350 Hz 10 s, 80 s, 180 s, and

300 s after opening the shutter.
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target is high when the shutter is closed due to the plasma confinement, and much less

rarefaction takes place because of the reflection of the sputtered species (mainly neutrals)

from the shutter. Also, the formation of a dynamic sheath and presheath [43] in the

region of the grounded shutter and side walls causes an acceleration of ionised species

(titanium and oxygen) within the sheath boundaries. Therefore, an enhanced and square

shape (rarefaction free) discharge current is observed when the shutter is closed (not

shown here) [26]. Upon opening the shutter, the discharge current is deformed from

a square shape to a peak-plateau shape due to the expansion of the plasma to the

larger volume and increased rarefaction. The discharge current increases slightly after

opening the shutter which can be related to the reduced target temperature and thus less

rarefaction. Low sputter yield of the formed oxide layer on the target surface (target

poisoning) also supports the observation of the reduced discharge current [45]. The

discharge current depending on the applied voltage and impacting ion energy, can vary

for the oxidised target due to the different emission of secondary electrons [46]. However

the target poisoning level in this experiment is below the fully oxide mode (suboxide

mode) therefore the emission of secondary electrons from such a surface is lower than

the clean target, as proposed by Depla et al. [29].

The relative change in the average power becomes greater for the increased pulse

repetition frequency upon opening/closure of the shutter (∆Popen/P0) and while the

shutter is open (∆Ptime/P0), shown in Figure 6 (b). It was not possible to increase

the pulse repetition frequency to more than 350 Hz due to limits in the power that the

magnetron could tolerate. Consequently, a frequency window can be defined to obtain

a stable Ar/O2 discharge between 250 and 350 Hz for the specific chamber geometry

and magnetron configuration which were used for this experiment (see Figure 6 (b)).

3.3. Deposition rate

The low deposition rate of the HiPIMS process has been reported previously for various

materials including Ti [47, 19]. It has mainly been understood to result from the high

degree of ionisation of sputtered materials close to the target, which either return to

the target [35] or are guided off-directional toward the walls rather than the substrate

surface and do not contribute in the film deposition [27]. Also, the extension of the

negative target potential into the plasma as an extended presheath may be another

possible reason for the low deposition rate of the HiPIMS discharge [48]. However it has

also been suggested that the magnetic confinement affects the transport of sputtered

materials [49, 47] and the mean magnetic field reduction can enhance the deposition rate

[50, 51]. The high degree of ionisation and sheath dynamics over the opening/closure of

the shutter may impact the deposition rate, while the average power (discharge current)

varies after opening the shutter. Hence, the deposition rate was measured both for

Ar and Ar/3%-O2 discharges. Figure 7 (a) and (b) show the thickness of deposited

materials over the first 6 minutes after shutter opening for different pulse repetition

frequencies in Ar and Ar/3%-O2 discharges. The thickness was measured every minute
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Figure 7. Thickness of the deposited materials as measured by QCM as a function of

time after opening the shutter for (a) an Ar discharge at a pulse repetition frequency

ranging from 50 to 250 Hz and (b) an Ar/3%-O2 discharge at a pulse repetition

frequency in the range 450 to 550 Hz. For the reactive discharge, a stable plasma

was achieved at a higher pulse repetition frequency after flakes on the target surface

had been removed.
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and the slope of the line connecting two neighbouring data points defines the deposition

rate for the relative time interval. Deposition rates become greater with increased pulse

repetition frequency for both non-reactive and reactive discharges as Aiempanakit et al.

reported [52].

For all pulse repetition frequencies, the deposition rate is lower for the first minute

after opening the shutter and then it is almost constant for the next 5 minutes as

reported before [26]. Taking into account the average power change after opening the

shutter, one can correlate the low deposition rate for the first minute to the low average

power dissipates in the plasma for the same time span. While most of the changes in

the average power occur, the deposition rates also vary and a constant rate is achieved

when the power change is almost negligible. This means that the strong rarefaction

and discharge current reduction (power reduction) after opening the shutter causes this

low deposition rate however, when the discharge current reach the increased stable level

after the first minute (thermal equilibrium of the target), the least changes are seen in

the deposition rate. This can be crucial for deposition of very thin layers in multilayer

structures, but the impact of this deposition rate variation at the initial stage of growth

may be diminished for the growth of thicker films as the deposition rate becomes almost

constant. Furthermore, it can be pointed out that the frequency window for the Ar/O2

discharge was shifted to the higher frequencies after removing flakes on the target surface

(racetrack) in order to obtain an oscillation-free (stable average power) plasma. Flakes

can potentially be proper structures for accumulating charge and because of their unclear

composition, they can contaminate the plasma and degrade the quality of deposited films

or multilayers. However, deposition rate comparison between Ar and Ar/O2 discharges

was not the aim of this experiment and has been studied elsewhere by Kubart et al.

[53] in more details.

3.4. Periodic runaway in an Ar/O2 discharge

An instability in the average power was observed as described in section 3.2.2 Ar/O2

discharge at pulse repetition frequencies of 150 and 200 Hz. In order to investigate

the observed phenomenon, an Ar discharge was started at 140 Hz and stabilised after

opening the shutter. Subsequently, O2 was applied step by step to the discharge, as

shown in Figure 8 (a). As the O2 flow increases, the average power begins to decrease

due to the target poisoning [29, 54]. At a flow of 5%-O2, the average power reduces

faster, and eventually the plasma discharge appears to be unsustainable. However, after

reaching a very low power level it increases suddenly even above the initial average

power, where the plasma was at metal mode. This process continues as a slow and

intense oscillation in the average power which decays out to a stable plasma as the pulse

repetition frequency is increased up to 400 Hz (see Figure 8 (b)).

Runaway of plasma to a high density discharge has been previously reported for

high sputter yield materials [35], transient metals with moderate sputter yields [35], and

even low sputter yield materials [55] and oxidised targets [31]. A generalised criterion
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Figure 8. (a) Average power for increasing O2 flow rate. After applying a 5% flow a

drastic drop occurs, which continues to an intense and slow oscillation in the average

power. (b) The amplitude of oscillations is affected by the pulse repetition frequency,

decreasing as the frequency increases from 140 to 400 Hz. Inset: An enlarged part

of the oscillations at a pulse repetition frequency of 200 Hz. ∆T corresponds to the

period of the oscillations and Phigh and Plow are related to the maximum and minimum

power during the oscillations.

for runaway (Π̃) to take place is:

Π̃ =
∑

j

α̃jβ̃j γ̃j > 1, (4)

where α̃j is the effective probability of ionising atom j, β̃j is the effective probability of

returning ion j to the target, and γ̃j is the sputter yield of ion i when it bombards the

target. These generalised fluxes contain both target and gas species, either atoms or

ions [55]. Anders et al. [55] proposed that the gas recycling in front of the target is the

dominant mechanism for the runaway to a high current, where the magnetic presheath
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can accommodate many volts of potential drop and thus defines the ionisation zone [56]

to produce new gas ions. Therefore, a runaway of plasma to a high density discharge is

generated mainly from the recycled gas ions for the low sputter yield materials including

poisoned targets. It has also been demonstrated that emission of secondary electrons

from the target surface can play an important role for ionisation of re-attracted gas or

metal ions [55].

Furthermore, the ionisation energies of Ti+ (6.82 eV), Ti2+ (13.58 eV), Ar+ (15.76

eV) [39], O+ (13.61 eV) [57], and O+
2 (12.06 eV) [58] reveal that the singly and doubly

charged metal ions, as well as singly charged reactive gas ions can be present in the

plasma as their ionisation energy is lower than that of Ar+. The presence of singly and

doubly charged Ti ions was reported by Ehiasarian et al. [59] for different distances from

the target surface. Aiempanakit et al. [52] also demonstrated the energy distribution

function of O+ for different pulse repetition frequencies. They showed that the energy

tail reaches up to 100 eV at lower frequencies where the average power was set only to

100 W, meaning that the produced ions are more energetic at higher applied voltages.

Moreover, for the very similar pulse length (200 µs) and voltage (700 V), Hála et al. [30]

have shown the presence of intense emission of O+ and O+
2 ions even 100 µs after the

initiation of the pulse close to Cr target surface which indicates the high rate of oxygen

dissociation by energetic electrons. Analogously, presence of such high energy ions in

this experiment is expected.

Using the concept of the recycled gas ions contribution to the total discharge

current, one can write the target current as the sum of gas (argon and oxygen) and

target ion currents to the target and the resulted current of secondary electrons from

their impacts, proposed by Anders et al. [55]:

I =
∑

j

(Ij(i) + ISE(j)) =
∑

j

(1 + γSE(j))Ij(i), (5)

where γSE(j) is the emission of secondary electrons yield resulted from the j-type ion

impact. Generally, γSE(j) is around 0.1 but it can significantly influence the probability

of ionisation. However, Phelps and Petrović [46] have illustrated that the emission of

secondary electrons increases with the increased ion impacting energy. For energies

higher than 300 eV, the emission of the secondary electrons from a fully oxidised target

surface elevates faster compared to the clean surface [46]. This has been attributed to

the kinetic electron emission as a dominant process for ejection of the electrons where the

high energy of the impacting ions is distributed in lattice vibration and consequently

a thermal equilibrium is established by ejection of electrons through the thermionic

effect [29, 60]. Therefore, a relatively high emission of secondary electrons from a fully

oxidised target can lead the plasma to the runaway condition if certain circumstances

are fulfilled.

To elaborate on the observed phenomena, the different processes which occur must

be addressed. Introducing a 5% oxygen flow to the Ar discharge can partially oxidise

the target surface. Formation of a partial oxide layer on the target surface (suboxide

mode) causes a lower γSE [29] and consequently, fewer ionisation events occur in the
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vicinity of the target (fewer ions) and a lower discharge current is observed (lower

average power due to the constant voltage). This process leads to a state where the

target surface oxidises fully (oxide mode), and a new high γSE takes over due to the

presence of high energy impacting ions. Then, the discharge current starts to rise and a

significant electron release from the target increases the number of ionisation events, i.e.

more ions, including metal ions and reactive gas ions, are attracted back to the target

and contribute to the discharge current. This increased current raises the sputtering

rate and more neutrals have the chance to be ionised and participate in the discharge

current. This process leads to a runaway of plasma to higher current (Π̃ > 1) mainly

due to the increased γSE [46]. High energy ions (high applied voltage) is necessary in

order to sustain the plasma, otherwise more oxidation leads to a very low discharge

current (low γSE for low energy regimes) where plasma is not able to be self-sustained.

This runaway cannot be sustained. As soon as the plasma reaches a high density, an

elevated sputtering rate cleans the target surface and thus take the target to suboxide

mode where a reduced γSE violates the criterion of runaway (Π̃ < 1). Then again, the

same processes as mentioned above continue the discharge with a periodic runaway to

higher current (see Figure 8 (b)). The processes can be understood in the context of

oscillating γSE corresponding to different compositions of the target, from metal mode

through the suboxide mode to highly oxide mode. The periodic runaway has not been

reported before. It can only be observed if the capacitance network of the power supply

is large enough to hold the target voltage constant for the entire pulse length during the

runaway [15].

The evolution of the discharge current over the runaway is shown in Figure 9 for a

pulse repetition frequency of 200 Hz. As seen in the figure, the discharge current can

increase four times during the runaway compared to the current out of the runaway.

This increased current is higher for lower frequencies, where longer off-time between

the pulses results in more oxidation and less etching at the target surface. Hence,

more intense and faster runaway takes place at lower pulse repetition frequencies, which

decays to a more moderate and slower runaway for higher frequencies until the number

of pulses are enough to establish a compromise between oxidation and etching events.

An enlarged part of this oscillation is shown in the inset of Figure 8 (b) at 200 Hz

revealing that the runaways are periodic. The period (∆T) and the maximum (Phigh)

and minimum (Plow) levels of the average power are plotted as a function of pulse

repetition frequency in Figure 10. Phigh drops with increased pulse repetition frequency

while Plow rises with increasing frequency until they converge at 400 Hz (stable plasma).

The period of runaways increases with increased pulse repetition frequency. This is

attributed to the decreased time available between pulses to form enough oxidised area

of the target to initiate the runaway.
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Figure 9. The evolution of discharge current around the average power peak.

Discharge runaway to a higher density occurs for couple of seconds and causes a drastic

increase in discharge current. Inset: The average power of unstable reactive discharge

over the runaway is plotted as a function of time. Each point shown in the inset

corresponds to a relative current waveform in the main figure.

4. Conclusions

In summary, various challenges for the growth of Ti and TiO2 thin films and

multilayer structures were investigated using the HiPIMS technique. Increasing the

pulse repetition frequency reveals that faster pulsing elevates the target temperature,

and reduces the local gas density, either Ar or Ar/O2 mixture, close to the target centre.

Therefore, stronger rarefaction takes place with increased pulse repetition frequencies.

Nevertheless, the average power becomes greater due to the higher number of pulses.

It was also shown that the opening/closure of the shutter in front of the target causes

a displacement of the plasma power level, as the formation of an extended shutter

presheath [43] normal to the plasma plume expansion provides a shorter path for the

ionised species and electrons to be discharged (low impedance plasma). Moreover,

plasma confinement in the vicinity of the target results in denser plasma, much faster

gas refilling, and minimum rarefaction during the pulses when the shutter is closed.

Furthermore, the dynamic emission of secondary electrons resulting from a crossover

between metallic and oxide modes of the target provides the conditions (high γSE for

oxidised target [46]) for a periodic runaway of plasma to higher density to occur. Massive
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Figure 10. (a) The maximum and minimum average power of the Ar/5%-O2 discharge

during the oscillation and (b) the period of the oscillations versus pulse repetition

frequencies ranging from 140 to 400 Hz. The oscillations repeat several times and the

average values and final values of period are plotted for each pulse repetition frequency.
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re-attraction of reactive gas and target ions during the runaway increases the sputtering

rate, cleans the target surface, and takes it from fully oxide mode to suboxide mode with

reduced γSE [29]. This indicates the role of the emission of secondary electrons as the

main reason for occurrence of a runaway [40]. The main fact that has to be addressed

is that the periodic runaway can happen only if the energy of the impacting ions are

above 300 eV, enabling γSE to reach a higher value when the fully oxide mode target is

achieved, thus initiating the runaway process.
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Abstract. Epitaxial TiN films were grown on MgO(100) by high power impulse

magnetron sputtering at growth temperatures of 35◦C to 400◦C. Enhanced film

properties including bulk density, moderate growth rate, and atomic-size surface

roughness were achieved for the epitaxial TiN films compared to dc magnetron

sputtering grown films at the same growth temperature. Textured TiN films were

obtained using the same growth parameters when an insulating mask with electrical

probes were used to measure the in-situ film resistance during growth. Formation

of the electric potential (electric field) due to dynamic charging of insulating mask is

understood as the reason of this crossover. Two different scenarios are described as

possible mechanisms responsible for this transition. However, the epitaxial films show

paramount structural properties compared to the textured films grown with the in-situ

mask system, i.e., higher density, increased growth rate, and atomically flat surfaces.

This study is beneficial for industrial applications where TiN is grown by HiPIMS on

surfaces with mixed conductive and insulating features.
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1. Introduction

Over the last decades, thin TiN films have been of interest for several applications in

variety of scientific and industrial fields [1, 2, 3]. High electrical conductivity, chemical

stability, and superior mechanical properties of TiN thin films have proposed it as

an excellent candidate for microelectronics [4], wear-resistant and hard coatings [5],

and decorative applications [6]. Approach of microelectronics toward nanoscale sizes

is not possible without usage of scaled-down thin films. Ultra-thin TiN films have

been suggested as an adhesion layer and diffusion barrier for Al and Cu interconnects

[4, 7, 8], and also as a potential gate metal in metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) devices

with high-κ gate dielectrics [9]. MgO is one of the materials which is considered

as high-κ dielectric candidates [10], and due to its large band gap and high thermal

stability, it has often been suggested to be used in high power SiC-based devices [11]

as well as wide band gap semiconductors such as GaN [12]. Indeed, in the path toward

miniaturization of TiN films down to a few nanometers, it is still challenging to obtain

the paramount bulk properties such as highly dense and conductive films with extremely

smooth surfaces. Many attempts have been done in order to deposit very thin TiN

films with the pronounced properties but few of the used methods were able to be

industrialized. One of the conventional methods with the possibility of industrialization

for deposition of TiN thin films is reactive magnetron sputtering.

Recently, high power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) has been introduced

as a promising deposition technique for thin films. Due to high fraction of ionized species

produced by the HiPIMS plasma, it has been categorized as an ionized physical vapor

deposition (IPVD) technique which has illustrated the ability of enhancing ultra-thin

film quality [13, 14]. Improved are classified into film density [15, 16, 17], adherence to

other materials [18], and surface roughness [16, 17, 19, 20]. This is mainly understood

due to the high energy tail of sputtered species as the effective driving force of the

incoming flux to substrate [21] and more laterally expansion of the plasma plume

compared to dc plasmas [22].

Previously, TiN films were deposited by HiPIMS and the growth of highly dense

and textured films [21] has been demonstrated, along with the effect of various ion-

to-neutral ratios in sputtered species on structural texturing of the films by altering

the peak discharge current [23]. In earlier studies ultra-thin TiN films were grown

epitaxially on MgO(100) substrates by reactive dc magnetron sputtering (dcMS) [24]

under different growth temperatures. The coalescence and continuity thicknesses of the

films were explored by in-situ monitoring of the film resistance during growth. Using

the same growth setup and similar growth parameters, ultra-thin TiN films were also

grown on MgO(100) by reactive HiPIMS [17], but the films were poly-crystalline with

preferred orientations (textured) compared to the epitaxial dcMS grown films [24].

Here, in order to investigate the reasons of missing epitaxy when the HiPIMS

process is employed for film deposition, thin TiN films were deposited reactively on

the MgO(100) substrates by HiPIMS on an electrically-floating bare metallic substrate
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holder (Figure 1 (a)). The ceramic-masked electrically-floating substrate holder (Figure

1 (b)) [17] was therefore not used. The TiN films were grown at various growth

temperatures ranging from 35◦C to 400◦C. In principle attaining epi-layers is very likely

due to the small lattice mismatch between TiN(100) and MgO(100) (≈ 0.6% at room

temperature) [24, 25, 26]. In this study, the previously grown TiN films using the

insulating-masked holder [17] are compared to the TiN films grown on the unmasked

substrate holder. Schematic illustrations of the substrate holders are shown in Figure 1

(a) and (b). This study has been of importance in various industrial processes such as

ion implantation [27] and highly ionized sputter deposition methods [28, 29] where the

electrostatic field resulted from the built-up charge on insulating surfaces interacts with

either ion beam or plasma flux and distorts the implantation (nonuniform diffusion

depth) or deposition (thickness variation for large area substrates) processes. More

specifically, the TiN films that were grown on surfaces of conductive and insulating

materials with complex shapes had encountered different challenges [30], which this

study can be of interest for such an application.

2. Experimental Details

The TiN films were deposited in a custom-built sputtering chamber [31] with a base

pressure of 3.8 × 10−6 Pa. Sputtering gas was argon of 99.999% purity mixed with

nitrogen of 99.999% purity. The flow rate of qAr = 40 sccm was used for argon along

with the nitrogen flow rate of qN2 = 2 sccm. A total growth pressure of 0.7 Pa was

achieved using a throttle valve. A 3 inches (75 mm) Ti target of 99.995% purity was

used, in a planar magnetron configuration to ignite the plasma and was located 145 mm

away from the substrate surface.

Single-crystalline 1 mm thick MgO(100) substrates with the size of 1× 1 cm2 were

used. A 1.5 inch (38 mm) diameter circular plate heater behind the substrate holder was

employed to control the substrate temperature during deposition. The distance between

the heater and substrate holder was 2 mm [31]. All substrates were annealed at 620◦C

for 10 minutes prior to deposition. The details of sputtering chamber and substrate

holders have been described elsewhere [31] however, growth conditions, apparatus, and

specifics have been also elaborated in previous study [17].

Determination of the structural properties and stoichiometry of TiN films was

performed using a PANalytical’s X’pert diffractometer (Cu Kα, wavelength 0.1541

nm) mounted with a hybrid monochromator/mirror on the incident side and a 0.27◦

collimator on the diffracted side. A line focus was used with a beam width of

approximately 0.1 mm. The film density, film thickness and surface roughness were

obtained from low-angle X-ray reflectivity (XRR) measurements with an angular

resolution of 0.001◦. Parratt formalism [32] for reflectivity was used for fitting the XRR

data and gave an accuracy of 0.1 nm for thickness analysis. The X-ray diffraction (XRD)

measurements was executed in 2θ/θ mode, 6◦ around the MgO[200] peak. The grazing

incidence (GI-XRD) scans were carried out with the incident beam at θ = 1◦. Surface
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of substrate holder (a) where the metallic holder

is floating, and (b) where in addition to floating holder, electrical probes are also

connected to the gold contacts on the sides of the substrate and an insulating mask

protecting the probes and wires from the plasma flux. The presence of insulating mask

close by a floating holder and wires forms an electric potential above the opening of

the mask. The electric equipotential lines may differ from the drawing and it is only

for illustration here. Inset: A cross-sectional view of the holder along with the formed

electric potential.

morphology of the films was characterized by contact-mode atomic force microscope

(AFM) analysis in an XE-100 multi-mode AFM system (PSIA Inc.) in air.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2 (a) shows the XRD pattern of TiN films grown epitaxially on MgO using the

floating holder at growth temperatures of 35◦C to 400◦C. The dashed lines indicate

the location range of bulk TiN Bragg peak. At the lowest growth temperature (RT),

XRD pattern shows that the film is deposited epitaxially to some extent. However

increasing the growth temperature results in enhanced quality of epi-layers and eventual

appearance of Laue fringes at growth temperature of 300◦C. The emergence of Laue
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fringes is obvious on both sides of the substrate peak revealing the presence of a highly

crystalline film. Simultaneously, the film quality is improved by a slight shift of the

TiN[200] peak position toward the MgO[200] peak. Shift of the film peak away from

the substrate peak can be related to either off-stoichiometry or increased compressive

strain in the film caused by higher in-plane stress between the film and substrate.

Ingason et al. [33] has shown that stoichiometric TiN films can be achieved at elevated

growth temperatures. Therefore the peak positions indicate improved stoichiometry of

the epi-layers grown at higher temperatures where the film peak moves to the region

that stoichiometric TiN peaks appear. However at 400◦C, the highly strained and

stoichiometric TiN film is attained and the peak shift corresponds only to the film strain

and cannot be related to off-stoichiometric film. Using the Bragg’s law the out-of-plane

lattice constant of TiN film grown at 400◦C is 0.43056 nm inferring a 1.5% lattice

mismatch with bulk TiN crystal (0.42417 nm) which is much higher than that of the

dcMS grown TiN at 400◦C (0.17%) [33]. It also indicates that the film is under in-plane

compressive stress to match itself to the MgO lattice constant, therefore the crystal

has to elongate out-of-plane as a response to the stress. Compared to the epitaxial

TiN films grown by dcMS, the HiPIMS grown epi-layers are achieved at higher growth

temperatures [33]. This can be due to the high energy distribution of the incoming

species causing damage and roughening (due to their high mobility on the surface)

during growth when there is not enough thermal mobility to heal the damage. The

growth of highly strained epitaxial layers by HiPIMS at growth temperature as low as

400◦C indicates the energetic ionized incoming flux can input more energy into the film

and provide sufficient driving force for the species to grow layer-by-layer (Frank-van der

Merwe) or in a step-flow (Stranski-Krastanov) growth mode. However, the epitaxial

dcMS grown films were obtained at lower growth temperature (100◦C) but they are not

as highly-strained as the HiPIMS grown films [33]. In Table 1, the X-ray coherence

length of the film in the direction perpendicular to the surface plane is shown along

with the film thickness. In accordance with the results from the XRD measurements,

the coherence length is close to equal to the film thickness for the films grown at 300◦C

and above inferring the coherence of the entire film thickness. The films grown at 35◦C

and 200◦C are not as coherent as the ones grown at higher temperatures due to the lack

Growth Temperature [◦C] < D > [nm] Thickness [nm]

35 15.8 27.45 ± 0.10

200 18.3 24.98 ± 0.08

300 24.9 26.38 ± 0.04

400 23.1 23.05 ± 0.02

Table 1. Crystal coherence length < D > calculated from Bragg peak FWHM using

Scherrer formula and total thickness of the TiN films along with their accuracy as

determined by a fit to XRR scans for growth temperatures of 35◦C to 400◦C. The

accuracy for < D > calculation is 0.1 nm.
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Figure 2. (a) X-ray diffraction patterns of the epitaxial TiN films and (b) grazing

incidence X-ray diffraction (GI-XRD) patterns of the textured TiN films [16] grown at

temperatures of 35◦C, 200◦C, 300◦C, and 400◦C. Epitaxial films were grown on the

floating metallic holder where no electric potential was present but textured films were

deposited when the insulating mask caused an electric potential to be formed above

the mask opening.

of surface mobility of adsorbing species for the lower growth temperatures. However,

supply of the thermal energy by elevating the temperature up to 400◦C is adequate to

increase the adsorbates mobility, thus forming a coherent film.
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In addition to the comparison of the epitaxial dcMS grown TiN film results, the

GI-XRD scans of the textured HiPIMS grown films from the same temperature series are

presented in Figure 2 (b) where the films were grown using the in-situ growth setup, as

shown in Figure 1 (b). Figure 2 (b) shows that the films grown using insulating-masked

holder are all textured for the entire range of growth temperatures. For the elevated

growth temperatures up to 600◦C, no evidence of two dimensional epitaxial growth was

detected [16] while high quality epi-layers were attained at growth temperatures as low

as 400◦C when no insulating mask is present on the substrate holder.

Figure 3 (a) compares the film density of the epitaxial and textured HiPIMS grown

films calculated from XRR measurements as a function of growth temperature. For all

growth temperatures the density of the epitaxial films is higher than the textured films.

As the growth temperature increases the density of the films becomes greater accordingly

for epitaxial films until it reaches the bulk density (5.4 g/cm3 for TiN) at 400◦C. The

density of the textured films is also increased by the elevated growth temperature to

a value fairly close to the bulk density. This well-known film densification is ascribed

to the ion irradiation during the deposition using HiPIMS plasma, which enhances

the mobility and migration of the landing adatoms to non-perpendicular facets on the

surface [21]. The higher density of the epitaxial films compared to the textured films can

therefore be related to the atomic-scale voids appearing at the grain boundaries of the

textured films where these voids are absent for the coherent epitaxial films. However the

possibility of defect formation is higher when the nucleation density (intensive HiPIMS

flux) is high. XRD patterns of the epitaxial films shown in Figure 2 (a) indicate that

these reduced film densities with decreasing growth temperature can be attributed to

off-stoichiometric TiN films where the peak position moves out from the range that the

stoichiometric films are located. On the other hand, GI-XRD patterns of the textured

films shown in Figure 2 (b) do not refer the reduced densities to off-stoichiometric TiN

since the peak positions indicate all to the presence of stoichiometric TiN. However, both

the epitaxial and textured RT grown films exhibit a relatively high density compared to

the dcMS grown films [24]. Therefore it is more realistic to consider the reduced density

in the context of possible slightly off-stoichiometric films and atomic-scale defects and

voids for the epitaxial films, or grain boundaries tightness for the textured films.

Figure 3 (b) presents the growth rate of epitaxial and textured TiN films deposited

by HiPIMS at various growth temperatures. For all growth temperatures, the growth

rate of the epitaxial films is higher than the textured films. Low growth rate of the

textured films is consistent with the shadowing effect of the mask for the ions arriving

off-axis to the substrate which will be discussed later. This is even more apparent in

HiPIMS deposition due to the well-known significant transport of sputtered material

perpendicular to the target [16, 34]. Furthermore, the general trend of growth rate for

both epitaxial and textured films is as the growth temperature increases the growth

rate becomes smaller. This is in a direct correlation with the density of the films: the

denser film, the lower growth rate. It reveals that at higher growth temperature, less

vacancy-type defects and tighter grain boundaries exist in epi-layers and textured films,
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Figure 3. (a) Density and (b) growth rate of epitaxially and textured [16] grown TiN

films by HiPIMS for different growth temperatures (35◦C − 400◦C). The growth rate

was calculated based on the thickness analysis obtained from the XRR scans and the

growth time of 30 min. The precisions for the density and growth rate evaluation are

0.01 g/cm3 and 0.0001 nm/s, respectively. The size of error bars are comparable with

some of the data points.

respectively. It has to be noted that generally, desorption rate of adatoms increases

with increased surface temperature which might have an effect for the elevated growth

temperatures to result in lower growth rate compared to the lower growth temperatures.

Surface roughness of the epitaxial and textured TiN films has been calculated from
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AFM and XRR measurements for different growth temperatures, illustrated in Figure

4 (a) and (b). Figure 4 (a) compares the surface morphology of the epitaxial and

textured HiPIMS deposited TiN films as the growth temperature becomes greater. It

is clear that eventually by increasing the growth temperature, the three dimensional

growth of textured films become more obvious by appearance of island structures all

over the surface while the epitaxial films become smoother for the increased growth

temperatures.

Comparison of the surface roughness calculated from AFM and XRR measurements

for epitaxial and textured films exhibit a significant improvement of roughness for

epitaxial films. As the growth temperature increases, the AFM measured roughness

of epitaxial film reaches almost atomic distances (≈ 0.2 nm) at 400◦C which is as flat as

previously grown TiN films with similar thickness (25 nm) at 750◦C by Karr et al. [35]

where an additional TiN buffer layer and 12 hours substrate baking prior to growth have

been employed in order to obtain ultra-flat TiN films. However the growth temperature

is lowered significantly here and neither pre-baking nor buffer layer was employed while

bulk density films and ultra-flat surfaces were achieved by HiPIMS. This can be the

result of energetic ion bombardment not only providing enough driving force for the

growing layer to be epitaxial and highly dense but also acting as a surface treatment

method to smoothen the growth area. Meanwhile the textured film roughness remains

fairly similar at the same level of ≈ 0.9 nm for the entire range of growth temperatures

because of the gradual island formation as the growth temperature increases. XRR-

based calculated roughnesses also show a higher value at the low growth temperature

while as the growth temperature elevates the surface roughness of the epitaxial films

becomes less than the textured films.

To conclude this part, it is possible to grow epitaxial TiN thin films using HiPIMS

however a minimum thermal mobility of adsorbates is required in order to achieve the

superior properties of the grown films. Compared to the highest quality TiN films

grown by dcMS, HiPIMS enables the growth process to attain ultra-thin highly-strained

epitaxial films with bulk density and extremely smooth surface at much lower growth

temperature. Such TiN films can be of essential as diffusion barriers for nanoelectronic

industries and applications.

Low energy ion bombardment during the growth of thin films is widely known

to enhance the film quality [21] by transferring the energy of incoming species to the

surface atoms. It may result in some restructuring of the atomic arrangements [36]

followed by some impacts on nucleation, microstructure evolution, orientation, stress,

and crystallographic texture [37, 38]. However, charge accumulation on insulating

surfaces during the deposition may affect the ion trajectories by creation of an electric

field perpendicular to the charged dielectric surfaces [39]. The electric field may alter

the ion energy distribution of the species approaching the surface and can be beneficial

if the energy is in a certain range. Too low ion energy may cause amorphization or too

high ion energy may induce defects in the structure of the film [38].

When an insulating mask made from a machinable glass-ceramic (Macor) is
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Figure 4. Surface morphology of the epitaxial ((a-1), (a-3), (a-5), and (a-7)) and

textured ((a-2), (a-4), (a-6), and (a-8)) TiN films for different growth temperatures

ranging from 35◦C − 400◦C. The shown scan sizes are 5 × 2.5 µm. (b) Calculated

surface roughness of the epitaxial and textured [16] films from XRR fitting and root

mean square of surface roughness (Rq) by AFM.

employed around the growing film on the substrate holder, the highly-ionized HiPIMS

flux consisting of both positive and negative species will cause a final dynamic charge

accumulation on the surface of the mask. The final charge can be negative or positive

depending on the surface type and flux species. After a long deposition of a TiN film
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on top of the Macor material the mask should be conductive and no charge built-up

should occur. However, this is not the case since measurements on the resistance of

the TiN film deposited on the mask surface show no conductance, and visual inspection

indicates that large TiN islands are grown with no final interconnection paths between

them. The final charge built-up is therefore mainly due to interaction of the TiN islands

on top of the Macor surface with the HiPIMS flux.

Figure 5 (a) and (b) illustrate how the charge accumulation can affect the growth

process when two different growth setups are used. Two different scenarios can

be considered for the built-up charge and interaction of the incoming species with

the formed electric potential (electric field). In both case scenarios formation of

electric potential is assumed but the type of net charge accumulating on the mask

and consequently the type of formed electric potential (direction of electric field) are

dissimilar.

The first scenario, here referenced as deceleration scenario, is to assume the

insulating TiN deposited (islands) mask is positively charged and a subsequently formed

potential is electrically negative resulting in an electric field pointing outward from

the insulating surface and perpendicular to the potential lines, shown in Figure 5

(a). Therefore when positively charged ions approach the substrate holder they are

decelerated, and electrons and negatively charged species are accelerated in the same

manner. The magnitude of this potential can reach a considerable value resulting in the

reshaped energy distribution of the arriving positive growth species. If this alteration in

the energy distribution is large enough, it can decrease the growth rate of the TiN film

but at the same time, it is more gentle to the surface of the growing film and behaving

in more dcMS-like growth mode (in the context of energy not ionization rate). Also

due to the low energy distribution of the arriving species, occurrence of re-sputtering is

very unlikely. However, the mask by itself can block or deflect a fraction of incoming

species approaching off-axis the substrate surface and cause further reduction of the

growth rate. Namely, the mask casts a shadow on the surface for the part of plasma

flux arriving off-axis.

In the second scenario or acceleration scenario (see Figure 5 (b)), the situation is

reverse. Assuming that negative charge is accumulated on the TiN islands deposited on

the mask surface leads to the formation of a positive electric potential (electric field).

This electric field therefore causes the positively charged ions to gain energy and a shift

of their energy distribution to higher values. However, a part of these ions can be guided

toward the charged up Macor surface and causes reduction in the number of ions which

land on the growing film. Shadowing effect of the mask is also present in this scenario,

which can further reduce the number of landing ions. Thus a significant reduction in

growth rate can be expected in the case of this scenario. Elevated energy of positive

species can possibly improve the growing film quality but it can also cause departure

of the high energy ions after landing on the surface, in other words increasing the re-

sputtering events. The more intensive ion bombardment can increase the re-nucleation

events, transition the growth mode from Stransky-Krastanov to Volmer-Weber, and
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induce island formation and surface roughening.

The possibility of the introduced scenarios to be the case for the various structural

properties and surface morphology of the deposited TiN films will be discussed further

as follow. The lower density of the textured TiN films is partially supported by the

decelereation scenario. The low energy ions arriving on the surface can be the reason

for the reduced density because they are not as mobile as the more energetic ions which

were not interfered with the potential. But the acceleration scenario can explain the

decreased density in a better manner where intensive ion bombardment causes damage

on the surface. However in general 3D texture growth results in lower film density
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Figure 5. Formation of the electric potential on the opening of the insulating mask

and its interaction with plasma flux when the accumulated charge on the surface is

(a) positive and (b) negative. The sign of electric potential is therefore defined by the

type of accumulated charge accordingly.
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compared to 2D epitaxy due to the presence of grain boundaries and atomic-scale voids.

Lower growth rate of the textured films can be assumed for both scenarios because of

the shadowing effect. The acceleration scenario mainly supports the lower growth rate

due to the increased re-sputtering of the growing film. In the deceleration scenario it

is very unlikely that gentle approach of the ions causes high amount of re-sputtering

events hence leading to increase the growth rate. In the case of surface roughness, it

is straightforward to conclude that extensive ion bombardment in the vicinity of the

surface is the main mechanism for surface roughening as described in the acceleration

scenario. The presence of low energy ions in the deceleration scenario, means the

occurrence of surface roughening is less likely. Therefore, the acceleration scenario can

better demonstrate the possible mechanisms causing different film properties when an

insulating mask is used.

4. Conclusions

Ultra-thin TiN films were sputter-deposited on MgO(100) by HiPIMS for various growth

temperatures. Epitaxial films were obtained when a metallic substrate holder was used,

but textured films were achieved as the metallic holder was masked by an insulating

ceramic used for in-situ resistance measurement [17]. Energetic ion irradiation of

HiPIMS plasma is the principle factor for the epi-layers to be grown even at low

temperatures with the enhanced structural properties compared to the dcMS grown

epitaxial films [24, 35]. Although the epitaxial TiN films grown by HiPIMS at growth

temperature below 400◦C are slightly off-stoichiometric however, when raised to 400◦C,

a highly-strained stoichiometric epitaxial films is achieved by HiPIMS with higher film

density and atomically flat surfaces compared to the dcMS grown film at the same

temperature [24]. Furthermore, neither pre- nor post-treatment is employed for attaining

the enhanced quality of the films in comparison with previous studies [35]. Charging of

the insulating mask and formation of an electric potential on top of the mask opening are

believed to be the main reasons that the growth mode transitions from two dimensional

Stransky-Krastanov to three dimensional Volmer-Weber. Depending on the type of

charge accumulated on the insulating mask, the direction of the electric field and the

sign of the consequence electric potential are defined. Hence two different scenarios,

deceleration and acceleration scenarios, are developed in order to explain interaction of

the ionized species with the electric potential. Meanwhile, the neutrals are not influenced

and remain intact. Therefore, acceleration of ionized species of HiPIMS plasma, which

contains Ti+, N+ and Ti2+-ions [21], when they approach the substrate holder is realized

to play a role causing various densities, growth rates, and surface roughnesses. For the

entire range of growth temperatures, the epitaxial films are denser and exhibit higher

growth rate compared to the textured films. As the growth temperature increases, the

surface roughness of both epitaxial and textured films decreases however the epitaxial

films are smoother than textured films for almost higher growth temperatures.
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